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UHF AERIALS
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British & Foreign
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Designs, etc.

-SOLJOINT, LONDON S.W.4-

FIVE STAR QUALITY AERIALS
* Anodised elements for protection. * Modern
plastic moulding techniques used for convected

reflector and parasitic elements giving longer
life. * Staggered spaced elements for maximum
performance with all channel band width.

* Multi -element reflector giving high back to
front ratio * Maximum efficiency of matching
by using laboratory developed collector plate
without any other matching device.
Model

Description

UF H3

3 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

UF H5

5 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

Gain
DB

BF

Ratio
DB

VACUUM
ELECTRONIC
LIMITED

KEEPS YOU IN
THE PICTURE
WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES
12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

Retail
Price

70

180 31,6

825

19.5

36,6

12"-14'

10.5

24.5

41 ,-

15"-17" £5. 5 -0

12.5

260 47,-

21" El.15-0

135

280 5 I,-

CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADD 12 6 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

150

290 55,-

16.25

300 70,-

17.0

31.0 85

with CLAMP

with CLAMP
UF H7

7 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

UF HIO

10 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

with CLAMP
with CLAMP
UF HI2

12 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

with CLAMP
UF H14

I4 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

UF H18

I8 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

with CLAMP

151 ALLOWED

ON RECEIPT

OF OLD
TUBE

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON AREA

with CLAMP
UF H22

22 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

with CLAMP
PLEASE STATE LARGE OR SMALL CLAMP REQUIRED

WRITE PHONE 0. CALL

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.
35. SACKVILLE STREET
LONDON, WA
REGENT 64O

(5 lines)
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
'Phone: CHErrywood 3955
LONDON, S.W.I9.
"COMPARE OUR SERVICE WITH ANY OTHER"

For the finest service in the Country. We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. -1 p.m. on Wednesdays.

For any information or problems you have, call or phone, we are always pleased to help.
Line output and Scan Coil specialists.
EXAMPLE OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FROM OUR STOCKS.
ALBA-T301 1304, T394, T484, T494, 1504, T111974, TR9874 at
at
1312 Rewind.
at
.
1321, Y334, T4'34, T5'24. T524EM,
at
1331, 51T341. T352, MT362 1431, 1432, MT441, MT442,
at
1641, 1644, T724FM, T744EM,
at
.
1655, T909, T717
.
at
BEETHOVEN -B100, 11109, 11208

.

BUSH-TV32. T133. TU(134A, 136, T136, TU036, TV36/c,
TUG36/c, T143, T153, 1156. 1157, TUG58. 1.159, TU059,
at
T162, 1163, 1166, 1167. Rewind or Exchange Unit .
at
10068, M69, TUG69, Rewind or Exchange Unit
TV85

TV75 Rewind Only
COSSOR-R17A, 930, 931, 933, 934, 935, 937, 938, 938A, 939FA,
,
at
940, 942. 942A, 943, 944, 946
at
.
945, 945B, 949
DECCA-DM1, DM2/C, DM3, DM4, DM4/C, DM51 DM14, DM17.L
444, 555, DM53
at
DM35, 01145, DM21 /C, DM021, 05122/0
DEFIANT -all Rewinds only
at
DYNATRA)N-All early models Rewinds TV35, TV30
EKCO-TC208. TU909, 1309/1, 1221, T231, 1231.E. 1240, T0267,
TC167/1. T283, 1284, T293, T331, TOC316, 1326, T327, 1330.
,.
at
1330F, T331, TC11337
at
TMB272, 1344, 1344F, T348, 1348E, 1356
at
7'0312, T313, T3139', T335
EMERSON -E700, E701, P.704, E708, Port 0 Rama, F.707, E709,
at
117,/ 0, 11711, These are supplied as an exchange unit ..

.
.

,

49/7
75/44/9
51/3
70110

57/9
57/9
70/-

70/126/103/9

at
at

..
at
3051', 307T, 3151, 3171'
at
3061, 3081
4061, 4081', 416T, 4381'. 435T, 403T, 4071
at
500 Series 6041
FERRANTI-141'2, 14T3, 14T3F, 1414, 1414E, 1115, 1416.
171(3, 1710E. 171'3 1713E. 171(4. 17K4F, 17113, 178E1,
170K4F, 171(0, 178E5, 178E6. 1714, 1714F. 1713 17'176.
These are supplied as Inserts only..

at

20T4D, 2IK6, 21K6V, 391(3, 241(4. These are rewinds or

exchange units.
at
11001. T1002, T1002/1, T1004 11005, T1011 ..
..
..
at
11012, T1023, 11024, T1027
G.E.C.-BT1251, 1111252. 13T1252A. BT1748, BT1748, BT2230,
1312745,

BT2745R,

11/2747.

11T4743,

BT5248,

1829, 1899A

at

1440, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844. 1845, 1046, 1847. 1848
1865, 1869
1870. 1871, 1872. 1873. 1874, 1873;1876::

.

INVICTA-T118, 1119, 1120..

1122, T128
T134
1123, 1124, P125, T133,
.

.

at
at
at
at
at

237,
237SP. 437............at
537, 538, 539..
With INVICTA. PAM or PIE spares please state

serial

at

1'VP20, PVP30 Royal Star
QV1OR, Q1120, Q1230

..

at
at
at

.
1'1100, P1100/1 ............at
MARCONI-All types available, some are rewinds.
68 series. VT084DA, VC133
VT153. VT155, VTI56
11157, 1T158, VT158, VT160

..

..

..

at
at
at

at
at

57/9

All spares available. Prices on request, S.A.E.
.. ..
PAM -008. 909, 952, 953, 958
754. 7114, 765C

.

..

..
..

..
..

..
..

501, 601A, 501F, 517, 517A, 5176, 5175', 521, 531CA, 521CF,

.

52/6

681-

73/9
52/8

52/6
89/9
91/5
57/9
9115

91/5

38/6
52/6

66/-

..

..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

at
at
at
All Phil., spares are available, some being exchange units,
15116, 1810

52/6

..

1960, 1961, 1968, 2160, 21.61
196251, 1967, 1967M

..,

80/69/9
87/6
67/8
57/9
91/5
67/9
61/9
69/6

86'-

61/5

108/9
97/3
1021-

104/3
121/8
67/6
52/6
91/5

81/87/9
821-

82/-

97/8

63/9
87/6

28/8
91/5
92/6
91/5
72/3
47/8
85/8

me are rewinds (older models). Please send S.A.E. for quota-

tion on any not listed.
PILOT-CV76, T176, CV77, CV84, TV84, 0184/12, T189/19.
1312087, CV87, T187, D0087/12, 0187/12, T187/12, These
..,
at
are supplied as inserts only
at
1194 DDC97, TV97. These are suppled as Inserts only
..
at
..
1101", 111, 117, TV107
..
..
..
All other types available, prices on request.
.. .. at
PORTADYNE-All types are rewind only ..
PTE -V14. V14C, 14, 114, 17, VT7
.. .. .. at
..
at
..
Luxury 17 series
..
..
17T6'01., 0917, 08170, 08171', C017CF, CTM17F, CTM173,
..,
at
cArrI7T. CW17, CW17C, CW17CF, CW17F _
crai176, CW17C8, CW176
.. .. at
..
..

.

.. at
.. at
019191, t T1121CD,CTM21F, VT21, YTS1CD ..
..
. at
..
1900. 1200LB
..
1110. 1'1110. 13008, V300E, 13109, 1310F, V210, V210LB,
.. at
1220, 12:10, 1410,1430, 1510, V720, V600A ..
..
..
at
1700 P/N o. 78.2740 ..
..
.
.. .. at
1700 P/No. 716374 or 1700 P/No.782693
..
..
.. .. .. at
V700A P/No. 782740
.. .. at
..
..
V700LBA P/No. 716374 ..
.. at
.. ..
1830A, 1830LBA, 17104 ..
0"5'1 710. CWW216, CTI.,58F

..

..

.

1620A1 17000, 71613, 83.013, Model 1, Model 2, Model 11,

number and maker's part number.
HOLSTER BRANDES-All types available, some of these are
rewinds.

78/6

.

PETO SCOTT -148A, TR16, 176.A, TV1416, T1418, T1419,
111716, TV1719, 111730. These are supplied as inserts only at
..
at
.. ..
HMCO-1000, 1010 ..

BT3347,

BT5348. BT5643, BT5643R. 4118245. BT8246, BT8640. All
at
these are suppled on Exchange Unit basis
1118742, 1111156. B11354 BT2154. BT2155, BT8149,B18244 at
H.51.1.-1824, 1824A, 1824B, 1823, 1896, 1826A. 1827, 1897A,

at
at
at
at

74/8

r11/9

2031, 2041, 203T, 2061, 2141, 2351', 236T, 2441 9461

MURPHY -240-250
V270. 1980
1310, V320. V350, V470 to 1540 Inclusive
..
1410, V420

..
..
at
.
With IN VICTA, PAM or PIE spares please state serial
numb, and maker's part number.

at
at

9881', 9891

at
at

All types available, earlier Models, Rewind or Exchange Unite.

521E. 500E

95/5

9931'
994T, 995T, 9961', 997T, 9981

..
McM1CHAEL-M14T, M17T. 51117LC 5121T, 111211LC, M22C, M23HFC, M72T, M77IIFC

68/84/-

ENGLISH ELECTRIC -All these components are rewind only,
8/Coils and line output, although some we can do on exchange
unit basis.
.
at
PER0U60N-45T 4541
103T, 103T, 1131', 133T, 142T, 1431. 1415T, 9901', 9911., 9991,

MASTERADIO-All types can be rewound, some can be supplied
on our Exchange Unit Plan.

Other Pye spares quotation on request. S,A.g. please. When
ordering Pye spares please state model No. and serial No.
.00 state if printed or wired circuit.
RAYMOND -All 8/coils and line outputs are rewind only.
REGENTONE-All early models rewind or exchange unit.
T14 10-6 (or rewind at 70/.)
10-4 and 1017 supplied as Insert ..
R.G.D.-DEEP17TME, 17T511521 rewind only
710, 011, 610..

SOBELL-T817, T347.
12I P110 121LC, 122
TP8147,1'178

..

...

..

..

..

..
....

.

63/11
70/ -

86/.
88/67/6
79/8
57/9

72/6
42/9
61/9
42/9
59/9
59/9
92/9
59/9

at
at

114/38/6

at
at
at

114/ -

aat
1171. 1171C, T172 ..
..
.. ..
at
..
TI81, 0034, 8C24, SC270, SC370 ..
..
..
ULTRA -V814, 1815, V817, 1915, V917. These are exchange
at
14-53, *VP14-63, 115-60, V1750, VR1752, V1723, V1760,
..
..
at
1 It 1702
..
.
..
_
at
W R1769. 11763, 11704, 121-50, V21-52, 191-0
.. at
117-70 117.71, 117-72, V17-73, 117-74, V1775
..
at
117-80. 117-81, 117-82, V17-83 _
..
.. at
..
..
119-80, 119-84, 119-85
,,
at
. .
..
..
123-80. 123-84
All Sicoils can be supplied on the above Ultra range.

.

44/-

81/.

87/9
111.1/-9

681-

97/8

83/8
80/9
72/8
81/2
701 -

This list of line outputs is the most comprehensive and up-to-date yet published by anyone, if you do not see what you
require we may still hold this in our stocks, or if not we can rewind it for you ... Send S.A.E. all enquiries, and remember ...
All goods if in stock will be despatched the same day.

THE ABOVE LISTED ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW & SUBJECT TO 3 MONTHS GUARANTEE

OUR STREAMLINED RE -WIND SERVICE IS NOW ONLY 7 DAYS
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves, and quality re -built CRT's at bargain prices

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S and S/Coils, 3L. C.O.D., Sr-.
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AMAZING 'KNOW HOW' BOOK
8thrgsrou R/0171. 1/P712 PATE!

AND

twiTitita
REPAIRS

JUST OFF THE PRESS-this essential handbook for the enthusiast,

576
470

handyman or professional repairer is packed with detailed information
and easy -to -follow instructions on how to service radio and TV sets
(including all -transistor and U.H.F. circuits), audio equipment and
domestic appliances of every kind. Shows every step in fault tracing
and the use of modern test gear, from simple meters to complex oscillo-

PAGES
OVER

Also provides

scopes.

ILLUSTRATIONS

practical

guidance

on

household

electrical

installation work. 576 pages. Over 470 illustrations. Mammoth valueSpecial De Luxe Edition, superbly bound in leathercloth, 50/, or on easy
terms: 13/- down and 3 monthly instalments of 14f- (55/-).

REVISED
HUNDREDS OF NEW ILLU STRATIONS!
CONTENTS COVER LATEST TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS!
U.H.F. TELEVISION

WATER HEATING

Here are basic circuits and full instructions to
enable you to service modern sets-get perfect

All you should know about
the various types of

Getting the best from

install them and keep them

625 -line reception.

How to

Row to make adjustments and repairs in order
to get the best possible performance from

any set.

All you need to know about
DOMESTIC INSTALLATIONS
front

helpful
pages how to carry out modifications and extensionswith efficiency and safety!
Learn

these

Complete guidance on lighting

and

power

circuits,

service

Servicing DOMESTIC
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
How to locate and rectify faults
in hi-fi equipment (mono or

hair

driers,

etc..

stereo), record
recorders. etc.
to

cookers, washing machines and refrigerators.
Also covers the repair and rewinding of
small motors.

practical wiring work, safety
regulations, cables, earthing,
fuses, etc.

SPECIAL SECTION ON
COLOUR TELEVISION

Also includes Fluorescent
Lighting, Thermostats and
Time Switches.

Explains clearly and concisely the principles of

Current, Voltage and Resistance. Coils, Capacitors and Tuning.
Valves, Tubes and Transistors: Radio Components. Receiver
Valve -Radio
Design Principles. Transistor -Radio Circuits.
Transistor -Television
Circuits.
Valve -Television
Circuits,
Circuits. Colour -Television Systems. Audio Amplifier Circuits.
Audio Equipment and Gramophones. Tape Recorders. Radio
and Television Aerials. Tools and Bench Work. Test Instruments
and Their Use. Fault Tracing and 'Circuit Testing. Alignment of
Tuned Circuits. Television Fault Tracing. Interference Suppression. Domestic Power Supply Circuits. Electrical Wiring
Work. Fluorescent Lighting. Thermostats and Time Switches.
Motor Repair and Rewinding. Small Appliances. Space- and
Water -Heaters. Electric Cookers. Washing, Drying and Ironing
Machines. Electric Refrigerators. Suction Cleaners and Floor

you
to

how to align tuned circuits.

REPAIR DOMESTIC APPLIANCES

ONE GREAT VOLUME covers:

everything

carry out preliminary tests to

HOW TO
MAINTAIN AND

prospective colour transmission stems.

Tells

want to know-from how

FIRES

irons, toasters.

tracing faults in radio and TV
sets (both valve and transistor
circuits). Deals fully with tools
and bench work-shows how to
ments.

and SPACE HE A FFRS.

Front

TROUBLE
This grand book is invaluable for

make the best use of test instru-

water heaters and how to
in perfect working order.

RADIO AND TV SETS

TRACKING DOWN

players,

tape

ACT NOW!
Simply complete form, indicating
method of payment preferred. and
post in a 2(d. stamped, unsealed
envelope. Offer applies in the
U.K. and Eire only. Hurry!
Make sure of your copy.

SEND NO MONEY NOW '!>
To: Dept. 11.F.35. Odhams Books Ltd., Basted, Sevenoaks,
Kent.

WITHOUT OBLIGATION reserve me "Radio, Television
and Electrical Repairs" and send Special Invoice with

"Full Satisfaction or No Charge" Guarantee.
Tick method of payment preferred:
BLOCK LEYEEFLS BELOW

NAME
Full Postal
ADDRESS

Polishers.

H.F.35/April '64

CASH 0 TERMS D
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Editorial and Advertisement

E

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

Offices:

E

will take its place as a milestone in the history of television, along

Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.

SUBSCRIPTION RATE

the air next year will cover the Midlands, Central Scotland, South

E

E

Southampton Street, W.C.2.

E C)

George

Newnes

Ltd.,

1964

Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
rrE

Fr:

IN a week or two, the test transmissions from the BBC u.h.f.
transmitter at Crystal Palace will give way to the first regular
programmes. April 20th is D -Day for BBC -2, a day which
with other notable events of the past. For BBC -2 opens a new
chapter in the development of TV in this country.
The Crystal Palace station will serve about 10 million people
in London and the Home Counties and is the predecessor of a
chain of stations which, ultimately, will cater for virtually the
entire population. Other high power stations expected to go on

= George Newnes Ltd., Tower House =

=

625 IS HERE !

including postage for one year

Wales, Lancashire, South Yorkshire, Northern Ireland, the

To any part of the World LI 9 0

Isle of Wight and N.E. England. Nine more high power stations

scheduled for 1966 will bring BBC -2 to around 75% of the
population. A large number of "fill-in" stations, necessary due
to the nature of u.h.f. propagation, will complete the coverage,

Contents

by 1969 it is hoped.
Page g.

Editorial

291

ff

a

Teletopics
... 292
E Aerial Design for BBC -2
... 294 LE_
A Flying -Spot Transparency
= Scanner ...
... 297 =
g Servicing Television Receivers 301 F.
7.4 Underneath the Dipole
... 304 2:

To the experimenter, the advent of BBC -2 is a welcome
innovation, bringing a challenge and an incentive. The techniques of u.h.f. propagation and reception will be new to many
and will present new problems, both on the constructional and
servicing side-apart from the question of aerials and test gear.
But the adoption of u.h.f. broadcasting is not simply a matter

--TE Books Reviewed ...

... 318

F.E 110° Scanning Circuits ...
E DX -TV
...

... 319 g

of changing the carrier frequency and the number of lines in the
horizontal scanning circuit. We are now faced with the unfamiliarity of a whole new system of transmission and reception. The
days of the 405 -line v.h.f. system are numbered. A new order
appears before us.
But in the preoccupation with personal technical matters, it is
very easy to forget the massive operation which has been neces-

... 322
... 323 E -

picture".

FE Slow Running Timebases

... 306 =
E A Sound/Vision Transmitter ... 309 E.
E Changing Cathode Ray Tubes... 312

=
= On the Air

316

E Your Problems Solved ...
F_ Test Case

Letters to the Editor

...

E

328 =
331 g

= The Editor will be pleased to consider

E. articles of a practical nature suitable =
= for publication in "Practical Television". E
= Such articles should be written on one =
side of the paper only, and should con= tain the name and address of the sender. =
= Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
responsible for the manuscripts, every effort =
= will be made to return them if a stamped =
= and addressed envelope is enclosed. All =
= correspondence intended for the Editor =
= should be addressed to The Editor, =
= "Practical Television",George Newnes
= Ltd.,Tower House, Southampton Street, =
= London, W .0 .2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
=
E design of radio and television apparatus =

= and to our efforts to keep our readers =
= in touch with the latest developments, F.

E we give no warranty that apparatus 'EL.-

= described in our columns is not the sub- =
of letters patent.
= feetCopyright
in all drawings, photo- =

E graphs

and

articles

published

in

= 'Practical Television" is specifically =
= reserved throughout the countries =
= signatory to the Berne Convention and =
= the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations E= of any of these are therefore ezrffessly = forbidden.

sary to launch the new service from the "other side of the

In a comparatively short time, the BBC has had to alter
existing studios to handle both 405 and 625 standards, to build
and equip entirely new studios, to install much new technical
equipment and convert existing equipment, to recruit new staffproducers, designers, cameramen, sound engineers, script writers,

make-up personnel, vision mixers, secretaries, etc. A gigantic
task, demanding "crash" action.
Vintage viewers will recall the early post-war days of television,
when hearing that programmes from BBC -2 will be restricted in

duration from 7 or 7.30 to around 10.30. To some, these were
halcyon days. Was this because with limited time, the question
was not what to put on but what to leave out? Apart from a
considerable increase in transmission time, the intervening years
have seen the arrival of an alternative programme and, consequent
upon this, a preoccupation with competition and audience rating
figures.
We hope that BBC -2 does not inherit the same outlook.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

Our next issue dated May will be published on April 22nd.
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TELETOPICS
Packed Audience at Practical Television Film Show
IIHIS year's PRACTICAL WIRELESS and PRACTICAL TELE-

VISION Film Show, held on JanWestminster's
at
uary 31st
Caxton

Hall,

attracted

more

people than ever before. In the subject of the first half of the
audience were readers from as far programme-an illustrated talk
away as Southampton and Coal- by Mr. I. Nicholson of Mullard
ville, many of whom, no doubt, Limited, on colour and u.h.f.
were prompted to attend by the television. This, of course, proved

'WM

especial

of

PRACTICAL

interest

TELEVISION

among the audience.
The audience also

to
the
readers

had

the

opportunity this year, of hearing

for the first time the Editor of
and P.T., Mr. W. N.
Stevens, speak from the chair.
Re -assembling in the hall after
a break for refreshments, the
audience was entertained during
P.W.

the second half of the evening's

programme, by a Mullard film on
the use and applications of ultra-

sonics. The meeting ended with
Mr. Nicholson replying to questions from the audience on
various subjects, but mostly on

colour and u.h.f. TV.

The Film Show audience listens to

Mr. I. Nicholson of Mu!lards.

BOAC EXPERIMENT
WITH CCTV

MORE U.H.F. AERIAL INSTALLATIONS

convey

FOLLOWING the announcement that the Marconi Company
Limited had been awarded the contracts to supply u.h.f. aerials
for the Wenvoe and Sutton Goldfield Stations of the BBC (see Teletopics last month), the same firm announces further contracts to
supply and install transmitting aerials at three more stations in the

vision monitors in various depart-

aerials are to be installed at the Corporation's Rowridge (Isle of
Wight) and Pontop Pike (N.E. England) stations, and the third will

('LOSED circuit television has

been introduced by the
British Overseas Airways Corpor-

ation at London Airport on an
experimental

basis,

to

BOAC flight information from
the Station Duty Room to tele-

network to provide BBC -2 coverage of the whole country. Two of the

ments of the building. As new

be mounted on the ITA mast at the Authority's Black Hill (Scotland)
station. The aerial to be installed at the latter station will be similar

information about each flight
arrives, it is written on an

illuminated panel in front of a
camera, which then carries the

information over the CCTV link
to the monitors.
The system was built and
installed by Epsylon Industries
Limited, and if it proves a success,
it will be extended to some
twenty departments of BOAC.

to that being used at the Crystal Palace transmitter. The two other
aerials will follow the form of construction used at the Wenvoe and
Sutton Coldfield transmitters, that is, dipoles mounted inside fibreglass cylinders.

To make room for the u.h.f. aerial on the Pontop Pike mast, the
existing Band I BBC aerial is to be dismantled and a new one
mounted lower down. EMI Electronics Limited has received the
order for the aerial which, once installed, will be put into service
overnight at the same time as transmissions from the original one
cease, so that there will be no interruption in the service.
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"Fill-in" Stations for
BBC -2
RESPITE the fact that a man

living in Warwickshire, Mr
J. S. J. Griffiths, manager of a
branch of Radio Rentals Limited
in Shirley, Solihull-has received
trade test transmissions

BBC -2

from the Crystal Palace station, a

reception survey of the service
area of the London transmitter
has revealed that, as predicted,

there are a number of " shadow "
areas where the u.h.f. signals are
obstructed by hills and other such
obstacles, making it impossible

for many viewers in these areas
to receive satisfactory pictures.
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0.B. Unit at Winter Olympics
TELEVISION coverage for the American Broadcasting Company of
this year's Winter Olympics, held recently at Innsbruck, Austria,

was provided by the European TV production company, InterTel
A.G. To carry out this undertaking, InterTel hired a comprehensive
television outside broadcast unit from the Marconi Company Limited.

This unit comprised an operating crew of 24 engineers and technicians and four vehicles in which the cameras and equipments were
carried from Marconi's headquarters in Chelmsford, Essex, to
Innsbruck.

The outside broadcast vehicle itself is notable for its ability to

carry no less than eight black -and -white television cameras, which
InterTel used in conjunction with two more cameras, linked to the
van by microwave radio links, to provide the necessary coverage.
Full vision mixing facilities for ten cameras thus became available
to the production company, along with sound mixing facilities for up
to 16 microphone channels.

To overcome this problem, the
BBC proposes to build " fill-in "
stations in the four main shadow
areas which have been found to
exist in Reigate, Tunbridge Wells,

Guildford and Hertford. These
stations, which are expected to
begin service about the middle of
1965, will of course, operate on

channels other than the channel

33 of the main Crystal Palace
station.

Although other fill-in stations
will be necessary to serve smaller
shadow

areas

which will

still

announced until reception in the

service area is further investigated.

Anglesey's New
Relay Station
AN

March 9th the BBC brought
into service a new television

relay

station on the island of

Anglesey, to provide the town of
Holyhead with satisfactory transmissions of the new BBC Television Service for Wales. A new
station was necessary because the

other transmitter in Angleseyat Llanddona-has only a restricted radiated power which meant

an inadequate service for viewers
in Holyhead.
Transmissions from the station
(vision
are on channel 4
61.75Mc/s, sound 58.25Mc/s)
with horizontal polarisation.

A Marconi camera in position at the Olympic bobsleigh run in Innsbruck.,.

SIX NEW ITA STATIONS

SIX new ITA transmitting stations are to be equipped by the

Marconi Company Limited, under a contract announced recently.
The stations are to be established in areas not adequately covered by
existing transmitters and will operate automatically and unattended.
Three new stations at Caithness, Central Berkshire and Bedford,
will be equipped with four translators (type BD.368) and four 500W
amplifiers (type BD.377) and all ancillary equipment; while the other

three-at Dundee, Scarborough and the Isle of Man-will have dual
translators and dual 500W amplifiers, plus ancillaries.

The new station at Caithness is to have a mast, a Band III aerial
and feeder system supplied by EMI Electronics Limited under a
separate contract placed by the Independent Television Authority.

Although at first only the channel 8 ITA service will be
transmitted from Caithness, space

Flying -spot Scanners for TV Company

AS a further step toward converting its Southampton studio centre
to 625 -line operation, Southern Television has ordered more
flying -spot film scanners from Rank Cintel. The order includes both
16mm and 35mm scanners, along with a specially designed control
desk.

Increasing numbers of commercials from Southern's two

transmitters have made extra flying -spot equipment necessary for the
many test marketing campaigns carried out in the area.

-1

will be left available at the top

of the mast for a u.h.f. cantilevered aerial capable of trans-

mitting up to 4 u.h.f. programmes,
to cover future requirements.
The 750ft. high triangular

lattice steel mast will be erected
by British Insulated Callender's
Construction Company Limited.,
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AERIAL DESIGN FOR

BBC 2
PART 2

By K. Royal
IN the first part of this article we investigated the
more theoretical aspects of u.h.f. aerials. This
second part deals with the practical side. Armed
with all the technical details of element lengths,

spacing and so forth, the experimenter will now
want to try his hand at constructing a practical

aerial for mounting on the chimney or in the attic.
Mechanically, an outside aerial needs to be more
rugged than its attic -mounted counterpart, though
technically there is not a lot of difference between
them. At this early juncture, however, a point
should be made of the fact that at frequencies
corresponding to Bands IV and V the signals
passing through the roof of a house are weakened
or attenuated several times more than signals of the
v.h.f. channels, and this applies more when the roof
is damp or wet.

BUILDING AN ATTIC AERIAL

In the last article a few practical details of the
Yagi aerial were given and it is now proposed to
provide more constructional details of this and
other type of aerials suitable for the u.h.f. channels.
For attic use, the mechanics of aerials are greatly
simplified and a hardwood cr ss boom is perfectly
satisfactory. The small dimen ns of the elements
and the fact that the u.h.f. tr smissions are horizontally polarised are other features which make
attic -mounted aerials a good proposition (always
provided the conditions permit. their use as
emphasised above).

The general disposition of the aerial elements in

a

Yagi array for channel 33, and the essential

dimensions are given in Fig. 9.

The u.h.f. attenuation is least when the roof is

perfectly dry and when the signal arrives at right angles to the roof surface. The worst possible con-

dition for an attic aerial is the centre of a terrace
block with the signal passing along the length of
the building! It is just not worth considering an

314

attic aerial in such a case.
Neither should attic aerials be considered, if

FD.

there happens to be a lot of foil or metal in the
roof space. Sometimes a metal foil material is

employed for heat insulation, and this can really
play havoc with attic -mounted u.h.f. aerials.

I

lo"

114

10

R -Reflector
ED. -Folded

OUTSIDE AERIALS PREFERABLE

Generally speaking, the best possible outside
aerial should be used in all areas other than those
in a very high signal field. Note that even close to

the transmitter outside aerials may be needed to

get rid of ghosts or to overcome some local screening problem.
Set -top aerials and other types of aerials installed
in the same room as the receiver are not very satisfactory at ultra -high frequencies, and recent reports
have been received of signal variations due to the
movement of knives and forks when viewing -room

aerials have been used. This, of course, is not
surprising when it is considered that an average

fork is approaching a halfwave length of the
London u.h.f. channel (channel 33).
Greater liberties can be taken with the v.h.f.

aerials, and in cases where a roof or chimney stack
is cluttered with such arrays, an attempt should be
made to bring them indoors (in the attic), thereby
making room for the more critical u.h.f. arrays. If
the v.h.f. signals fall too much by this technique, a
pre -amp such as the Telebooster can be employed
to restore the strength.

dipole

D -Director

Fig. 9-Lengths and spacing details of aerial elen ents

for channel 33.

All elements are made from iin.

diameter copper tube.

Fig. 10 shows how a length of hardwood batten
can be arranged to act as the cross boom to secure
the elements. Small staples, or metal " U " clamps
held in position by wood screws, can be employed
to hold the elements at the pre -calculated points
along the length of the batten. A length of Ln. by
4in. batten is suitable, but the wood should' he
thoroughly dry and of good quality.
An alternative arrangement is shown in Fi,;. 11.

Here the boom is made of a piece of lin. by lin.
wood and holes are drilled to accommodate th,.
elements. The diameter of the holes must be such
that the element's are a tight fit when p.ished
through the boom.

For attic use, the elements can be made o'

diameter copp.2r tube. This is readily ava:lable from
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and is

easy

work

to

with, even

if

machining facilities are not available.
The biggest problem is in stretching the tube to

straighten it so that it can be cut accurately to the
element lengths. When it is purchased it is rather
kinky and coiled since it is usually unrolled. However, clamping one end in a vice and pulling one's
weight against it solves the problem, but care

should be taken to ensure that the vice itself is
adequately secured, also the tube between the
clamps.
"U"cfainps fixed by wood screws for
securing elements

1"xli wood

F.D.

batten
Hole through
wood for
feeder
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correct distance of about tin. between the open ends
is then easy to obtain, after which the ends should
be hammered flat for making the coaxial connections, and for screwing to the cross boom.
Soldered connections to the inner and outer

coaxial conductors are desirable, but before this

is done the elements should be thoroughly polished
with a mild abrasive. The polishing should, in fact,
take place before the elements are mounted on the
boom.

After mounting, a final polish should be given
and then the elements should be given a couple of
coats of the special type of transparent varnish of
the kind that is sold to prevent discolouration of
polished brass and copper. Note that this substance
is highly inflammable and should be applied in a
well ventilated room clear of open flames. The first
coat must be dry before the second coat is applied.
The flat ends of the dipole should not be coated.
of course, before soldering the coaxial cable.

Last month it was mentioned that instead of a

rod or a series of rods the reflector can consist of a
sheet of metal mesh. Dimensionally, the reflector
should be at least 1 wavelength by 1 wavelength.
A suitable material is expanded aluminium of the
kind that is often employed for loudspeaker grilles.
This is easily fixed to the end of the wooden boom,
as shown in Fig, 12. The dimensions given in this
diagram relate to channel 33.

Low -loss

coaxial
cable

"BOW -TIE" AERIAL
Tube flattened at ends
for connection

to feeder
Fig. 10-Practical diagram showing how the elements
of an attic type u.h.f. aerial may be secured to a
tin x lin. wooden batten.
Tube end flattened for
connecting to coaxial feeder
2.111

D

Another attic type aerial suitable for the u.h.f.

channels is the so-called " bow -tie " or " batswing "
dipole used extensively in

the U.S.A. and in

Europe. Fig. 13 gives all the measurements and
constructional details for building this aerial.
The reflector is designed for a 60° angle and
this is- initially established by the critical face
dimension of the wooden dipole support. Stability

of the reflector at the correct angle is then achieved

by the wooden supports at the rear. The distance
of the " bow -tie " type of dipole from the corner of
Wooden

22 .44

cross boom

Low -loss ----coaxial
cable

Holes drilled in wood to
accommodate 1/Ec copper tube (tight fit)

Fig. 11-An alternative method of fixing the elements

Folded
dipole

by drilling through a lin x lin. cross boom.

5t/2

MAKING THE FOLDED DIPOLE

The dipole fold is achieved by shaping round
the handle of a broom, but extra special attention

should be paid to the dimension of the dipole,

having in mind that the length is from the centre of
the bend at one end along one side, to the centre of

the bend at the other end. (See Fig. 6 in last
month's article.)

It is best to waste a short length of tube for the

dipole by making the open ends overlap. The

Expanded aluminium

mesh reflector

Fig. 12-Expanded aluminium can make a useful
reflector and is easily screwed on to the end of the
cross boom as this drawing shows.
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the reflector is rather critical, as this establishes the
gain avd the dipole impedance. It will be seen that

especially in low signal
" fringe " areas cannot be overstressed.

strength

Special cables have been designed by several
manufacturers for Band IV and Band V applications. These cables have larger inner conductors
and improved polythene insulation to reduce the

angle.

The reflector proper can be made of expanded
aluminium or of sheet aluminium, the latter being

more rigid and the former probably calling for

rate of attenuation at ultra high frequencies.
Details of typical cables are given below. These

some form of outside wooden framework.
Any type of dipole can be experimented with, but

cables have an impedance of 7511. The first two
types are suitable for general use under good conditions. The third and fourth types should always
be used in fringe areas or wherever there are

that shown is rather interesting. It is made of flat
aluminium of an overall length of 101in., which
allows for a kin. spacing between the two half
sections. The narrow ends are lin. wide and the
outside ends 2in. wide. The neces-

difficult reception conditions.
10%"

sary bandwidth is achieved by virtue
of the unusual shape of the dipole.
(The length of the bow -tie dipole
is basically that of a conventional rod
type, but as the width (or diameter)

v21-11--1/4"

Details of dipole
(aluminium sheet)

the length should be

correspondigly decreased. It will be
remembered that increasing the
width or diameter of a dipole
increases the bandwidth.)
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Wooden

support

An ordinary 101in. (overall) rod

dipole can be used almost equally as
well, but a fold is not necessary for
impedance matching provided the
spacing of the dipole from the corner
of the reflector is as per the drawing

Reflector
(aluminium \

\ sheet

Fig. 13.

This type of aerial has a very high
gain and front -to -back ratio, and is

.ideal

for the attic mounting, pro-

32'

vided it is not " looking " along the
length of a terrace block of houses.
OUTDOOR AERIALS

Aerials for outdoor erection follow

the same general principles as described for attic types, but greater
stability to withstand the weather is
essential. Moreover, high gain u.h.f.
vibrates or moves with the wind.

For outdoor arrays, the special
components available to aerial constructors should be employed, for
these days it is hardly worth while
machining special rods, insulators,

brackets and so forth as they are so

30'

".

Coaxial

arrays are extremely directional, cable
which means that picture flutter
could be bothersome if the aerial Fixing
holes

Details

of

dipole

22'

;

1%

support

Fig. 13-Constructional details of a "bow -tie" corner reflector type of u.h.f.
aerial for attic installation.

easily obtainable to almost any requirement.

There is little doubt that the greatest scope for

the experimenter lies in the design of attic -mounted
arrays, such as have 'been dealt with in detail here.
As a final thought, it is as well to check with the
house insurance before mounting home-made
aerials on chimney stacks.

AttenuaInner
tion
Overall
Make and type conductor diameter dB /100ft.
diameter
at
600Mc/s
Aerialite: Super
5.5
Aeraxial 499 0.048in. 0.219in.

BICC: T3278
CABLES FOR U.H.F.

Normal coaxial cable is likely to prove unsatisfac-

tory for Bands IV and V. At higher frequencies
transmission losses in cables are increased and
cause serious falling -off in signal strength. The

importance of using suitable coaxial cable for aerial

Aerialite: Super
Aeraxial 500

BICC: T3279

0.048in.

0.3in.

5.5

0.056in.
0.056in.

0.252in.
0.33in.

4.5

4.5

All these cables are suitable for use with standard
connectors.
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PART
FOUR

A

THE PHOTOMULTI-

Flying -Spot

MODULATOR AND

PLIER NETWORK,
R.F. OSCILLATOR,

AND ALIGNMENT

Transparency Scanner

BY J. G. RANSOME

AND TESTING

THE photomultiplier is a form of highly sensi- signal at the cathode of the photomultiplier is
tive photocell. It is essentially a photocell with amplified several hundred thousand times and this
is the reason for the tremendous sensitivity of the
a built-in amplifier of extremely high gain.
The multiplier operates on a secondary emission photomultiplier.
principle. The photosensitive cathode emits elecFig. 22 shows the theoretical circuit of the photo trons on beong struck by photons of light. These multiplier network. The resistor chain R50 to R59
electrons are attracted to the first anode and ensures that the correct potentials are applied to the
accelerate as they appriach it, since the anode is at photomultiplier electrodes, and it will be seen that
a higher positive potential than the cathode. When there is an even gradation of the bias at each anode
these electrons strike the first anode they cause as we go up the chain.
more electrons to be released from this anode which
The output is developed across R60, while VR12
move off towards the second anode. This process controls
the voltage applied to the network, and in
is repeated right upto the final anode, where the this manner
the tube sensitivity can be varied.
resultant electron flux is now extremely great. This VR12 is thus the
video gain control.
electron flow develops a voltage across the anode
Both power supply lines are well decoupled to
load resistor, R60 (Fig. 22), and this signal is ampliprevent r.f. and spurious noise breakthrough, using
fied by the video amplifier. Thus the orginal

C37

Fig. 22-The photomultiplier
network circuit.

HT+ 300V
stabilised

R51

R50

47Ittl
R51

100TpF

47kfl

R60

4.7kCt

T38
T39
8pF
8)JF
350V

350V

82kfl

R52

47k0

COMPONENTS LIST
PHOTOMULTIPLIER
NETWORK (Fig. 22)
R6I

R62

4.71(0
221a2

Capacitors:
C34 0.1µF paper
1,000pF mica or ceramic

C36 8µF electrolytic 350V
C37 1,000pF mica or ceramic
C38 8/1F electrolytic 350V

C39 8µF electrolytic 350V

Valves:
VI4 931A

V14

Output to
video amplifier

931A
10

Coaxial
cable

471d1

VRI2 I Plf2 potentiometer

C35

47k0
R54

Resistors:
R50-59 47k11
R60 13.2k0

R53

R55

47k0

Rc

(see
R56

text)

47kfl
R57

47kf1
R58

47k0.
R59

47kil

C34 0.1pF

T.

VR12 IMO
Video gain

C35
1000
pF

3

O85PFV

R62

22kfl _300/

/98
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similar techniques to those em-
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R5

ployed in the video amplifier.

HT+ 300V stabilised

Construction

MC

The wiring diagram is shown in
Fig. 23. The main difficulty in the
construction is the wiring of the

R51

R61

resistor network around the tube
base and this takes a little care if

dry or missed joints are to be

avoided.

The entire photo -tube circuit
should be constructed in a screened
box with a baseplate so that all the
wiring is totally enclosed. The
photocell itself should be screened
with a metallic, light -proofed can

m.c

and this screen should have a slit

VR12

in the side near the cathode to

Video gain

allow light to enter.
Screened coaxial cable should be

Fig. 23-The complete wiring of the photomultiplier stage.

used to connect the photo -tube

circuit to the video amplifier.

and the photomultiplier different outputs will be

The completed unit should not be fixed in front
of the tube face at this moment and therefore the
flexible leads should be left long enough to allow
the photocell to be placed at any point opposite the

obtainable, indicating that the circuit is functioning
correctly.

THE MODULATOR AND R.F. OSCILLATOR
The final stage is the construction of the
modulator and r.f. stage, see Fig. 24.
This section is used to produce a modulated r.f.
signal to feed into the monitor which, as mentioned
before, is a standard domestic television receiver.

tube face.
Testing

The phototube should be placed in front of the
scanner tube face with the cathode (which is

The r.f. section is tuned to the frequency of one
of the unused channels on the set so that minimal

viewed through a slot in the anode and appears to
be a rectangular wire mesh) towards the tube face.

interference is caused to neighbouring receivers.

HT+ 350V
R64

R65

lOOkn
From blanking
amplifier

250kIl

0.1pF

R42 and R44)

Video
REC

2.5mH

COMPONENTS LIST

C43
50pF

171

V15A

MODULATOR AND

R.F. OSCILLATOR (Fig. 24)

3

Resistors:

eOutput
to
rnonttor

C40

R63

R63

R64

I 00k SI
I 00k SI

Capacitors:

4-11
100kfl

24 ---The modulator and

r.f. oscillator.

C41

(junction of

Fig.

C42

The video gain controls in the photocell and

pulses in quality.
By placing objects between the scanner tube face

250ktZ

33k12

C40 0.1µF paper
C41 (Mt& paper
C42 0.1 p.F paper
C43 50pF mica or ceramic

V15
ECCB1

video amplifier circuits should be turned up to
maximum gain. With a half -sized raster on the
screen a signal should be heard at the video amplifier output, the signal tending to resemble the sync

R65
R66

C44 50pF mica or ceramic
VC I 30pF air spaced variable
Miscellaneous:
L2
R.F. choke 2.5mH

T3

See text

VI5

ECC8I

The r.f. stage, it must be remembered, consti-

tutes a small transmitter and unless full precautions
are taken to ensure that no spurious radiations occur
the Wireless Telegraphy Acts will be contravened

and the reader will find that the Post Office will
take

a

very

experiments!

unto -operative

attitude

to

his
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p.v.c. or similarly insulated " hook-up " wire can

Modulation

Because of the very low power involved anode
modulation is used. The r.f. oscillator is built
round, a version of the well-known Hartley circuit
and the modulating signal is applied to the anode
by way of C42 and the r.f. choke L2. (It is not
within the scope of this article to go into the full
implications of transmitter modulation. Suffice to
say that in anode modulation the modulating
voltage at the anode causes the anode voltage to
rise and fall, causing the amplitude of the generated

r.f. signal to vary in sympathy; a modulated r.f.
signal is thus produced.)
Positive sync pulses from the anode circuit of the
blanking amplifier are taken to V15A and appear

as amplified negative pulses at the anode of the
valve. These pulses pass through C41 and are

be used.
The rest of the circuitry is in no way critical and
any reasonable layout may be adopted. A suggested
arrangement is given in the wiring diagram in
Fig. 25.
Testing

With C42 disconnected it should be possible to
detect sync signals at V15B anode, using the headphone circuit of Fig. 18. If no signal is heard check
the circuit around V15A. When this test has been

satisfactorily completed reconnect C42 and disconnect C41, when the video signal should be
heard on testing at pin 6 on the valveholder. If

both circuits are functioning satisfactorily reconnect
C41.

The output should be connected to the monitor
set by a short length of coaxial cable and .VC1

adjusted so that about half capacitance is in circuit.
Switch the monitor receiver to an unused channel

R65

in Band I. (It is assumed that the monitor set is
a standard multi channel receiver with all channel
coils fitted for Band I. If this is not the case then

To H.T

Test Voltages
350V
H.T. voltage
40V
Anode voltage
Measured wth a 20,0008/V meter.

Heaters

the extra channel " biscuit" will have to be fitted
first before the test is carried out.) The dust core
C40

of T3 is now adjusted until the monitor screen
brightens generally, and when the point of maxiV15
ECC81

0

M.C6
Output

mum brightness is reached the core of T3 should
be sealed in place.

The circuit is now set up and ready for final

testing and alignment.

To H.T.

ALIGNMENT AND FINAL TESTING

Fig. 25-Wiring diagram of the circuit shown in Fig. 24.

mixed with the video signal at the oscillator anode.
The r.f. signal, modulated by the mixed video and
sync waveforms, appears at the primary of T3 and

the secondary of this coil couples the unit to the
monitor

set.

long by fin. wide.) Set the shift amplitude controls on the scanner timebase so that the
area covered by the scanner trace is placed squarely
behind the cross with a little overlap (say to lin.)
around the ends of the arm.
Switch on the monitor set and allow it to warm
up for about 20min. The picture displayed on the
monitor screen will in all probability be rather
jumbled with a great deal of line tear and frame
roll. When the monitor has fully warmed up set
were

Construction

The oscillator circuit should be well screened to
prevent unwanted r.f. radiation. The oscillatory
circuit of C43, C44, VC1 and Tl should be wired
in to be as close as possible to the valve base, and
because of the simplicity of the circuit this should
not be difficult.

The connection to Ti secondary should be made

by a short length of

Make up the shape of a cross, using insulation
tape or similar opaque material, and stick this
figure on to the middle of the scanner tube face.
(The dimensions of the cross are relatively unimportant but in the original the arms of the cross

coaxial cable

taken to a

screened coaxial output socket.

T3 is wound on a dust -cored Aladdin former of
Ain. diameter, the whole coil being totally enclosed
in a screening can. The primary of the coil consists

of seven turns of 22s.w.g. enamelled wire close
wound. The secondary is wound over this coil,
using two turns of thin insulated wire; any thin

the blanking level control VR9 about halfway along

its track and adjust the timebase " hold " controls
until a steady, single raster is produced. It is
suggested that the line hold VR4 should be set first
as the frame hold VR6 is more easily set with a
stable line lock. If it is difficult to obtain a satisfactory lock the blanking level control should be

reset to find a position where full lock can be
obtained.

300

Set the video gain controls VR8 and VR12 on
the scanner to minimum output and adjust the
brightness control on the monitor set so that the
trace is only just visible. Place the phototube in
front of the scanner unit with the cathode of the

cell some 6 to 9in. away from the scanner tube face.

Increase the scanner tube brightness control VR2
to its maximum and focus the tube (VR1) to obtain
the finest possible trace.
TtIrn up the video gain controls to maximum and
on (.7.3ing so a picture should be resolved on the
monitor set. If this picture is negative-that is to
say, the cross appears white on a dark background
-the negative/positive control on the video amplifier (see Fig. 16) should be switched to its alternative position, when the correct black cross on a
white background should be displayed.
The video controls are now varied to produce the
best available picture and the blanking level control
set to
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give the

most satisfactory compromise

between good synchronisation and minimum obtrusiveness of the flyback lines.
It will be found that if the final display seems a
little squashed a reduction in height of the scanner
trace will elongate the displayed picture (VR6 and
VR7) and a similar situation prevails for the width
controls (VR4 and VR5). It is not possible to
detail all the combinations and permutations obtainable with the controls and it is best left to the constructor to find these out for himself by experiment.
With a little experience it is possible to resolve an
extremely satisfactory picture.

If all has gone well a steady, good -definition
picture has been obtained of the cross, having the
same dimensional

relationship as the

original

(although not necessarily being of the same size).

The cross should now be removed and a transparency substituted, ensuring that this material is
in close contact with the tube face.
It will be found that the scanner tube to photocell distance has an effect on the picture definition

and when the best position has been found the
phototube unit should be fixed in position. Pre-

cautions must be taken to ensure that stray light is

not picked up by the photocell as this will spoil
the final picture, so some device must be used to
exclude unwanted light. In the original shutters
were placed either side of the slit in the metal
screen around the photomultiplier and these worked
extremely well.
The purpose of the variable capacitor VC1 in the

r.f. circuit (Fig. 24) is to take care of any drift in
the r.f. sections of the monitor or transmitter. It
will almost certainly be found that VC1 will -have to

be adjusted slightly every two or three hours to
compensate for this drift.

This completes the construction of the Flying.
Spot Scanner and the unit, properly constructed,

should give very satisfactory results and it is hoped
that in building the unit the reader will have come

to a better understanding of the principles which
underly the transmission and reception of television
pictures.
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VICING
EVISION
IVERS
By L. Lawry -Johns

No. 100: K.B. QV20/1, QUO and QV30/1

and, contrary to widely -held belief, the latter cannot

THE QV20/1 and 30/1 models have 17in. tubes

satisfactorily used in place of the former. If
and are table models. The QV20/1 and be
QV20/1/F are known as the " Queen ", the extra gain is desired from a tuner unit using a
1ifference being in the type of tuner unit fitted. PCC84 fit a Mazda 30L15 and retrim the top studs
on a Band III test card.

The latter has a " Fireball " whilst all other models
have a standard Brayhead.
The QV30/1 is known as the " Queen De Luxe "

H.T. Rectifier

All models use a contact cooled rectifier bolted
on the outside of the right side of the chassis, and
whilst this position is an improvement inasmuch
as it provides better ventilation, this type ,of
rectifier is prone to efficiency loss. Replacement

and has front push buttons for on/off and tone
control.
The QV70 is a 21in. model with legs. The

chosen name for this is the "Kolstar ". This also
has the push-button controls.
Two further models, the RV20 and RV60, use a
basically similar circuit but have a different layout

with a silicon diode such as the BY100 may be

to suit a slimmer cabinet and there are several

considered, bearing in mind the usual precautions
to be observed when using this type of low -loss

or a PCC89 as an r.f. amplifier on the tuner unit

A series resistor of some 25-3011 wire wound
must be included in series with the rectifier and a

rectifier.

differences which this article does not cover.
The models which are covered may use a PCC84

i
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render the receiver inoperative but still allow the

high -voltage (1kV) 0.005µF or 0.01pF capacitor
wired from the rectifier to chassis or across the
rectifier to shunt peak transient voltages which
could otherwise cause the rectifier to break down.

valve heaters to function. Therefore if the receiver
seems completely dead, i.e. no sound from the

loudspeaker of any kind and no sign of life from
the timebases but the valves all light up, it may be
assumed that (a) the fuse has failed, (b) that the

Symptoms of a Failing Rectifier

rectifier has become open -circuited internally (and

Low h.t. voltage due to a failing metal rectifier
can give rise to various symptoms as the voltage
drop increases. At first, lack of width with some
bottom compression is noticed and then large
variations of picture size with loss of focus and
complete picture failure when the brilliance is
advanced, may manifest themselves. If the width is
adequate at low brilliance level, the U26 e.h.t.

this does happen), or (c) that a dropper section is

o.c., R139, R140 or R141.

Any of these defects or a combination of them

can be caused by an h.t. short, perhaps in the

Quite often the heat generated in
the rectifier distorts the insulation, causing one of
the contact tabs to touch the metal body. This in
rectifier itself.

itself can be confusing, since once the rectifier cools
C23
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Heaters
C

Fig. 2-The circuit of the Brayhead tuner, as fitted on some later models.

rectifier can be reasonably suspected, but if the
picture lacks width and to a degree, height, at low
brilliance level, it is the h.t. voltage which should
first be suspected and checked. This voltage should
not be much under 220V.
Fuse

One fuse is fitted and this is a 750mA delay type

wired in series with the d.c. input to the h.t.
rectifier. It is not associated with the heater
circuit. This has certain implications which may
not be wholly appreciated.
The obvious point is that failure of the fuse will

off the tab may not touch and no short will be

found or will occur again until the rectifier has had

time to heat up again. This can be avoided by
examining the tabs and their proximity to the metal
body.

Another point to note is that a short in the heater

chain will not cause the fuse to blow, and if the
heater chain is dead there is no point in checking
the fuse. Check the mains to the mains dropper
with a meter or a neon, check both ends of R135
and, if a clear indication is shown, immediately
check the PY83, which is most likely to be suffering
from an open -circuited heater which, incidentally,

may first be caused by a heater -cathode short in
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which varies a standing negative voltage between
the i.f. and tuner unit control voltage. This preset

this valve.

The heavy flow of current may damage R135

control should be adjusted on a strong signal to
remove any trace of intermodulation, which may

before the PY83 heater becomes open -circuited and
where R135 is found open -circuited the PY83
should be checked. The wisdom of fitting a PY800
in place of the PY83 may be considered.

appear as a vision buzz on sound or sound on vision

occuring on strong signals only. It should only be
set down to remove these effects as too much bias

will cause a grainy picture (noise) on a weaker

Points of Interest

signal.

Two a.g.c. diodes are provided to prevent the

Whilst on most models in this series oscillator
adjustment of the tuner unit is carried out from the
front with the switch selector and fine tuner knobs
removed, this is not so in models which use the
Fireball tuner (QV20/1/F). To tune the oscillator

line going positive. One is a small metal rectifier,

the other is half of V5 double diode. The former
is in the tuner a.g.c. line, the latter in the line to
V3.

Line
reclaim
diode

Line
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( C102 ( )

onfort
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Fig. 3-The chassis layout of the model QV30/I.

coil of the model rotate the channel selector knob
three postions anti -clockwise from

the desired

channel position and insert a thin trimming tool
through the bottom of the cabinet grill. No
pressure should be used and in the first instance
it is better to remove the chassis and note the
exact position of the coil core, which moves to a
hole in the side of the tuner, roughly in line with

An internal foil aerial is provided for use in
strong signal areas and works in conjunction with
the chassis to form a dipole aerial when the fly -lead
plug is inserted.

the PCF80 base when the channel is properly

The width control is a shorted turn sleeve on
the tube neck which increases width as it is withdrawn from the scanning coils. It must not be
rotated as this will distort the geometry of the
picture as well as upsetting the interlacing. The

accessible position at the bottom; this does, of
course, necessitate back and forth rotation to check
the effect of each adjustment.
An a.g.c. line delay preset control is provided

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

selected. Rotation of the channel selector knob is
necessary in order to bring the core to the more

key -engaging slot should be at the side, in line with
the e.h.t. connection. This should be remembered
when the sleeve is removed completely and
subsequently replaced.
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A MONTHLY COMMENTARY

Underneath the Dipole
programmes are mainly obtained for television in place of the
by 33 or 16mm film, using tele- cinemas. There are about ten
cine equipment. Prints of the studios in West Germany which
films are compatible for stations have followed the same policy
operating on 405 or 625 lines (on with great success. The applica-

50 cycles) or 525 lines (on 60 tion of production controls of
cycles). The American networks three or four motion picture
have promoted a large proportion cameras, along the same line as
of their TV plays, series, TV cameras, has arisen to the

spectaculars or musicals by direct
photography on black -and -white
film amounting to about 80%. A
THE BBC had a loss of a million similar policy has been introof viewers' TV sets during duced in various European
the last few months - until countries and in. Russia. On the
Tuesday's "Steptoe and Son" other hand, production of equivaprogrammes topped the TAM - lent staged .material in England,
rating. It is not surprising both by the BBC and ITA, has

BY ICONOS

that the entertainment of these been mainly recorded on magprogrammes has almost doubled netic video tape on 405 lines. In
the number of viewers compared order to export it to other
with response to the contem- countries, transfers are made by
porary, uncheerful and " kitchen photographing on a motion
sink " TV plays. Both the BBC picture camera film, from high
and the ITA programme pro- quality monitors. The BBC have
ducers have been influenced by been particularly successful in
the vague theatrical productions obtaining reasonable quality film
which appeal only to the small prints and in the last twelve
and specialised audiences in Lon- months have sold no less than
don cinemas and theatres. Un- 6,400 programmes to 105
pleasant stories which are with- countries-about
twice
the
out endings, have a distasteful number sold the previous year.
appeal to the general television The four ITV major programme
public. The well-balanced script,
production and technical values
of "Steptoe and Son" have given
a first-class backing to the splen-

companies

have

also

exported

achievement of about 20 minutes

of

play

per

day

per

stage,

compared with about 30 minutes
per day using TV cameras live or
for video tape. On the other
hand, traditional methods of film
production in studios, including

lighting, rehearsing and the use

of single cameras, reduces the

output per stage per day to less

than three minutes of
and edited film!

finished

Dubbing in Foreign Languages

In the ordinary way, the German, films for cinemas and television have been restricted by the
language

in

other

countries.

Translations of the dialogue are

often printed in text over the
lower part of the

picture or

alternatively by the dubbing of

appropriate voices to synchronise
with the original actors. The

same methods have been used
ferring sound and vision from when English TV films have been
many programme items by trans-

magnetic tape to film. Generally dubbed into the foreign language

did performances of Harry H. speaking, the technical qualities required. There are methods of
Corbett and Wilfred Brambell. of directly photographed TV film recording of vocal dubbing, using
Ccickney humour is not quite so is superior to film which is trans- loops of film sound track and
popular in Scotland and in North- ferred from tape, and in addition
east England as in the South, and it. enables much more flexible
possibly the dialect cannot always editing and extra shots to be

be fully appreciated in U.S.A. carried out. For example, the
and elsewhere. However, Cockney BBC's import from America of
accents have 'been successfully the "Dick Powell Theatre"
understdod in the big American series is a good example of visual
cities in "My Fair Lady", and sound quality which was
"Blitz" and "Oliver" which superior to other items on the
have .led to a steady increase in same evening-a BBC Tuesday!
the import of British -made films For colour television, the Ameriand TV plays.
can networks produce about 94%
of the staged material on film. All
World Currency of TV Pro- of these trends have been expangrammes
ded in the studios of Hollywood,
There are now hundreds of TV both black -and -white and colour
stations all over the world whose film production being expanded

picture, but one of the most
ingenious systems has been
devised by De Lane Lea's in

London, in which the wave -form
of the original sound is synchronised with the written words which

are screened before the actors.
With this method,
dialogue was applied

English
to the

Danish TV film, "The Boy who
Loves Horses" for the BBC -TV
and was in very good synchronisation. So far as the dubbing of
foreign languages is concerned,
vocal translations are much more
satisfactory on domestic TV sets
than the small sub -titles which
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are sometimes difficult to read, Dickens stories such as "The
particularly when the lettering Old Curiosity Shop" " Pickbecomes cluttered out by the wick", "Nickleby" and "Oliver
background or is obscured by the Twist" are classics which should
attract a large number of viewers,
frame.
whether presented as plays or as
musicals. A good many biograCharles Dickens

headphones in a number of radio
enthusiast's and BBC engineers
homes,

the

impact

of

the

orchestra was most impressive.
Little progress has been made

since then with stereo on radio or
TV in Britain, though during the

phies of Charles Dickens have last few years there have been
A hundred years ago there been written since his death, but great developments in stereo
must have been more than a the full account of his autobiogra- discs for radiograms and multiple

hundred theatres or so in all parts
of England presenting the classics
of Shakespeare, Sheridan, Goldsmith

and

Dickens.

Charles

Dickens enthused about the stage
versions

of

his

books

which

appeared in London theatres and
in some cases he took part in the
stage management of shows until
he died in 1870. If he lived today,

he would take great interest in

the revival of many of his plays
on television, films and modern

theatres. The BBC's TV serial
" Martin Chuzzlewit " was a firstrate production, scripted by Con-

stance Cox, in which Richard
Pearson gave a brilliant performance of Pecksniff, admirably
supported by Anna Middleton

magnetic sound tracks for cinema
films. The presentation of monohumour, love and charity for the phonic sound of symphony
poor and oppressed made him a orchestras on television is somewhat dull, though the sound
great story -teller.
balancers at the studios use
multiple microphone set-ups and
phy can
writings.

be detected in his
imagination,
His

Symphony Orchestras

mix skilfully from microphones
The first time the BBC experi- which are reasonably near to
mently transmitted stereophonic active musicians. Television preof
symphony sentation of classical symphony
transmissions
orchestras was in 1926, when two orchestra music is more successlarge and heavy moving coil ful with certain conductors, perpianists,
are
who
microphones were installed in the formers
Manchester Free Trade Hall in violinists or cellists in concertos.
personalities
magnetic
front of the Halle Orchestra. One Their
of the microphones was connec- make a great contribution to the
ted with the BBC network of enjoyment of, these concerts. Sir

medium wave stations and the Malcolm Sargent is one of the
other with the long -wave trans- few conductors whose direction is
and Rosalind Knight as Mercy mission from 5XX, Daventry. By convincing to the orchestras and
and Charity, his daughters, and the use of two sound receivers elegant in gestures and appearBarry Jones as Old Martin. Other connected

stereophonic

with

ance for viewers.

COLOUR CONFERENCE
CCIR Defer Decision
THE Sub -group of CCIR Study Group XI
under the Chairmanship of Mr. Erik Esping,
Engineer -in -Chief of the Royal Board of

Swedish Telecommunications, which has been dis-

cussing in London the problems involved in the
choice of standards for public colour television
services in the European Broadcasting Area, has
just concluded. The meetings have been attended
by delegations from the Administrations of 19
countries. In addition, representatives of 13
recognised private operating agencies, experts from

on the N.T.S.C., SECAM and PAL systemscoupled with the operating experience of ten years
of the N.T.S.C. system in the U.S.A.-should

have allowed a decision to be given at this point
in time but most of the delegations, however, felt

preferable to wait until the next meeting of
CCIR Study Group XI to be held in Vienna

it

in the spring of 1965 to make a final review and
to reach a final recommendation. 25th February, '64,
Commenting

on

the

above

CCIR

com-

four industrial organisations and observers from
two international organisations also attended.

muniqué on the London meeting, a Post Office

evidence of trials and experiments undertaken by
Administrations and by members of the European
Broadcasting Union and by the Radio industry.
These results covered all aspects of a public
colour television service-the design of studio
equipment-magnetic tape recorders-radio transmitters --problems of propagation-and receivers.
The delegates also had the ooportunity to participate in a number of demonstrations of the three
systems, N.T.S.C.,' SECAM and PAL.
Nevertheless, many countries do not yet consider that sufficient work has been done to enable
a definite choice of system for Europe to be made.
Certain delegations exoressed the view that the
technical evidence of the work undertaken to date

endorsed by the Television Advisory Committee,
is that, taking all factors into account, the N.T.S.C.
system is better than the other two systems. The

The Sub -Group had before

it considerable

spokesman said:

The view of United Kingdom experts, as

United Kingdom delegation at the CCIR
meeting, therefore, pressed for its adoption. 'How-

ever, the majority of the European Administrations represented at the meeting felt they needed
time for further study of the problem.
" The future policy to be adopted in this country

will now be reviewed in the light of these dis-

cussions; the Television Advisory Committee, on
which

the

broadcasting

authorities,

the

radio

industry and Government Departments are repre-

sented, are to meet in March to formulate their
advice to the Postmaster General."
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Slow Running

TIMEBASES
READERS who have watched the television

medical programmes will no doubt have seen
the

electrocardioscopes,

which

show

the

waveform of the patient's pulse. The timebase in
such an apparatus is designed to run at approximately one cycle per second, for the range of the
human pulse is about 50-100 cycles per minute.
This article describes how a simple timebase may
be built to imitate such machines, although it does
suffer from some small disadvantages.
The system uses in fact two oscillators; one is a
sawtooth oscillator, the output of which is applied
to the x -plates of an oscilloscope in the usual way,

and in fact can be the internal timebase of the

By

C. P. Finn

oscilloscope itself. The second oscillator is made to

run almost in sync with the first, and its output is
fed to the grid of the 'scope. Thus is can be seen
that the trace will be blanked except for the duration of the peak pulses on the grid, and since these
run almost in sync with the x -scan, the spot will
appear to scan at a frequency which is equal to the
difference between the two oscillators. The " beat "
frequency should be that of the y -signal, and can

be so adjusted by controlling the speed of one

oscillator with respect to the other.

The frequency is controllable from 0-10c/s
approximately: above this speed, the spot begins
to break up into a series of dashes.

3

X plates

0

7c/s

-1-3

GricItormal
6cis Ouiescent

Y plates +3
n
'Icis sine wave Y

-3 t.0

5/
3j7
4/7
2,,7
j7
Fig. I-Illustrating how a Icls y -signal is derived from two oscillators running at 7 and be s respectively.

fest Speeds

+3

-3

3

The actual speeds of the oscillators must of
necessity be something of a compromise, since at
low frequencies the trace degenerates into a line of
dots which is difficult to interpret accurately; and
at high frequencies, the beat frequency is obviously
difficult to control. (It is clearly easier to maintain
two oscillators at, say 50 and 51c/s than at, say,
5,000 and 5,001c/s), 'and so the best pair of frequencies must be found by trial.
The development of the trace can be seen from
the diagrams in Fig. 1. These illustrate how the
oscillators are run at 7c/s and 6c/s respectively to
display a y -signal consisting of a sine wave of
frequency lc/s. In Fig. 2, the combined x and y

traces are shown. In practice much higher oscillator

speeds would be used and the figure is diagram-

matic only, serving merely to illustrate the principle.
The waveform of the second oscillator deserves
some consideration, and the author used a sawtooth
-3

fig. 2-Display of the combined x and y traces.

generator identical to the oscilloscope

timebase.

-continued on page
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STANDARDS
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ACCURACY

Modern styling in light
grey with legible black

RELIABILITY

engraving.
to with
stand adverse climatic

Constructed

The Mk. 4 MULTI MINOR is an

entirely new version of this famous
Avo instrument and supersedes all

conditions.

previous models. It is styled on modern lines, with new high standards of
accuracy, improved internal assemblies, and incorporating panclirnatic
properties.

Ever ready case, including leads, prods and
clips.

Improved internal

The instrument is supplied in an attractive

assemblies.

Re -styled scale plate for
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reading.
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2
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and an instruction booklet. It is packed in an
attractive display carton. Robust real leather
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-100mV f.s.d.
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Co -ax Cable 6d. per yard. Plugs 1,3 ea. P. & P ".

ALWAYS OBTAINABLE FROM

.

PERSONAL CALLERS TELEVISION TUBES

REGUNNED
T.V.s Sr-. Type 38 Sets IV-.
Large Transmitting Valves Sr-. Guaranteedns. 21 in. j99/6
Tape and Player Cabinets Sr-. and Carr. 1016 Telephone Multi -line and dials Add 10 - re- 17 in. 79/6
fundable on
systems 2.51-.

- ..-

'a

'..... -

....

-

.Tubes various: 2in. to 6in.
short or long persistence, some
electrostatic, Brit. and U.S.A.

OLD TUBE.
woo

/

from Sr-.

VALVES 9d. each 40-11.
Thousands of Valves available.
- 4 6d., 12 1,6.
P.P. on
Phone
1LFord
6001 2 3

Tubes

in stock).

15

1 ..

15, 14,,6
12 in.

I

re

STOCK : Time Base Components,
Standard 405:625 & 625 Line Out-

put Transformers. Chemicals for
Servicing, Capacitors, Resistors,
Rectifiers, Test Equipment. etc.. etc.
Retail enquiries S.A.E., Trade
enquiries on headed paper.

See the

D.T.V. Range
Exhibition

Stand No. N.197

EX -MAINTENANCE
TESTED TUBES

Satisfaction

Guaran-

teed. 36'24, I4KP4, 141, 121.
31 74, and others. Carr. Sr-.

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
6213 Rumford Road, Manor Park. E.12
Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -10 mins.

Stamp
For Free
List

direct

LTD

Dept. PTI 26. Hamilton Road. NS ca Norwood. London. S.E.27
rclephone: GIP, Hill 6166. P.B.X.
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BENTLEY

ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.

EXPRESS SERI/ICE:1
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER

BY LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE. DESPATCHED
SAME AFTERNOON

042
4/8
082
13/°MGT 4/3

68 WO
61)W7
64..9

8/8
9/6 WHO

8/9 98W6
5/ -

10/9

9/6
91)7
7/8
1111'L
9/3
10C2
12/3
1001
10/101,1)11 9/6

61,1074 7/6 7117
60117
8/6 787
6BR8
8/. 7Y4

Chalk Farm

adver ised are

I

1)M71

in stock

AI
08(281

86080

EBF83
013089

88121
01270

0121240

17(3'8t
ECCO2

EF4S
EF73

4/9
2/8
8/6
6/6
5/9
5/6
7/8
8/3
8/4/9
27/6
8/8
21/7
7/3/6
4/6
4/6

EFS()

0083

01855

0086
8069
0091

6092

0095
0097

8,098

01IN4.5 7/ -UN
PE N 45 DO
U12/14

12/-

PEN411 4/8

PEN383

KT60 12/8 41,33
KT68
PL36
T W61 4/9 PL38

KTIV62 5/6 P1,81
KTW63 5/8 PL82
34141.1)612/6 PL83

EM81

7/.

EM84
EMS)
EM87
4/9 81,51.

6/9
8/9
15/2
5/9
7/3

PM

24/- 1701.83
01800 19/8 0036
6A50
1/6 01,374 6/8
848010 5/6 EF39
84042 6/9 EF40 8/93/9
8.1134
1/- F.041
6/0
01191
0111233

7/8 each.

KT33C 4/KT:in 29/1
KT41.
7/6
KT44
5/.
KT61
6/9
KT63
8/9

PL84

088CC 10/- EI(:LA6

131141

No larger than a shirt button:

M KT4 17/6
9/6 E1,/322 18/6 MU12/14 4/6
6- E1,L/10 20/5 56X40 8/9
7// - 0M4
17/9 N37
23/3
9/6 £834 11/6 1478
26/8/9 EM7I 13/66/8 N108 26/2
P2
8/8 09180
10/-

17121184

7/6 E121.80
24 /- 001.82

ESOP
E031,

419 0081
11/8 0092
5/9 0034

Terms of business: -Cash with order or C.O.D. only.

9/9

Y811

MULLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS
Output 250v. at : amp.

9090

5/9 81.34
8/6
8/3 E1.30
9/9
10/- 171.41
7/8
81,42
3/7/6
8/8
11/8 ELM
6/ - 81.83
6/9
300L13 9/8 D1110716/11 EC 082 6/8 N7L84
4/9
:1001.14 12/6 01(92
619 0('086. 11/6 EL85
7/8
3505
8/3 DK96
E1.66
6/3
7/8
35L6GT 6/9 D1)38 15/- 00E115 11/3 01,91
2/8
35W4
4/9 01,72 15/- 001142 7/6 01.9'
5/8
3523
16/4
L96
5/9 001161 5/9 171,360 27/357.4lIT 4/6 DM 70
ECHO)
5/6/6 01,820 16/4

10/6 836
5/9 CL33
5/- 3001.1. 9/3 CY31.

12/8 30C18
14/6 3005

THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W. I
Nearest tube
All goods
Primrose

3001,12 11/- 1/41,90 5/9 ECC04
301,15
9/8 DD41 12/3 00085
3004
12/3 111,66 15/- 01IC86
30012 7/6 0096
5/9 ECC91
30019 12/8 0097 10/- 000169
3001,1 8/8 D11101 25/- F.14080

18/306
5/185
4/. 6111,4 24/185
3/8 6113
9/6 101'13 1116
1T4
213 6 El
916 10014 11/6
2021
516 01,13
4/9 12406 8/6
344
8/9 6023
9/- 1241)6 9/6
3A5
6/9 6025
14(9 024E6 8/SWOT 7/- ii.17G
4(8 12AH7 5/384
4(8 6070
1(3 12488 9/3V4
5/3 6E8G 3/8 124T6 4/6 :157:50T 5/9
5040Y 8/6 6E23 24/- 1241'6 5/9 50/15
6/6
5124G
4/6 61,1
101- 12AV6 6/6 7005
6/8
5"40r
7/6 61.60
6/6 0, BA.' 5(9 501260T 6/8
5Y3OT 4/8 61.7GT 4/6 120E41 4(9 531( U 14/6/6
523
6L10
7/19/- 12007 6/9 72
6
57,4G
7/- 6LI)20 5/6 12K5 10/- 8542
8/6
6A7
8/9 6426 1118 194(0 7/3 90411 87/6
6A8
5/9 (Wu
4/8 19111
6/- 904V 87/6
6407
20111
31- 88711
90)21
10/16/5/9
6AG7
5/9
8/6 202'2
11/6 90(31
42/.
6,4,155
5/9 6V6G6040T 3/9 201.1
42/12(8 1m8 A134T6
3/9 6X4
3/9 2001
12/8 15082 16/6
64118
5/3 6X5
4/8 2043
12/- 1858T 34/11
6AV6
5/6 6/30152 8/3 2004 13/8 81164 12/6
6046
4/6 766
12/6 2005
12/3 5763
7/8
60E6 4/9 707
4- 257,40 6/6 7475
2/9
6B1:6G 13/6 703
7/3 25 Y5t1 7/9 AC6PEN 4/9
6606 5/3 7)6
6/9 2781) 23/3 AZ31
6/6
60.16
5/6 7117
519 30015
9/- AZ41
6/8
11.0
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5-

3//9

EY1.

99 EY84
4/9 EY86
6/- EV68
4/- EZ40
3/- 07,41

2/6 EZSO
4/9 EZ81.
11/8 (17.33

10/- G Z34

93

9//6

6/9
8/9
5/8
6/-

PCC88 10/6

7/9
000189 10/8
PC080 5/8
PC082 6/8
4/. PC064 8/6
4- P0086 7/9
17//6 PC0806 17/6
101 P01.82 6/6

00183 7/9 117.37 14/6
00164 77/9 H A RCN 9/8
00894 20/5 }IN309 25/8E32 5/9 11 V R2 8/8
01.33
6/9 II V R24 8/9

001533
PC11,84

PCIA5

PC1.86

7/9
7/
7/
8/9

Postage 6d. per item. Orders over £3 post free. ECM
4c1,82 12/6
C.O.D. 3/6 extra.
Auy parcel insured against
damage in transit for only tid. extra. All orders We require for prompt cash settlement all types 01
despatched on day of receipt. Callers welcome
valves, loose or boxed. but MUST be new. Offers
Mon. -Fri. 8.30-5.30, Oats., 8.30-1 p.,11.
made by return.

U19
U2'2

10/3 U24

9/8/.

1125

5/8

1135

U26
16/- U31
6/9 U33
513 1137

5/6 C45

P1.500 15/9 U76
PMS4
P X4
PYS

PY32
PY33
PATIC80 6/9 PV80
PC86 10/8 PY81
PC88 14/7
PC:95
11/8 PY83
PC97
7/9 Pr88
P0064 5/6 PY800
PCC83
6/9 PY601

PCC89

1216

9/3 15191
9/- 0251

6/- U282
8/6 U:101
8/9 U404

9/-UC1.62

7/6
15/48/6
5/9
12/8

UCL83
15041
42

01,60

0081

8/6 U086

7/8 11089
6/9 0.1.41
13/6 U1,44
16/6 1.71.46

29/-

U LS4
15/8 U514

7/9 0473

31-

7/6 0CD)
6/3 0(722
6/9 0( =6
9/- 0(220

25/23/25/12/6
25/8

8/6 0479
8/9

8/- 0(229

6/9 0035
23/8 0C36
8/6 04:41

8/- 0(14
15/2 0045

4/6 11M34 16/10 0065
9/8 011180
8/8 0066
91- 12(36

9/. 0)270

6/- UY21

8/- 0(73
4/6 0)274

12/8 006
11/6 0071
11/3 UYIN 10/8 0072

5/- usoi 18/3
6/. U4020 616

12Y41

8/0081
4/0(,81D 4/0282
10/0083
6/004 8/0C170 8/6
0(371 9/01:78

00471 17/6

MATIO0 7/9
MAT 101 8/8
MAT120 7/9
NI ATV! I 8/8

All goods are new, first quality brands only, and

subject to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle
manufacturers' seconds or rejects, which are often

described as "new and tested" but which have a
limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of
over 1000 valves actually in stock, with resistors,
condensers, transformers, oncrophones, speakers,
je tai re..t leers ell)) t ern], of bil.iikees. 6d. post free.

Manufacturers of TV Radio and Ham Transmitting Antennae wish to offer examples
from their range of products. For the amateur enthusiast and the Do-it-yourself type.
NOW IN PRODUCTION COMPLETE RANGE U.H.F. AERIALS
£ s.

...
H & 7 combined BBC, ITA with chimney
lashing equipment
...
BBC Loft Aerial ...

0

8 10

0

10

0

2 13

6

4 13

0
9

1

12

5 Element ITA Aerial for attaching to
existing mast ...
5 Element ITA Loft Aerial

I

10
6

0
0

4

0

0

5

0

0

1

...

Double 5 ITA Super Fringe outdoor
Double 6 ITA Super Fringe Outdoor

s.

d.

I

0

2 17

6

6
5
0

6

12

6

U.H.F. AERIALS

S/D5 Combined BBC, ITA Outdoor
Aerial, wall mounting, complete

d.

7 10

8/22/6
25/8/6
8/6
8/16/8/8/6
12/-

`'WAVE GUIDE AERIALS"
3 Element BBC Folded Dipole, Channel
I, with a Double Five Channel 9 ITA,
complete with all clamps
or Double Eight Element ITA
Mast Equipment per your specification
extra ...
S/D5 Combined BBC, ITA Loft Aerial ...

181-

21/6
8/8/3

8/-

1./ Y85
5/- 0c75
4/9 CABO% 5/- VP4
14/8 0(276
5/9 U4042 7/- VR105 5/8 0017

7/9 13B41 10/6 VRi 50 4/9
6/6 UBC41 8/3 W107 10/6
7/- UBC81 6/8 W729 17/6
R10
26/6 U13080 5/9 N41
15/1117
17/6 1:B069 819 X66
7/3
RIO
9/6 17111.21 9/9 X78
20/6
1(19
6/6 LIC92
8/3 X79
27/8041
UCC84
2/8/9 1"63
5/8461
2/- UCC85 8/8 Z66
7/3
81215
27/2 UCF80 8/9 Transislorn
T41
9/. UCH1I 8/3 and diodes
TH233 8/9 UC1142 7/- AFII7 5/6
TY880 11/8 001181 6/6 0470
3/-

8/3/-

Element outdoor fixing with
Universal mast clamp
...
...
D.I 1 element outdoor fixing with
Universal mast clamp ...
...
...
Loft Mounting attachment for these
Aerials ...
...
...
...
...
Double I 1 Super Fringe Aerial ...
...
Double 18 Extreme Fringe Aerial
...
Diplexer for combining U.H.F. BBC ITA
into one cable ...
...
D.6

2

6
10

0
0

Coax Cable semi low loss, 7d. per yard; super low
loss 1,2d. per yard.
Cross over boxes for combining separate BBC and
ITA Aerials, 916d.
Please send 6d. stamp for full list of aerials and

accessories. Terms C.W.O. orders over £4 post
and packing free.

PLEASE STATE CHANNELS REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING

WAVE GUIDE AERIALS LIMITED
DICKER MILL, HERTFORD.
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CAUTION
Before r.f. transmission of pictures can be
contemplated, the operator will require an
Amateur Television Licence. This licence can

for70cm ham band

be obtained by a British subject who has
passed the Radio Amateur's Examination.
No morse test is required. For further

A Switchable

London, E.C.I.

particulars on this subject write to the Radio
Services Dept., General Post Office, Headquarters Building, St. Martins -le -Grand,

SOUND/VISION TRANSMITTER
By B. W. Smith, G3LGJ/T
This is a low power transmitter suitable for the newly licensed TV ham.
The input to the final stage is 25W.
The G.P.O. licensing conditions require amateur TV stations to transmit
their callsigns by c.w. or phone as well as by the video signal, although
not necessarily simultaneously. Therefore the equipment to be described
in this present series has been designed for sound or vision operation. The
mode of operation is selected by a sound/vision switch.
CONT:NUED PROM PAGE 250 OF THE MARCH ISSUE

FIG. 3 shows a plan view of the main r.f. and
sound modulator chassis from the valve (top)
side. This chassis has a standard small 15in.
rack front panel, and the front view is shown in

aluminium panel 3iin. high, shown in Fig. 3. This
screen is necessary to prevent r.f. losses from the

The exact fixing positions for the main
components are shown in these two diagrams, how-

MAKING THE RESONANT LINES
The L6 lines are made from akin. lengths, lin.
outside diameter thin walled brass tubing. These
two tubes are connected together at one end by an
kin. x kin. brass strip so that the lines are parallel
to each other and have a centre to centre spacing

Fig. 4.

ever as already mentioned this layout does not
necessarily

have

to

be

maintained

although

rearrangement of the r.f. section would be unwise.

The anode coils of VIA and V1B are selfsupporting and are mounted on their respective

capacitors VC1 and VC2, underneath the chassis at
right -angles to each other. All leads should be as
short as possible and the components should be as
near the correct connection points to minimise lead
inductance.

The anode coil of V2 is mounted above the

chassis directly on the tuning capacitor VC3. The
connecting leads are taken through two separate

holes to the valve base using short lengths

of

18s.w.g. copper wire.

Fig. 3 shows the method of mounting V3, the
valve lies horizontal and parallel with the front

panel on top of the chassis. The mounting plate is
spaced away from the valve base so that it lines up
with the r.f. shield plate in the QQV03/20A
valve itself. The B7A valve base of V3 is a special
p.t.f.e. type which has very low r.f. losses.
Details of the mounting plate are given in Fig. 5.

The grid

coil L5 is

self-supporting and

is

mounted to couple to L4. There should be about

in. separation between the coil turns of L4 and L5.
The grid resistor R43 and the screen resistor R15

are connected via insulated feedthrouehs to the
underside of the chassis. The heater feed of V3
is also connected through the chassis, but using a
feedthrough capacitor C20. The cathode of V3 is
connected to earth using a short length of copper
braiding to provide a substantial low impedance
earth.
Stages V2 and V3 are completely screened by an

output stage and also
radiation from V2.

to

minimise

144Mc/s

of 14mm (same spacing as the valve anode pins).

The method of connecting to the valve pins is
shown in Fig. 6. The lines have two slots opposite

one another sawn to a depth of lin. Fitted into
these slots are two shaped pieces of 28s.w.g.
phosphor bronze, see Fig. 6. The advantage of
these connectors is that free play is allowed for

sideways and longitudinal movement, while maintaining good electrical and thermal conductivity.
The connections to VC4 are made by two lengths
of copper braiding about lin. long. These connections are made adjustable by making ;in. phosphor

bronze clips which can slide along the L6 lines.

These clips should be initially set at about lin. from
shorted end of L6. C10 is a feedthrough capacitor

coupling the 300V h.t. to L6 line through R16,
and the lines are in fact supported at the end by
R16.

The output coupling loop L7 is tightly coupled
to L6 and can rest on L6, overlapping from the
short circuit end of L6 by about lin.
The video r.f. probe is partly built around the
aerial socket; keeping the leads short, the following

components should be mounted here, R55, R56,
R57, C29 and D4. The remainder of the circuit is
mounted near Vii valveholder (Fig. 8).
The layout of the sound modulator is not critical
at all,

the only points to watch are input leads

which should be screened. The anode leads of V6
and V7 to the transformer T1 and from the transformer to the tripler will also need to be screened.
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L4

V

L5
1

V26

VC3

L6

V3

-11.

3"-

VC4

SK3

I/

Screen 334 high
separating V2 and V3.
stages

V3 mounting panel

for details
see Fig. 5

T1

c1+

VC2,b

"

1/2it

1/2"

1"-J

Hole sizes
a 3.41'dia.

1)-

14

42-

1.;C1

tod Xtal socket

21t"

b

c32 dia'
d 6BA clear.

12"

p

Fig. 3 (above)-A plan view of the main r.f. and sound modulator chassis.
Fig. 4 (below)-Front panel drilling dimensions.
15'

Hole sizes
a_716dia.

134"

2idia.hole

b_ 'dia.
c_4"dia.
d_4BA clean
e_6BA clean

SK4Q4e
6"

Position of chassis
behind panel

21t"

I

A"

1

11'

23/4.

S1(140,4

1.V

I

211"

Ob
VR1

ilt,"

VR2

The modulation changeover relay should be
mounted under the chassis and placed to minimise

video modulator lead length from the modulator
input socket.

The power unit plug from the power unit PL1,
the power output SK5 to the vision modulator, and
the coaxial socket SK9 for connecting the vision
modulator output to the transmitter, are all

1"

mounted on the back of the transmitter chassis.

The power input plug on the transmitter (PL1) will
need to have at least six connectors. The power
output socket to the vision modulator (SK5) will
need at least four connectors.
The vision modulator is built on a separate
chassis which is mounted on a 15in. x 3M. front
Fig. 5 (right)-V3 mounting panel details.

3"
1"
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panel and mounted in the same
15in. rack as the transmitter. The

Z77

only components fitted on this front

panel are the two potentiometers

VR3 and VR4 and

the vision
bridging sockets SK6 and SK7.
VR4 can be a preset potentiometer.

0
HT1 from
RLA1 out

Built around aerial socket

.

SK3

R55

loon

GEX66
C30
0.1pF

The circuit layout is not critical,
but the leads to VR3 should be
kept as short as possible. The three
valves will have to be mounted on

their sides to fit into the 3in. high
space. A power connection plug
PL2 is fitted on the back and will
require at least four connectors,
power being obtained from the

to SK5

D4

Transmitter
aerial
socket

R56

10kfl

C29

R57

6.8

R58

R60

1Mfl

kfl

T10pF

R F.

monitoring
video output
SK9

100L1

R59

680n
E

0

transmitter unit.

A coaxial socket (SK8) is con- L

_1

nected to the vision modulator out -

Fig. 8-The video r.f. probe circuit.

put and is coupled to the transvision modulator input
socket by means of a single unmitter

314'

screened p.v.c. covered wire; co: -

axial cable must not be used for

3/8 outside diameter
thin walled brass tubing

this purpose.

A complete description has not
been included of the power unit
(Fig. 7), but standard practice can

28 swg. phos hor bronze

be followed here.
The writer has

used

two

identical h.t. supplies, one for the
r.f. section and a separate one for

Anode
pin

the modulators. Because the vision
fa

modulator takes less current than
the sound modulator, the modulator h.t. rises when transmitting
vision; this is quite in order and

allows heavier video modulation to
be used. The transmitter and
sound modulator valves have 12V
heaters, while those in the separate
vision modulator are 6V types.
Fig. 6 (left)-Construction of the 14
quarter -wave resonant lines.

Soldered along one side only
101-I 150mA
Or

10H 25OmA

FIT+ 300V

Fig. 7 (left)-A suitable power unit. See text for
details of current ratings.

150mA

POWER REQUIREMENTS
L.T. 12.6V 2.5A-transmitter and sound
modulator.
6.3V 1.7A-vision modulator.

H.T.(1) J 300V 100mA-sound modulator.
switched l 350V 50mA-vision modulator.
H.T.(2) 300V 150mA-r.f. section.

240V
AC

One h.t. supply could be used for transmitting

mains

but a 300V transformer supplying 250mA does not
seem to be an easily obtained item. Fig. 7 shows a

53

TX/RX

switch

6.3V

See text for details
of current ratings

circuit of one of the supplies. The 12V supply is
obtained by connecting the two 6.3V windings in
series, the 6.3V point is used to feed the video

valve heaters. An on/off switch is incorporated in the
a.c. side of the h.t. supply and is used as a Tx /Rx

switch. This switch must be included in both h.t.
supplies otherwise the screen V3 could be overloaded under vision modulation operation.
CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

THIS FIRST ARTICLE OF A NEW
SERIES PROVIDES SOME GEN-

ERAL DATA ON THE LATEST
TUBES AND ON THE SETS IN

CHANGING

WHICH THEY ARE USED. FUTURE
ARTICLES
WILL DEAL WITH

SPECIFIC MAKES OF SETS.
SOME four years have elapsed since the conclusupport them from beneath with one hand whilst
sion of the last series of articles dealing with steadying the neck with the other. If the tube is a
the practical problems that arise when changing 21in. or 23in. variety try and obtain some assistance,
cathode ray tubes. In the interim new generations and wear protective goggles.
of sets have evolved, and new types of c.r.
These large tubes are extremely heavy (especially

tubes have been introduced to work in them.

Nearly all these tubes have a 110° scanning angle,
and a much shorter pentode or hexode gun. A new

base, type B8H is invariably fitted, and our old
friend the ion trap magnet has vanished, we hope

for good.

The " Slimline " receivers made possible by
these new tubes normally incorporate a vertical
printed chassis, through the centre of which the
neck of the tube (complete with scanning coils)
protrudes.

at the faceplate end) and awkward to handle.

Modern factory skill has enabled the maker to

achieve a higher vacuum, and at the same time

produce a flatter faced, more rectangular tube. As
mentioned in the first series, the further from the

spherical shape that a tube is made, the more

likely it is to be subject to abnormal stresses and to

Plainly put-the new tubes are more
likely to burst with careless handling than the old
fracture.

ones. If they do, the implosion will be more violent.

Focusing.

Electrostatic focusing is employed with these
tubes. The focus electrode (pin 4) derives its
voltage

either from a potentiometer

between

boosted h.t. and chassis, or by means of a short
lead which is tapped around the various tube

electrodes and h.t. until an optimum voltage point
is found.
Although focusing is more uniform over the
screen and less critical in its setting than in the case
of the magnetic type, the initial setting of the focus

may be difficult to make, in fact on some scenes

the adjustments may appear to make little difference
at all.

If possible use that rare bird-the test card, or

a still scene, and turn the controls so that the picture

is brighter than you would normally have it. It
should then be possible to adjust focus for the

Fig. I-A typical chassis arrangement, with the tube
held around the bowl by a clamping band.

sharpest resolution of the white parts of the picture.

Removing the Tube

Handling

Much that has

been written before

about

handling tubes holds good for the slimline range.
Remove them from the carton as indicated-usually
from the bottom. Some tubes have the faceplate
protected by tissue, and a foam rubber band around
the bowl as additional cushioning. This should not
be fitted into the set with the tube. A plastic pin
protector is frequently found over the base pins,
and this is best left in situ until the tube has been
fitted into the set.

Never pick up tubes by the neck alone, but

Before removing an old tube, its e.h.t. cavity
connector should be discharged more than once
whilst it is still in the set, as shocks from the
cavity during removal can be disconcerting. If the
tube has to be traded for a glass allowance against
its replacement, take care of the faceplate by pro-

tecting it with a soft cloth, or with the square of
tissue provided with the new tube. Some rebuilding

firms will not accept old glass if the faceplate is
badly scratched.

An example of 110° tube fitted in a slimline

chassis is shown in Fig.

1,

and the method

employed in changing it is typical of the majority
of receivers in the age group under review.

First the e.h.t. connector is removed, and the

cavity discharged to chassis. This is normally not

as easy as it sounds since the anode is nearly always

inaccessibly placed, and protected by a polythene
skirt. The simplest way is to slide a long screw-

driver through the skirt until the blade rests flat
between the lip of the connector and the tube face.
If the screwdriver is then twisted through 90° the
connector will be released (Fig. 2). If it is stuck,

play safe, and renew the whole e.h.t. lead rather
than risk imploding the tube.

Next turn your attention to the base connector

which should slide off quite easily. If leverage has

to be applied this should be done gently, and

should the whole assembly be stuck together with
wax melted from adjacent components, warm oil
will usually soften the wax up in a few minutes.
Be careful with the wiring to the base connector,
as thinner wiring is used in the modern sets, and
the plastic insulation may be brittle with heat and
age.

It is now the turn of the scan coil assembly

which is invariably clamped to the tube neck by a
brass collar,

which

should

be

slackened

off.

Depending upon the set, the scancoils will either
be loosely clamped to the chassis, or else merely
pushed up the tube neck, and held there by the

aforementioned brass collar.
In the latter case, it is normally wise to allow
the coils to travel forward with the tube as it comes
out to the extent of the scancoil connecting wires.

It is then usually possible to rest the edge of the
tube bowl on the bench whilst the coils are slowly
eased back along the neck.

Mark the top of the coils with crayon if this is
not obvious. If you forgot to mark the top of the
coils, it is usually possible to refit them correctly

by inspection, as the top surface will have attracted
more dust than the underside.
The scancoils themselves are today a fairly
standard component, and a typical example is given

in Fig. 3. At the front are two small bar magnets
to correct

pincushioning, or barrel distortion.

Sometimes these are fixed by the maker and
cemented into position, but in our illustration they
are shown adjustable by bending and twisting until
an optimum setting is reached.
Picture Centring Machines

Picture positioning is adjusted by turning the two

small centring rings behind the scancoils. These

are rotated

singly, together, or in opposition

depending upon the movement required. The rings

are, in fact, two weak magnets polarised across
their diameter. Being metal, they have the same

effect as a short-circuited turn across the scancoils,
reduce their efficiency. A recent development has

been to make these rings of a

Fig. 2-The method for removing an obstinate anode
cavity connector.

flexible plastic

material which is non-conductive, and which does
not therefore damp down the scancoils. The rings
are much smaller than those fitted some years ago,
and as high peak voltages are present at the scan coil terminals, it is usual to find a small hole or
slot punched in the adjusting tab to enable a screwdriver to be used to make the adjustment.
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Clamping Band

Reverting to the tube itself, the final operation

in dismantling is the slackening off of the clamping
band around the tube bowl. Before doing this it is
expedient to measure the distance from the face of
the tube perpendicular to the front of the clamping

band, as this in some sets is the only means of

ensuring that the replacement tube has been fitted
in the correct position.

If the tube is installed too far forward, it

will

grind against the safety glass and produce a small
white spot that cannot be removed. Fitted too far
back, the airtight seal may not be effective and the
space between the tube face and the safety glass
will become dusty in a very short while.
Between the clamping band and the tube bowl,
it is customary to find a plastic belt which acts as a
cushion, and also as a dust excluder, and when the
clamping band is undone and the tube withdrawn
forward, this plastic belt normally comes away with
the tube.

Cleaning up

Having reached the hallway stage in changing the

April; 1964

mains dropper is set 10V higher to compensate for
the absence of the tube from the chain.
A low capacity cathode ray tube transformer of

the correct voltage, and which incorporates a
" boost " tapping is fitted, with its boosted
secondary connected to the heater pins of the

cathode ray tube base connector. Mains for the
boost transformer is obtained from the set side of
the " on -off " switch.
It should be noted that this procedure only

applies to a.c.-d.c. sets used on a.c. mains. One or
two early receivers, such as the first Pye P110 portables, use

a 6.3V/0.6A tube fed from a

small

transformer. These sets are marked " a.c. only " on
the back, and should not be boosted in this way.
Types of Tube

With the advent of the 110° tube, a measure of
uniformity is to be found between tubes of various
makes.
Correction magnets for side distortion
Picture centring magnets

tube, a thorough clean-up of the chassis, using a
dusting brush, is advocated. At the same time, the
inside of the cabinet should be cleaned out, and
the safety glass polished on both sides. This will
help to prevent dust from falling down to settle on
the front of the screen just as the set is finally being
boxed up.

fitting the New Tube

When the new tube is fitted, make sure that all
the insulating washers in the scancoil assembly
have been refitted correctly, and that the coils are

fully forward on the neck of the tube. Clamp them
up finger tight, and replace the base connector and
e.h.t. connector. If the latter is in a tight corner, it

is easier to press it home when the tube is only

halfway in.

Some readers will notice that in their set, the
e.h.t. lead appears to be much too long, and that

the slack has been taken up in the form of a loosely
tied loop. This is, in fact, a small choke introduced
to help reduce line timebase radiation.

Once the tube is fitted and clamped up, there

remains only three adjustments to perform, namely
focus and picture position, which have already been
discussed, and picture tilt which is straightened by
rotating the scancoils slightly around the tube neck.
Do not make this adjustment by hand with the set
running.
Boosting

Although the writer has not had so much success

in the fitting of boost transformers to 110° tubes

as he did with the earlier types during the " Golden

Age of TV ", sometimes a useful purpose can be
served by doing so.
The procedure is the same for all sets. The
existing heater wires to pins 1 and 8 of the tube
are disconnected, joined together, and taped back,
and in the case of 12V tubes, the heater part of the

Clamp holding assembly to tube neck

Fig. 3-A typical 110° scancoil assembly.

Originally the slimline tube was available as a
17in. or 21in. screen. Since then improvements in
production technique have enabled the 17in. tube
to become a 19in, with a flatter face and sharper
corners, and the 21in. has in turn given way to the
23in. tube.

About the time of the changeover from 17in. to

19in, the industry went through its short-lived
" Portable Set " phase, and to assist the " quart "
sized chassis to be shoe -horned into the " pintpot " sized cabinet, we were given the " short
neck " tubes. These tubes have a shorter gun

assembly than the standard tube, and are not readily
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TYPES OF TUBE AVAILABLE
Heater
NOTES
Volts B8H
Tube
(All Aluminised and
(all
Base
Aquadag)
0.3A) Pins

17 inch
MULLARD

70

0"

0

I

AW 43/88
AW 43/89

8
CD)

co)

6.3V
6.3V

2

12.6V

I

12.6V

I

Short Neck.

6.3V

I

CME 1902 (Equivalent).

I

CME 1903 (Equivalent).

I

Twin Panel Tube.

1

Short Neck.

MAZDACME

h

B8H (I)

h

h

1703
CME 1705

B8H (2)

Pin details of B8H tube valveholders.

nterchangeable with their longer necked counter,arts.
?onded Implosion Guard

The latest development is the bonded implosion

guard or "twin panel" tube. These tubes are
standard 19in. or 23in. types fitted with a bonded

19 inch
MULLARD
AW 47/90
AW 47/91

AW 47/10
MAZDA
CME 1901

12.6V

CME 1902
CME 1903
CME 1906

6.3V
6.3V
6.3V

Perspex implosion guard. These are mounted by MULLARDh
means of clamps over plastic lugs at the corners,
AW 53/88
and in many cases the tube is held to the wooden
AW 53/89
case by this means rather than to the chassis.
MAZDA
CME 2101
It is hoped to include changing instructions on
CME 2104
ome of these types in a later article of this series,
)ut it is sufficient to emphasise now that a tube
23 inch
vith a bonded guard should never be replaced by
tube without one. Likewise, the plastic lugs MULLARD
AW 59/90
hould never be drilled to mount the tube.
i

let Types

Unfortunately the simplification of tube types
style has been offset by an increase in the
and
Lnd style
lumber of receiver types issued annually. As an
example, the Ekco range (which will be covered in
our next article) begins in 1959 with just over six

receivers. The index of "Radio and Television

Servicing " for the current 1962-63 season lists no
less than twenty-nine different models for the same
manufacturer.
Each subsequent article in this series will include

SLOW RUNNING TIMEBASES

AW 59/91
AW 59/10
MAZDA
CME 2303

CME 2306

I

I
I
I

6.3V

1

6.3V

2

12.6V

I

I2 -6V

2

6.3V

1

AW 47/90 (Equivalent)
AW 47/91 (Equivalent)
Twin Panel Tube.

Short Neck Tube.

Short Neck.

CME 2302, C23AK

(Equivalent)
6.3V
6.3V
6.3V
6.3V

1

I
I
I

CME 2303 (Equivalent)
Twin Panel Tube.

AW 59 91 (Equivalent)
Twin Panel Tube.

an index in which the reader will find the set of
his choice listed against a basic type. Then by
turning to the basic type mentioned, he should be
able to replace his own tube by using the instructions therein, modifying them a little to cope with
any small differences he may discover in his own
cabinet.

sync with the y -signal. The external oscillator speed

-continued from page 306
The peaks of this waveform are quite sharp, but no
doubt other types would suit, e.g. a sharply differentiated square -wave.

The second oscilloscope should be powered from
a supply other than the oscilloscope external power

socket-the author has found that use of

6.3V
6.3V

this

socket more often results in complete sync of the
two oscillators, resulting in a loss of x -scan.
Alternative Arrangements

With higher frequencies on the y -plate, the
display will break up. A different type of display

can be arranged in this case, by running the internal

timebase (rather than the " beat " frequency) in

can then be varied independently of the y -signal
frequency, and will produce a spot which runs up
and down the trace as the speed of the external
oscillator is varied. This all rounds rather complicated, but with the apparatus in front of him, the
constructor should have no difficulty.
Incidentally, to display traces at low frequencies,
it helps to have a long persistence tube, and it is of
course essential to have a direct -coupled amplifier;

this means direct coupled from the tube plates

right back to the transducer at the input. The other
requirement is that the grid voltage can be set well
negative in quiescent conditions, so that only the
peaks of the applied waveform at the grid bring it
up to normal voltage and illuminate the trace. I.
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JOHN

TANNER DESCRIBES

E.

AMATEUR television station G3NDT/T was
located in Bristol up to March of last year
when it was moved to Harrow, the present
location. It is since moving to the London area that
the station has been most active, working in conjunction with the other stations in the area, and
occasionally with the more remote stations when
propagation conditions permit.

In common with almost every other amateur

television station, transmissions take place in the
70cm amateur band, usually towards the high
frequency end of the band to avoid interference to
other sound stations.
Since the station was first licensed in November
1958 the equipment in use has grown from a simple
flying spot scanner and a two watt (6J6) transmitter,

to the present set-up which consists of an image
orthicon camera to provide live camera pictures
and a monoscope camera for test card " C "-useful
to save running up the big camera for test transmissions.

HIS

STATION

Either of these picture sources can be fed into
the transmitter which uses a 4X150A valve as the
final amplifier and operates at the maximum permitted power level. At the moment a rather Small

aerial system is in use but plans are in hand to
enlarge this soon.

On the receiving side a transistor pre -amplifier
heads a re -tuned commercial u.h.f. tuner which in
turn feeds into a 17in. Pye television set. A second
14in. TV set has been modified to take video sig-

nals instead of r.f., and this receiver is coupled
either to the input to the transmitter, or to a probe
to check the picture as transmitted.
The heart of the station is the synchronising
pulse generator as this operates all the vision
equipment. It is built to a circuit published in

CQ-TV, the Journal of the British Amateur Television Club, and will operate on 405/525/625 lines,
although it takes some time to change standard.

G3NDT/T operates on 405 lines most of the

time, but plans are in hand to change everything to
6 over 6
slot aerial

Pulse

generator

Camera

14"

Camera

Aerial

Monitor

Test
signals

change -over

relay

Vision
selector
switch

control

Transmitter
Monoscope
To

receiver

70 cm.

Amplifier

receiver
Microphone
U.H.P, Tuner

I

- A block diagram of amateur television station G3NDT T.

17'
Receiver
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625 to bring the transmissions into
line with the new u.h.f. television
service, as it seems likely that many
of the receivers can be re -tuned to
cover the amateur band as well as
covering -the new BBC channel.

The block diagram of

shows the
station.

basic

set-up

Fig. 7
of the

One facility of interest is the
ability to relay other amateur television signals. By receiving a signal

the low end of the band the

at

transmitter and receiver can be
operated together and an incoming
signal re -transmitted at the high

end of the band-in fact amateur

television pictures have been sent
from

Ely

to

London

passing

through two other stations on the
way. Up to now the transmissions
have been of vision or sound only
and no attempt has been made to

transmit sound and vision together,
although the low power transmitter

mobile or
" Roving Eye " television may be
used occasionally for

The author makes an inspection of his camera.

used for this.

A few more technical details of the equipment

may be of interest.

PULSE GENERATOR: Four step dividers
multivibrator switches count down from

using

pulses are used to "drive " the cameras, the sync
and blanking used to process the signals before

transmission. The outputs are all negative going at
2V into 7511. The whole unit is in a portable case
complete with power supply.
CAMERA: The image orthicon
camera

requires

tube

a

strong,

long focus field and this implies
large amounts of scanning power.
Accordingly the camera is built
with the scan generators built-in
to save the problem of trying to
feed high power scanning currents
along a camera cable. This means
that the camera is rather large, but
on the other hand a viewfinder can
be built in without making it look

out of proportion. The line and
field scan generators are built on
small sub -chassis which can

be

removed for servicing, or operated
on flexible leads. Each scan generator carries

a

protection

circuit

which cuts off the beam in the
image orthicon in the event of
failure of the scanning currents.
The two generators are " driven "
by the line and field drive pulses,
and should the pulse generator fail
the scans stop-hence the need for
protection circuits.

Also in the camera is the focus

The author's test card carrying his callsign.

twice line frequency to field frequency (50c/s)-

is compared with the mains and any error
signal used to control the master oscillator-the
this

system is therefore locked to the mains.
Suitable trigger signals are taken from the counter
chain to time the output waveform generators

which provide line and field frequency drive pulses,

mixed line and field synchronising pulses, and
mixed line and field blanking pulses. The drive

voltage

for

current stabiliser and the head
amplifier for the vision signal. High
the tube (1kV approximately) is

obtained from the line scanning circuit, although
some of the voltages are fed to the camera from the

control unit which simply takes the raw signal

from the camera and " processes " it by clamping,
blanking,

aperture correcting, black and white

clipping and finally adding synchronising signals
-continued on page

32
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BOOKS REVIEWED
COLOUR TELEVISION EXPLAINED
By W. A. Holm; published by Philips Technical Library.
U.K. and Eire distributors: Cleaver -Hume Press Ltd.,
10-15 St. Martin's Street, London, W.C.2.

110 pages, 6in. x Bin., 52 illustrations (8 pages with 4.colour
Price 20s.

illustrations).

THIS is a welcome addition to available litera-

ture on a subject for which there will be

increasing demand for information. It is
written on the assumption that its readers will

mainly consist of technicians, engineers and keen
amateurs; in other words it assumes a knowledge of
the technicalities of monochrome television and can
thus dispose of the need for digressions into

explanation of fundamental principles. The treatment is basically non -mathematical.

the book is divided into four main sectionsFundamental Theory (of Colour), Colour Television
Pickup Equipment, Reproduction Systems, and the

Transmission System. The first chapter includes a

very good explanation of the nature of colour,
which should provide anyone with a real understanding of fundamental colour theory-essential
if the electronics of colour TV are to be fully
grasped.

The main object of this book is to present the
theoretical bases of all aspects of colour television

and to this end, very little circuitry is providedblock diagrams and waveforms, etc., serving to
illustrate the subject matter discussed. In this way
a lot of ground is covered and we get a compact
book stripped of superfluosities and full of basic,
essential data. The book is enhanced by the various
illustrations in colour (including that of a colour
triangle) which have been used sparingly but effectively.

This book obviously fills a gap in current literature and can be recommended to all who take more
than a casual interest in the technicalities of colour
television.-W.N.S.
Price 37s. 6d.

THIS is a comprehensive volume covering all
aspects of television reception. Wide in scope,

it explains not only current practice in this
country but gives details, whenever pertinent, of
alternative

standards

and

circuit

techniques

employed in other countries. Some attention

cial

production are ever to the fore; thus the

reader is made aware how a compromise is often
necessary in some particular of circuit design in
order to minimise other shortcomings and to enable
economies to be effected in the ultimate cost of the

receiver. Frequently a close look is taken at the
actual processes involved in the manufacture of a
particular component.

The painstaking care with which the text has
been compiled can be exemplified by the attention
that has been accorded matters of historic interest.
For example, in the chapter devoted to the Cathode
Ray Tube, the evolution from the original cone -

shaped tube with circular screen to the present
110° deflection tube with rectangular screen is
described. These references to progress in television

design

and production

techniques

lead

naturally to the detailed discussion of present day
practice in the U.K. or elsewhere.
The first chapter discusses very fully the character of the television signal, not only the domestic
405 -line system, but the 525-, 625- and 819 -line

systems at present used in various parts of the

world. The cathode ray tube is the subject of the
second chapter. From Chapter 3 (The Receiver R.F.

Stages) to Chapter 11 (Power Supply Circuits),
each section of the television receiver is explored,
the " unusual " circuits are broken down to their
elements and their function carefully explained.
Wherever appropriate, mention is made of circuit
differences for 405-, 525-, 625- and 819 -line operation.

Receiving aerials are covered in chapter 12, an
introduction to colour television is given in chapter

13, while an appendix gives concise information
regarding tuners for u.h.f. reception.-F.E.B.

UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION
By J. R. Davies; published by Data Publications Ltd.
504 pages. gin. x 91n., 299 diagrams.

It is clear that the author is quite familiar with
the manufacturing side of television engineering;
this book conjures up the practical atmosphere of
the production floor rather than the generally aloof
atmosphere of the laboratory. Realities of commer-

RADIO. TELEVISION, INDUSTRIAL TUBE, DIODE
AND TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS MANUAL

By B. B. Babani; published by Bernards (Publishers) Ltd.
208 pages.

Price 9s. 6d.

given to the newly introduced 625 -line service on
u.h.f., and an introduction to colour is included.
The treatment is entirely non mathematical and
should be well suited to anyone who has a reason-

USEFUL pocket size reference book listing
more than 20,000 types of semiconductors.
thermionic valves and cathode ray tubes.
The contents include: commercial valve and
semiconductor types and equivalents; C.V., British

text.

Service and U.S.A. Service valve types with
commercial equivalents; television tubes with
suggested replacements and modification details
where necessary.

is

able knowledge of radio theory. The text is profusely illustrated with diagrams and explanatory
captions succinctly hammer home the relevant
points-a valuable supplementary to the main
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1100 Scanning Circuits
BY

G.

K.

IN recent years the increase in scanning angle
to 110 deg. has presented the circuit designer
with the problem of where to obtain the

increase in scanning power necessary to cover this
wider angle. The problem is most acute in the

line scan circuit, although a simple solution far
the frame scan circuit is by no means easy to
achieve. In this first article it is hoped to show
how these difficulties are being tackled for the line
circuit and to suggest practical methods which the
reader may wish to try out for himself.

FAIRFIELD
C1=Equivalent lumped capacitance of transformer windings, scanning coils, valves,
wiring, etc.
C2=Self-capacitance of e.h.t. overwind coil.

C3=Capacitance of e.h.t. rectifying diode plus
wiring capacitance.

Now if we make the natural resonant frequency

of the leakage branch L2, C2, to be a certain

multiple of the main transformer resonance Ll, Cl,
then the resonant voltage of the leakage inductance
circuit can be made zero at the end of the flyback

This results in zero energy stored in the
leakage inductance at this point in time and the
period.

"Tuned Transformer" Line Scanning

A common feature of

a

badly -designed line

scanning circuit is the pronounced resonance of the
leakage reactance of the transformer with its stray

ringing cannot therefore continue
scanning period.

during the

Fundamental

This occurs at a frequency of about
100kc/s and results in a series of alternate vertical
light and dark bands which are most prominent at
the left-hand side of the screen.
capacitance.

flyback
voltage

Many methods of suppressing this " ringing "
effect arc used and in most modern receivers the
effect is rarely discernible. These suppression
methods all have one feature in common, however

Resultant
voltage

-they abstract energy from the transformer by

damping and so lead to loss of circuit efficiency.
It is this loss of efficiency that has been seized

(b)

upon by the circuit designer as a source of the

extra energy required for 110 deg. scanning. The
ringing effect is, in fact, turned to good advantage
and is used to increase the scanning current
required.

In principle the method consists tf " tuning "

the transformer leakage reactance such that it

is

capable of resonating simultaneously at only certain
frequencies which have a definite numerical
relationship with each other.
Fig. 1 shows a simplified equivalent circuit for a
line scanning circuit where:
L1=Equivalent inductance of transformer windings and coupled scanning coils.

L2=Leakage inductance of the e.h.t. overwind
coil.

I--Retrace period
Leakage inductance ringing voltage

Fig. 2-Effect of tuning e.h.t. winding; (a) at anod,
of line output valve, (b) at anode of e.h.t. rectifier.

The minimum ringing condition exists for more
than one ratio of resonant frequencies. One of
these will be found to be 2.7 (ideally fundamental
and third harmonic) and another 4.4 (ideally

fundamental and fifth harmonic).
In Fig. 2 is shown the condition where the ratio
of 2.7 has been chosen. The resonance during the

flyback period due to Ll, Cl and the leakage
Fig. 1-Line scan equivalent circuit.

resources due to L2, C2, are shown separately and

their combined effects, as far as the total trans-
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lines for two points on the line scanning auto -

Variation of this leakage reactance can be brought
about by introducing a controlled coupling between

Two results are immediately apparent from this
tuning method. The peak voltage at the anode of

diagram of Fig. 4. The link -coupled coils L3 and

former flux is concerned, are shown by the dotted

indicated by the circuit

transformer.

the two windings

the line output valve is reduced and the peak

coupled to
respectively.

boosting -diode valve to operate under less stringent
conditions and gives more e.h.t. for the wide -angled
cathode ray tube. In addition, of course, the effects
of ringing are now absent from the screen and the
increase in flux energy circulating within the
transformer core allows us to obtain the additional
scan required for 110 deg. working.

existing design of scanning transformer. Winding

voltage at the anode of the e.h.t. rectifier diode is
increased.
This allows the output valve and

as

L4 each consist of a small winding fairly tightly
the main windings Ll and L2
This method can be tried fairly simply on any
To E.1-11 rectifier

overwind
To

Practical Considerations

output valve

Turning now to practical considerations, in order

to reduce the normal resonance frequency of the
leakage reactance (usually in the range 50

to

To

boost diode

150kc/s) to a smaller multiple of the fundamental
Leakage

reactance
Inductive
control

Scan

coils

2

Fig. 4-Transformer arrangement to obtain controlled
leakage inductance.

details are given on the following

theoretical diagram is given in Fig. 5. Care must be
taken to provide good insulation between the core,
the coupling winding L4 and the e.h.t. overwind.
Several layers of 0.005in. polythene tape are used
for this purpose.

The adjustable inductance used for controlling
the amount of leakage inductance can be similar in
design to that used for linearity control in which a

Ej-iy. rectifier

Linearity
control

Fig. 3-An experimental 'tuner transformer' line

7)0
pF

scanning transformer.

transformer resonance (10kc/s) it is necessary to
modify the transformer to give the higher leakage
reactance required.

Most modern line scanning transformers take

advantage of the reduced losses inherent in the use
of ferrite materials for the transformer core, and a
double -U form of core construction is normally
adopted. With this arrangement it is relatively
simple to obtain a high leakage reactance by

placing the e.h.t. overwind on one limb of the
transformer and the remaining windings on the

opposite limb as shown in Fig. 3. This will result
in

a very low coupling coefficient for the e.h.t.

overwind and hence a large leakage reactance.

Line

output
valve

0
8c>

Boost
diode

Width
coil ej

0 ..

0'

c>
1,1

10 kfl

Fig. S-The theoretical circuit diagram.
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ferrite slug slides in and out of a solenoid.
suitable design is given in Fig. 6.

A

WINDING DETAILS
28 turns

Windings 1-2

A Second Method

A second method of achieving resonance control
which may or may not be applicable to any given
design is described below.

The transformer is wound with the e.h.t overwind on a separate limb as previously suggested.
The resonant frequency of the leakage reactance is

accepted and the main transformer resonance is
adjusted until the correct ratio between the two is
obtained.

This is carried out by adjusting the value of a
capacitor, C (Fig. 4), which is tapped at a

Former 3/i6" internal dia

2-3

252
348

PI

3-4
5-6

Pt

L3 and L4, 24 turns, 0124in. dia. enam.

A11.0124in.dia.enam.

wire

180

wire
Windings 1-6 are layer wound on a jin. dia.
insulated former with 003in. paper interleaving
every layer.
Winding L3 is wound over windings 1-6 with
005in. polythene strip insulation between these
two windings.
Winding L4 is wound over several layers of 005in.

polythene strip on a second former iin. dia.

convenient point across the transformer winding.
This could be across the scanning coil connections,
where a capacitance value of about 300 to 500pF
Cheeks

321

mounted on opposite transformer limb. Before
winding 6-7 is placed on L4, several layers of
005in. polythene strip is wound on top of L4 as
insulation.

Winding 6-7 1,000 turns of 0048in. enam. and
single -silk wire wavewound {in. wide using gears: A
42

B
31

C
36

80

48

40

Ferrite core: Mullard type FX1036.

-o that part of the picture will be "folded over"
appear in the flyback trace. The solution here
's to redesign the e.h.t. overwinding to have a

and
-

5/:16

Winding details -870 turns pilewound of 0.0124"enam
copper wire

Ferrite core- r x 1a

dia.

Fig. 6-Inductive control solenoid.

will be required. Adjustment is carried out until
ring -free conditions are observed on the c.r.t.

similar

self -capacitance.

This

can often

be

achieved by selecting suitable gear ratios on the

wave -winding machine to give a larger number of

" crossovers " per turn of the coil and result in a
more open weave.

If the necessary flyback of C is found to be too
large it will give rise to a lengthy flyback period,

This second method is largely experimental and
it is emphasised that the capacitor C must be able
to withstand the peak potential that appears across
the scanning coils during the flyback. A peak
potential of several thousand volts may be present
across the capacitor, so that continuous variation of
the capacitance value may be difficult to achieve.
Fortunately the value required is not critical and
a selection from a half a dozen fixed values will
usually allow the correct value to be determined.
Having increased the line scan current by one of
the methods suggested above it now remains to
increase the frame scan current by a suitable value.
How this may be achieved will form the subject
of the next article.

On The Air

The 12W of power at 144Mc/s is

screen.

If a meter is connected to monitor the e.h.t.

produced at the same time it will be noticed that
this ring -free condition will be found to coincide
with a peak in the e.h.t. produced. The addition
of this capacitor will generally reduce the peak
potential developed across the transformer. What
is looked for will be a sudden increase in the mean

value of the e.h.t. superimposed upon a gradual
reduction in the mean value as the value of C is
increased.

QQVO6-40a tripler

which

fed

in turn feeds

to

a

the

-continued from page 317

4X150A final amplifier. Modulation for both sound

before presenting at the output a signal, positive

4X150A, and a simple protection circuit is included

coil assembly-the whole lot mounted on a slide

The anode draws 150mA at 1,000V for a peak
white signal (150W). Due to the small size of the
4X150A, a blower system is essential-in fact the
valve can destroy itself with only heater volts
applied if the blower is not working-and an air
duct runs through the transmitter to keep the

going, of one volt into 7552.
Mechanically the camera is based on a framework
made of Imlok. This is divided into two halves, one
half takes the electronics, the other is made lightproof and carries the camera tube and its associated

system for focusing. The viewfinder is mounted on
top of the camera framework and is a completely
self contained 7in. monitor apart from h.t. supply.
The complete camera plus viewfinder takes about
800mA of h.t. current at 270V, and this is supplied
from an electronically regulated power unit.

TRANSMITTER: This is a simple unit starting with an 8.075Mc/s or similar crystal which is
multiplied up to 144Mc/s in a small drive strip.

r-

and vision is applied to the control grid of the

in the G2 supply to protect the valve in the event
of a fault condition removing anode volts, in which
case the valve would be destroyed very quickly.

penultimate and final stages cool.
No regular schedule of transmissions is arranged,

but G3NDT/T is usually on the air on Saturday
evenings and Sunday mornings when an amateur
television, " net " is arranged with G3OUO/T,
G3OPB/T and other stations in the area.
O
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the sound is a.m. for Bands I and III, the use of a
standard British 405 -line set will not enable us to

HERE are a few more tips on station identification, as there is nothing more infuriating

for the DXer than to receive a beautiful
picture without having any idea where it came
from.

RTF France
Paris, Eiffel

Tower (Channel F8A) carries at
times the normal test card with the single word
" Paris" at the bottom of the centre square. This

receive sound and vision together.

The simplest solution is to use another TV set

for the sound channel, a somewhat " bulky "

arrangement of apparatus. Mr. Burridge's solution
is as follows:- By using a standard 405 -line
receiver, and a suitable Band I aerial, he receives

the Caen RTF sound signal on 41.25Mc/s (i.e.
Band I channel B1 adjacent to BBC London on
41.50Mc/s).

When the sound is tuned in on 41.25Mc/s the

it is proof of the reception of the Eiffel Tower

tuner is automatically set for the receiver to accept
a vision frequency of 44.75 (i.e.-41.25+3.5Mc/s).
There is, of course, no RTF station on 44.75Mc/s,

The RTF promise of regional names on Test

note from Mr. Burridge's location that he can

special card is only used occasionally but when seen

transmitter. (No other transmitter uses it.)

Cards has not yet been carried out, although I have
noted, on one isolated occasion, the use of a map of
Western France on the Caen test card, in place of
the usual statue in the centre.
Switzerland

is, however, one important feature on all test cards,
often overlooked by DX viewers because it is not
particularly

on weak or

noisy

On the right hand side of the centre circle there
is a small square containing a " letter " corresponding to the exact transmitter; i.e. " U "= Uetliberg.
" D "=La Dole, etc.
USSR

Very rarely the Russian 0249 type of test card
carries the name of the transmitter and when it
does is positive identification of its location. The
word may be at the top, centre or bottom of the
card and will be in Russian characters (Moscow
will be " Mocba ", etc.).
If you receive any of this type of card and care
to send us an exact copy of the lettering we will be
pleased to identify the station for you.
Sound and Vision Simultaneous Reception

With reference to RTF 819 -line signals, we have
recently received a very interesting letter from Mr.
W. N. Burridge of Tomes, giving his solution to the

problem of reception of sound and vision from
France.

receive Rennes -Peru on F5 channel with a vision
signal on 164Mc/s.
By employing a second aerial resonant on
164Mc/s he feeds this vision signal to a transis-

torised frequency converter, and by beating the
164Mc/s

All test cards are basically the same for transmissions originating from the French, German or
Italian speaking regions of the TV service. There
easily noticed,
pictures.

but if we search for " possibles " in Band III we

The sound -to -vision separation on French
channels is approximately 11Mc/s, and although

signal

with

a

local

oscillator

at

208.75Mc/s, a resultant "i.f." of 44.75Mc/s is

produced, which in turn is fed via a suitable coupling coil to the main set input at 44.75Mc/s.
This ingenious system will work excellently, but
there is one small objection. At times (admittedly
not very frequently) RTF stations carry their own
regional programmes. This presents no further
problems when Caen and Rennes stations (both Tele

Ouest Regional Transmitters) are used, but for
viewers in other parts of thef country the use of,

say, Caen for sound and Lille for vision will give
rise to a curious situation when sound and picture
do not agree because the programmes differ!
An alternative solution is the one I use, that is
to disconnect the sound i.f. strip of the 405 -line set

at the " take off " point from the first common
sound/vision i.f. stage and to connect a second
tuner (incremental type) to the sound i.f. strip and
to tune the sound channel separately.
This works well, but just two points should be

noted : -the exclusion of the common first

i.f.

sound/vision from the sound circuit results in some
drop in sound sensitivity, this can be largely over-

come by employing EF184 valves in place of the

more usual EF80 type in the sound i.f. strip.
Secondly the sound -only tuner produces a funda-

mental frequency and harmonics which can be
troublesome on some vision channels. Where
necessary, appropriate " evasive " action can be
taken by detuning the tuner to another channel.

-continued on page 332
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Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The
coupon from p. 328 must be attached to all Queries, and, a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

to the width control (on the transformer panel,

ALBA T717

On BBC, sound is only just audible with the
controls at maximum. A certain amount of hum
also is present on the sound. ITA sound, although
considerably better than BBC, is definitely below
normal.

This set has also developed a video fault which
requires the contrast control to be set at maximum
at all times to receive a satisfactory picture.

I suspect these faults originate in the turret
tuner.-M. J. Lovell (Southend-on-Sea, Essex).
The cause of the faults described could be in
the tuner, but equally, misalignment of the sound
and vision i.f. channels could be responsible. The
hum on sound is probably due to vision signal
breakthrough into the sound channel, and this is
invariably caused by misalignment of the sound

being the right hand one of the two).
EKCO T283

Two vertical bars of light divide the screen-

which lacks illumination-into three sections.
There seems to be insufficient e.h.t. at the anode
of the U25.
I have replaced the 30P4 and substituted the line
oscillator valve without tracing

Laidlan (Shildon, Co. Durham).

the fault-G.

These symptoms are caused either by a faulty
U191 or to a faulty boost capacitor. This is tty,
0.5/AF component below the chassis near the lir

output transformer vent hole.

i.f. channel.

If the trimmers have been altered recently, then

suspect

misalignment.

Also

check

the

aerial

system and, if necessary, the tuner valves for
emission.

PUSH TV24A

When first switched on the picture fills the

screen as normal, but gaps at ether side of the
p%cture soon begin to develop. After about five
minutes these gans are at least 2in. wide.
I have replaced the PY82, the PL81, the PY81
and the EY81. I have also changed the width control, VR7. None of these measures, however, have

effected a cure.-F. T. Howe (Saffron Walden.
Essex).

It is surprising that replacement of the PL81 and
the PY82 did not right the fault as these are most
often the cause of the symptoms described. How-

ever, if you are sure that the new valves are in
order, you will have to check the 3.3k0 screen
dronning resistor. the 0.1pF boost line capacitor
and the 80pF 6kV tubular capacitor from the PY81

FERGUSON 506T

The picture on this set is stretched at the top o
the screen. Also,

a gap has appeared at

the

bottom of the screen which varies in depth to a
maximum of 2in. Adjusting the height control to
correct this latter fault only worsens the stretching.

-R. Allen (Hayes, Midlesex).
Check the frame output PCL82 (V13) and its
3900 bias resistor and 100µF bias electrolytic. Thi"

valve is next to the PY32 on the lower deck an?
the two other components (R124 and C96) a -

behind these two valves.
FERRANTI 1325
There is no

sound or vision, only a whit

streak across the screen. I can obtain a good
purple spark from the e.h.t. valve but the spark
at the tube anode is very weak.
I have tested all the valves without tracing the
fault. -R. C. Allen (London, S.E.2).
The trouble is in the line timebase and we would
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advise you to cheek the line scanning coils and

their shunt components which are a 5.61d2 resistor
and a 500pF capacitor in series.
Check also the width coil.
DEFIANT T172

The fault in this receiver appears on ITA only.
Sometimes the set works correctly for maybe one,
or even two hours, but then the picture begins to

pull across the screen from right to left. It is
impossible to straighten the picture with the line
hold control or fine tuner.
Although the BBC picture is normal, this is with

the line hold almost at its limit.-J McDonald

TELEVISION
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SOBELL T175

When first switched on the picture rolls up or
down and adjustment of the vertical hold control
is necessary to lock the picture. During an evening's viewing the fault will recur and adjustment

is again necessary.
I have replaced the two ECL80's, V14 and V15.

-R. Saunders (Rainhill, Liverpool).
Test the components which are connected
between the sync separator valve and the frame
oscillator, for your remarks indieitte that the frame

sync pulses are attenuated due to a component

fault. Also check the 0A61 interlace filter diode

on pin 1 circuit of the ECL80 frame valve.

(Blackhill, Co. Durham).

We would advise you to change the 6/30L2

valve which is situated virtually in the centre of

the chassis.

PHILIPS 1400A

The contrast, brightness and focus controls have

to be set at minimum to obtain a reasonable

picture and even then the focus changes with

every camera change. The latter fault can be dealt
with partially by adjustment of the contrast
control.

The e.h.t. unit in this set was replaced recently.
-M. W. G. Bennett (Epsom, Surrey).

appear to be in the c.h.t.
suggest you check the PL38 driver and ECL80

unit, but as this is a recent replacement we would
oscillator valves and associated components, particularly the high value resistors associated with
the latter valve.

FERGUSON 636T

Neither picture nor sound were present en this
set (although there was a raster and a hum in the
loudspeaker) and so I attempted to bring in a
signal by adjusting L7 in the tuner unit, but with
no success. Further investigations revealed that the
resistor R242 in the tuner h.t. feed was charred
and so I replaced it. Signal strength was then
restored but while adjusting the coils in the tuner
unit I must have shorted L4 as R8 burned out. I
replaced this resistor and also C14 but when I

switched the set on to receive a picture, R8 once
again burned out. The next time I replaced it, I
first switched on when all stations had closed and
everything functioned normally. However, when
once more I switched on during a transmission,
the resistor burned out again. --C. Woolley (Crawley, Sussex).

Check the capacitor connected to the other end
of the resistor (i.e. not the h.t. end) for this may
have an intermittent fault. Another case is an intermittent short in the associated tuner valve.

BUSH TV75

The picture has reduced in size and has become
square shaped. This condition leaves a black
border around the picture.
When the brilliance control is advanced, the

picture enlarges and goes out of focus.-A. J.
Astell (Bristol, 3).
Check the h.t. voltage output of the LW15 metal

rectifier. If this is under 190V, change it. If it is
190V or more, check the PL81 valve inside the
screened section and the ECC82 above it.

EKCO T161

One of the two resistors to the base of the U801
in this receiver short circuited and as a result this
valve burned out. I renewed both the valve and
the resistors but now, although all the valves light
and there is no obvious fault, the set is completely
dead; no sound, no raster and no e.h.t. I conclude
that there is no h.t. but I cannot trace a fuse in the
h.t. line.-H. H. Williamson (Formby, Liverpool).

There is no separate h.t. fuse on this receiver

and we, suggest you check around the main electroMcMICHAEL M7I T
Occasionally the

lytic capacitors and especially the h.t. smoothing
choke next to them, below chassis.
brilliance

of

the

screen

decreases to such an extent that the picture disap-

pears. At these times the voltage on the grid of
the tube increases. Sometimes when this fault
occurs the EY51, which is new, glows blue.

I have checked the brilliance control and all the
capacitors and resistors in its associated circuit. I

have also tested all the valves.-G. F. Winter
(Belfast, 14).

If the tube grid voltage varies, even though the
voltage applied to the grid from the brightness
control is constant, then there is little doubt that
the tube is at fault. However, check the capacitor
connected to the grid for insulation resistance.

COSSOR 950

The Picture and sound on channel 1 both faded
gradually from this receiver so that now there is
no picture and only very faint sound.
Reception on channel 9 is perfect.

I have changed both valves in the tuner unit

without
improving
matters.-D. McKenty
(London, S.E.1).
This fault suggests a faulty set of BBC coils and

we would advise you to replace them. These are
easily fitted by removing the bottom cover of tha
tuner.
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LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
FREE POST AND PACKING except C.O.D. 5/\
5/. %LIAO:1 N( 1; EEN OCR OLD L.O.P.T. IF sENT
GUARANTEED

6 ft. flexible

Anatomy of a

TR9874

lead with

1312 Rewind

in 21 mins.
Will give

ing irons includes 15 and 25 watt

a lifetime

household and workshop use, Larger

models up to240 wattalso available.

Select a

1 at 72/6
1 at 74/6

EKCO-TC208, TU209. T209/1, T221, T231, T231F, T249,

T311, TGC318, T326,
TC267, TC287/1, T283, T284,
1 at 50/T327, T330. T330F. T331, TCG337
TMB272.1344. T394F, T348, T348F, T356..
1 at 66/TC312. T313. T313F, '1'335
.
.
1 at 73/9

EMERSON -E700, E70I, E704, .2708, Port O'rama E707,

FERGUSON-431. 454T

988T, 989Tat2/
E709, E710, E711

concentrated

1 at 50/at 95/556

231., 204T, 205T, &in% 21.4T. 235.. T. 23.7'.

24:8T

207T, 305T, 3151,.317T
3061, 308T
S406T,
408T. 4161 4381, 4381, 4051, 407T. 500. Series
IT, 408T.

atat 9819//58

11

1 at 9115

14T3. 14T3F, 14T4, 14T4F, 14T5, 1416.
17K3, 17K3F, 1713, 17T3F, 17K4, 17K4F, 17K5. 17SK4,
17SK4F, 17K6, 17SK5, 17SK6, 1714, 17T4F. 1715,
These are Re -winds. 2014D, 21K6. 21K6V, 22113, 24114,

11001.
11002, T1002/1,.. I at 66/T1012, 11023,11024, 11027
T004, T1005, T1011

in bit

TRADE MARK

135117, 444, 555, DM55

DEFIANT -All Rewinds only.

model for

Heat

1 at 10319

1 at 60/1 at 63/6

25 watt

radio work

SOL IN

.

939Fik. 940, 942, 242A, 943, 944, 948
_
_
945. 945B. 949

DM35, DM4S, DM21/C, DM121, DM22/C

of service

equipment; 65 watt models for

TV80
TV85

COSSOR-R17A. 930. 931, 933, 934, 935, 937, 938, 938.A.
DECCA-DM1, DM2/C. DM3, DM4, D1,54/C. DM5, DMIL

The Solon range of electric soldermodels for radio, TVand electronic

1 at 75/-

.:

TUG36/e. TV43, 11753, TV58. TV57. TUG58, M59.
Tl'f159. TV62. TV83, TV86. TV67, TUG68, M69. TUG 69.
1 at 701Rewind ..

Heats up

from cold

Soldering Iron

.. 1 at 46/-

.

1 at 4419
1321, T324, T424. T524, T524FM
.
7.331, MT341, T352, MT362, T431, T432, MT441,.MT442 1 at 51/9
att 57071/910
T641, T644, T724FM. T744FM
T655, T909, T717
BUSH-TV32, TV33, TUG34A, T38, TV36, TUG36,. TV36/c,

cordgrip

Superior

ORDERING REPLACEMENT L.O.P.T.
ALBA-T301. T304, T394. 1484, T494, T504. TR1974,

.

Used in industry for over 30 years

Obtainable from your usual radio or electrical supplier
13/40E

D.E.C.-B11251. BT1252, BT1252A, B117.48, .1311748,
1377250. BT2745, B1274511. 512747, BT4743, B15248.
BT5347. B15348. 515643. BT5643R, 518245, 579246,
BT8640
_
.
1 at 701All these are supplied 'Re -wind.
BT8742, BT1156, 1311354, BT2154, BT2155, BT8149,

67/-

B.M.V.-1824. 1824A. 182413, 1825, 1826, 1826A, 1827, 1827A.
1829, 1829A, 1840, 1841. 1842, 1843. 1844. 1845. 1848. 1847,
1848

Better, Brighter
Picture Tubes
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass

I2in....

(4.10.0

I4in.

15-17in.

£5.15.0

21in.

£5. 5.0
...

£7.15.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising.
Mullard,

Mazda,

Emiscope,

All makes
Cossor, Brimar,

Emitron, etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

12i n....
15-17in.

£3. 0.0
£4.10.0

I4in.

2lin.

...
...

£4. 0.0
£6.10.0

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and Insurance 10 -.

S.T.S. Ltd.
35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,
SURREY
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665

_
1885, 1889 ..
1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874. 1875, 1876

r..

INVICI'A-T118, 1119,1120
1122, 1126..

T123. T124. T125, T133, 1134
237, 237SP. 437
537. 538. 539

1 at 57/9
1 at 91/5
1 at 57/9
1 at 61/9
1 at 64/6
1 at 66/1 at 61/5

With INVICTA, PAM or PYE spares please state
serial number and makers part number.
HOLSTER BRANDES-all types available, some of these
are re -winds.
.. 1 at 106/9
PVP20, PVP30, Royal Star
1 at 97/3
Q1OR. QUM, QII30
1 at 102/PV40
1 at 104/3
evP2o. ot.vo
:
_ 1 at 121/6
PV100. PV100/1
MARCONI-All types available, some are re -winds 68
Series.

..

VRC84DA, VC153
.
VT153. VT155, VT156
V'T157, VT158. VT159, VT160

MASTERADIO-All types can be re -wound.

1 att 65721/66

at

1 at 91/5

.

PILOT-CV76, T1776, CV77, CV84, 11784. CV84/12, 7'1784/12,
DC/87, CV87. TV87. DDC87/12, CV87/12, TV87/12
Re -wind.
1 at 63/11
110F, 111, 117. 77107

All other types available, prices on request.
Al) other models available.
REGENTONE-All early models re -wind.
111, 10-6 (or re -wind at 70/-)
R.G.D.-DEEP17TME. 17TME21, Re -wind only.
PTE -V4. VT4. V7. VT7

710, 611, 610

.. 1 at 52/6
1 at 114/-

_

SOBELL-TS17,1347.1171. 7171C, 1172

..

1 at 114/-

.. 1 at 81/-

T21. 1'2.1C, T21LC, T22 TPS147, T178
..
.. 1 at 87/D
T181, SC34. SC24, SC 0, SC370
.. 1 at 66/ ULTRA -V814, V815, V817, V915. V917
_
.. 1 at 97/0
14-58. VP14-53, V15-60, V1750, VR1752, V1753, V1760,
.. 1 at
VR1762
WR1762, V1763. V1764, V21-50, V21-52, V21-60
.. 1 at 80/D
V17-70, V17-71, V17-72. V17-73. V17-74, V17-75
1
... 1 at 72/6
V17-80, V17-81, V17-82. V17-83
_

1 at 81/3
V19-80, V1,3-84. V19-85
1 at 70/V23-80, VZ3-84
RETURN POST SERVE_ ;
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
SUBJECT TO STOCK.
Rewind Service 7 Du1c, Trade Supplied. S.A.E. all enquiry.

WITWORTH T.V. SERVICE
32a All Saints Road, London, W.I I.

Tel: PARK 9972.

Open all day MON
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HERE'S A LOW COST WAY

96 pages of factual tabulated data . .. should be on the
workbench of every serious constructor and service man

" PRACTICAL WIRELESS "

RADIO and

TO GET INTO T.V.
SERVICING FAST!
If you are a man who wants to get ahead In
television, you will probably be interested
in this new revolutionary type television
training programme now being introduced
for the first time.
Knowing that early success will usually spur
a man on to greater achievement you learn
how to make the easiest T.V. repairs first.
Since the easiest T.V. repairs are the ones
Most often found on service calls. you are
ready to make money right after the first
lesson. Then as YOU progress you will
discover how to handle every kind of
trouble found in all makes of T.V. set!

TELEVISION
REFERENCE

DATA

Here for example are some of the items
covered in the course:
1. Simple adjustments to correct poor
pictures.
2. Circuit faults Indicated by a poor
pattern.
3. Finding bad valves by observing
picture faults.
4, Antenna principles and practices.
5. Facts about the 'C.V. signal to help
you in repair work.
C. All about Cathode Ray tubes.
7. How to tell what is at fault.
8. Explanation of television circuits.
9. U.H.F. converters and tuners.
10. Television test equipment and align-

This handy book provides the
practical reference data that
radio and television
servicemen, radio constructors,
enthusiasts

Rdio
Radio
and Televis
eference Data

ment.
11. Advanced trouble shooting by picture
analysis.

This is a real home study course that has been

bound into one giant 8 x 11trz.. 192 gage manual
to reduce cost.

Compares favourably with some courses
costing very much more! By creating a
mass market through large volume sales
and eliminating individual letter writing

J. P. HAWKER

on Amateur radio and a list
of call -sign prefixes; com-

days.
The price? Only 36/ -Der course, plus postage
and packing. 1/6.

Please send your Television Course for a full

seven days' tree trial. If not delighted I may return
the course post-paid without further obligation on
my part. Otherwise I will pay cash price of 17/6 or
5/- weekly until 37/6 plus 2/6 service charge, total
40/- is paid.
O Tick here if enclosing fall price of 37/6. (Same
7 -day money back guarantee). NOTE: Customers
who send cash with order get in addition a 71 -page
book on TELEVISION FAULTS.
Overseas customers please send full amount (in.
eluding Ireland).

munication receiver
I.F.s;
mathematical data including
logarithm tables; wire and
cable data; battery equivalents;

and a full and up-to-date listing w valve, transistor and cathode-ray

' order here

tube pin connections, bases, ratings and equivalents, including CV types

Please send me by return

copy copies of

F.W. RADIO AND TELEVISION

Qty

FROM
ALL

10s. 6d. each (I Is. 6d. by post)

BOOK

Name

SELLERS
Address

Simply complete this order and post with cheque postal order
for I Is. 6d. per copy to GEORGE NEWNES LTD.. Tower Haus
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
Cowfty

10s. 6d.

REFERENCE DATA

Name
Address

a

frequencies; common sym-

with order) after you have examined it in
your own home for a period of seven full

AT.5

tails of colour codes;

comprehensive collection
of practical, everyday for-

bols and abbreviations; notes

course (or have your money refunded if sent

To SIM-TECH BOOK COMPANY Dept.
West End, Southampton. Hants.

piled with the day-to-day
requirements of servicemen particularly in mind.
Contents include: full de-

nents, potential dividers,
etc.; aerial dimensions; a
quick frequency -wavelength
conversion table; full lists
of radio and television
broadcasting stations and

value you have ever seen In television
training. otherwise you can return the

Terms only 5/- per week if you wish.

and
amateurs always
need. It has been com-

mulae for calculating the
values of biasing compo-

we are able to pass on these savings directly
to you!
The course features over 325 different line
drawings, circuits, servicing charts and
Illustrations to simplify the text and make
your study more enjoyable. Soon you will
be well on your way to becoming a first-class
television repair technician!
YOU TAKE NO CHANCES WHEN YOU
DEAL WITH SIM-TECH
You must be convinced that this is the best

Free 71 -page book on Television Faults
will be included if you send cash with
order.
FREE TRIAL OFFER

by JCoPmptiZiker

.

.

.
or, in case
of difficulty
use this
handy order

srm TODAY

PT 4/64
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ULTRA 17-70

FERGUSON 546T

Recently I lost the picture on this set but after
replacing R32, C35 and X1 the picture returned,

For some time now periodic adjustment of the
vertical hold control has been necessary to stop

only reduced in width and height, leaving a border
approximately lin. all round.
I have renewed V12, V7, V6 and V9 but have
not found a cure for this fault.-H. Mott (Bexley,
Kent).

You should check the h.t. voltage and if this is
very much under 190 to 200V, change the h.t.
metal rectifier.
If the h.t. voltage is not low, check the boost line
voltage and associated capacitors.
EKCO TC209

the picture rolling.

Recently, however, another
Approximately 15 minutes
after being switched on from cold, the picture
suddenly disappears completely, leaving a good
raster and sound.
If I switch the set off and on again after about

fault has developed.

half an hour, a perfect picture is received (apart

from the occasional roll) for a further 15 minutes.
Most of the valves (including the tuner valves)

have been changed without clearing the fault.D. Jennings (London, E.3).
We advise you to check the PCL84 video ampli-

not among those already
changed) and the coils to the left of this valve;

fier (if this valve is

Whilst the right-hand half of the picture on

this set is excellent, the left-hand portion is

open wound chokes.

obscured by a shadow. This shadow is darkest at
the extreme left of the screen.
Advancing the brightness control produces a
smudgy and hazy area on the left-hand side of the
screen with the right-hand side naturally becoming
too bright.-A. Knight (Cefn Coed, Glamorgan -

Then check the 0A70 crystal diode inside the
coil cap near the coils and rear edge, which is

Check the 200/2F section of the main smoothing
capacitor and also the 0.001µF frame flyback

After being on for half -an -hour or so, this set
develops frame judder. I managed to cure this by
replacing the PCL85 but only temporarily as the
fault returned in a few days.
I have also renewed the PCL85 cathode

shire).

suppression capacitor below the chassis near the

main smoothing capacitor.

smaller than the other three.

McMICHAEL M76

capacitor but have not cured the fault.-J. MacPETO SCOTT 1725

Recently the raster jumped, suddenly, to the

right-hand side of the screen leaving only about a
quarter of the raster visible. The part visible was
very ragged.

I checked by substitution the PCF80, PCL82,
ECC82, PCL83 and EB89 valves, and now the
raster has returned to its cor2ect position but
remains "jumpy" and pulls to both the right and
left of the screen. Also it is now somewhat
enlarged, and the picture has the appearance of
being behind a set of bars.

Finally, the h.t. Rin 6 of V15 (PCL82) and on
one end of the frame outnut transformer reads

250V against 165V.-H. Wilkes (Southampton).

The line patterns could indicate some form of
outside r.f. interference. If the trouble is on one
channel only, this possibility should be investigated. If both channels are affected, check the

frame timebase, for the symptoms indicate that the
frame amplifier is taking insufficient current. The
frame valve could be low emission.

pherson (Peebles).

Whilst we are sure the effect is caused by a

faulty capacitor it is difficult to say which one it
will turn out to be. We would suggest you replace
C57 (0.01/LF) and C53 (0.2µF) in the first instance.
MURPHY V419

Sound has recently failed on the BBC channel
on this receiver, leaving a humming noise. On
ITA the sound remains perfect with the picture
on both channels remaining correct.
Both tuner valves, VI and V2, are new and in
working order and the sound i.f. (V9) and a.f.
amplifier and output (V10) valves have been
checked by substitution.-R. K. Deakin (Stretford, Lancashire).

This fault

is

a frequent offender. We advise

you to replace the 0.00111F capacitor decouplino
the screen grid of the sound i.f. stage on top of
the chassis. The present capacitor is a brown onP

with rounded ends and must be changed for
good quality Hunts W99 type.

PYE I7T

I can get no nicture on this set and there is no
e.h.t. This condition was preceded by the gradual
lengthening of

the warming up time and the

apnearance of Ines across the screen.
Now when the set is switched on, the PL81 gets
very hot.
I have changed the EY86.-J. Cocker (Burslem,
Staffordshire).

Check the PCFSO line oscillator valve which is
just in front of the mains selector plug.

FERGUSON 305T

When I obtained this set second-hand, the
resistor R84 had burned out. This I replaced and
on switching on. everything at first appeared

normal. After about 20 minutes, however, the
auto transformer (T3) burned out.
I replaced this component but now, after the

receiver has been working for about half -an -hour,

the picture starts to move across the screen from
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right to left until line lock is completely lost.-

A. J. Williams (Kingstone, Herefordshire).
Replace the 0.01µF capacitors across the windings of the line oscillator/discriminator transformer and check that the windings are securely
cemented to the former when the can is removed
for capacitor replacement. Afterwards, set the two
cores according to the service sheet instructions.

EKCO T415/F

There is a permanent " buzz " on the sound
which comes on as the picture appears after the
set is first switched on. This is present on all
channels including u.h.f. and cannot be reduced
by use of the " anti -buzz " control on 625 -line
working. Operation of the volume control does
not affect the buzz.
Another sound fault on this set occurs whenever a light switch

BUSH TV24

The left-hand side of the picture on this

receiver is constantly brighter than the remainder
of the screen. When viewing the screen with no
signal present, the bright area extends two inches
in from the left-hand edge where it finishes in a
definite line.-S. Darnell (London, W.6).
Check the 2.21tS2 resistor associated with the
width coil, the 0.1,,AF capacitor decoupling pin 10
of the c.r.t. (first anode supply, pin 4 on earlier

tubes) and the setting of the line drive preset
capacitor under the main deck.

is

operated.

When

this

happens, a flash appears across the screen, a loud
click is heard from the loudspeaker and the sound
level generally becomes very loud. After a while
the sound returns to its normal level.-D. J. Mundy
(Richmond, Surrey).

The first fault may be due to frame timebase
pick-up on the lead from the sound output valve
anode to the sound output transformer. This lead
should be screened.
Volume variations are usually caused by a
faulty 25µF electrolytic in the cathode circuit of
the sound output valve.

TEST CASE -17
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing
to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on actual practical faults.

10

The main symptom on a five -year -old receiver
was sound -on -vision and no manipulation of

bias was getting back to the controlled valves from
the vision a.g.c. system, thereby causing the set to

work at full gain. Under this condition, even a

slight input circuit mismatch would tend to aggravate instability,

which was the reason for the

also observed however, that slight vision -on -sound
was present and that the sound -on -vision cleared

" ringing " tendency.
The varying signals on moving the downlead at
the rear of the set were caused mainly by the down -

down.

pick-up being dependent, of course, on the orienta-

and that the fault was being caused by sound vibrations from the loudspeaker modulating the electron
stream of the valve. The trouble persisted.

pick up signal direct, but resulting from a mismatch
a length of coaxial cable can, in fact, be turned into

component is usually to blame?

are not ideally matched both at the aerial and at
the set. The aerial cable picks up some signal, as
does the aerial proper. Now if these two signals

the fine tuning control could clear it. It was

completely when the volume was turned right

Having come up against similar trouble of this
kind before, the experimenter replaced the frame
timebase valve, thinking that this was microphonic

What are other causes of this effect and what

See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the

answer and for another Test Case.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 16
(Page 284, last month)
The symptoms last month were those of a very
bad mismatch on the aerial downlead. Such would
indicate either a short-circuit in the coaxial cable
or an open- or short-circuit at the dipole connection or, in the case of individually coupled aerials,
trouble in the diplexer or at its terminals.
The signal getting to the receiver was obviously
very weak, which would mean that very little grid

lead itself picking up signal direct, the degree of
tion of the lead in relation to the direction of the
transmitter and the polarisation of the signal.
Under normal conditions a downlead will not

a reasonably efficient aerial. This is the cause of

indifferent reception on some aerial systems which

arrive at the set out of phase with each other,
then the weaker signal will subtract from the
stronger and the net signal applied to the set will

be somewhat less than the aerial signal.

r
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Tel: PARk 5641.2:3
FULLY GUARANTEED VALVES
I6.5

IA7GT
1C.3

ILI

1173

1S5

114
1

1

,

361
361

4/- 111122

5/..11145
8/- P2AcIl

8/-:I2ia6

2/- l2AT7
3/6 1.2A1'13
3/.112AV11

2/-112AV7
5/. :12 RA6
5/. 1211E6

5/. 126H7

12/- A2293 17/6E0,0
8/- EF83
7/- 61.41

8/- 111,0

10/-,E085

CL13
8/- 120.31
51811)41590

13/13!01,89

8/3',111141

8/.

1/0'106

5/8114096

4/8'1/K40

111,1)/(91
20/- 01(911
10/- 0(168

316 PARCSO 6/- U22

9/..1,,,6

9/-1E8'86

5/81E091
7/-1E0112

13/. E098
5/61E0183

11/-'E0184
8/6 E1.34
81- EL41
10/- EL42
6/6 EL81

4/6 1.1'97
6/6 0(1104
8/9 PCC83
2/6 PC1288
21- PCC189
9/- PC0811

7/. PC 082

7/. 0(.7084
9/- PCFRii

mu7/8
5/6
6/3

U24
U31
1:74
11191

10/- 1,'282
10/. 13301

6/6 1.4113

3/3;12E1
000801 10/- "14
7/- PCF8020 1'8141
8/- 121(8
8/- PCL82 di- c Bog
4/8 19AQ5 5/- D.1.116
HIM
DM70
5/.
3Q5GT 8/8 19006010/.
8/5 PC1.83 7/8 1.11080
7/- 1/1.84
9/- DY80
4/8 Pc1.81 8/9 URF89
384
4/- 20D1
7/. P('1,83 7/8 UCC84
3V4
2602
9/6 01800 15/- EI.Bf
5I40B 6/- 201.1 W. EABC80 5/- E1.300 12/8 PC1 00 8/- 0C1')87
6/E514
12/011C33
8/. 0E045 8/8 UCF00
5E3
6/- 20I'1
UCH21
6605
2/. 2003 11/- EBC41 8/- EM34 9/6 PEN4511D
11/- UCH42
6/6607
18/- 011181 5/6 EN/80
5/- 2004
6/8 0E035310/. U(1181
66E5 6/. 256110 5/- ERF84) 5/- EM81
1(11282
6/5 PENDD
6AQ5
6/6
KB083 7/- E5684
7/6 1'CL/43
8/- 4020
6A116
5/. 213740 6/- 1/13089 8/- E1485
7/8 U041
6.410
6/- EM87
8/8 PL36
7/- Ell/2
5/- 252.5
6/6 U080
68060 12/- 278U 90/. E3C81 3/- 0031 W. 01.81
5/. UF85
ECC84 5/8 EN32 10/-0L82
613Q7A 7/- '
UP86
7/.101.43
5/. 30115 8/6 ECC83 8/- EV81
P1.84
6(.13611 17/. 30FL1
7/6
5/6'1'1.41
9/- Ett48 9/- EY84
9/- UL14
6CW4 14/- 301'1.14 12/- EC080 5/6 EV813
5/6 PM81
9/-1C11 ad
6103
7/8 3.5L6(1T 6/6 ECF82 6/- EZ40
5/. FY
4/9 CIA
5/9 PY80
6023
8/6 33W4
4/8 rX71,t,i1 11/- EZ41
4/9 1'1'21
8/9 PY81
7/- ECH91 9/- 07280
620
8/6 352.3
9/6 111'41
8/8 PY82
61,18
8/- 35250T 5/- E42H42 7/- E7.81
5/8 UV85
9/- PY83
8/- ECH81 5/- 0234
1361.7GT 4/9 50C.5
7/6 VP4
6807(1T 4/6 15011.60T6/- E01183 8/- HABC80 9/9/. ECL80 5/6 HVR2 7/- 01801 8/6 1R105
61/60
3/6 531(12
VR150
12/6
5/.
0230
5/- ECL82 6/8 KT41
65'60T IV- 77
4/- 1118
7/6 V1.139
6/- ECL83 9/- KT44
6X4
3/6 80
6/- VU120
8/- ECL86 8/- KT88 20/- R19
784
9/- 03
8/- MHLD611/- TH41 11/- W107
8/- EF40
780
6/- 85A2
4/- TH233 6/- W729
EF41
6/- MU1.4
787
111/- 90AV
15/- 1.712514 7/- X79
8/- 6042
5/- N78
98W6
7/- 9001
96/- 211(1
8/- 1'19
4/6 PI
1001
9/- 150/12 12/- E073
3117

0E019

MULLARD PHOTOTRANBISTORS
0(2071
12/-

5/10/8/6
4/8

9/.

12/11/-

7/.

8/. (14020 5/8/- ABC/10 4/8
7/8 C.40i 12

16//6.

6/6/.
6/6

8/6
11/-

6/8/3
SI-

61..

01'45

6/-

tq,13',77,11).

77/f-.

0,139.. 12/01.170

8i-

Matched sets of two

0(291 with one 0C311)
12/- ONLY
(Not Second.)

(.1870
5/- 0176 .. 6f R.C.A TRANSISTORS
LUCAS SILICON RECTIFIERS
(463 he;s
Subminiature wire ended silicon 20410
3/.
inaction dirwle O. pc D0058. Capnu le 29412 (Mixer/..
1020 ((mm. dia. Max. r.m.s. Input
WIRE WOUND
280V. D.C. current 3001nA. Direct
V. Tolerance
replacement for DRM series, 11.31 1.5 watts, 430, 1100, 1200 9d. ea.
.. 1/- ea.
series, 14A scrim, etc. selenium
watts 4.7 D. 100d11
rectifiers. 12/8 each.
4.5 watts 500, 39011. 15001),

3600 0

CATHODE RAY TUBES
in

Flying

6

25/-

watts '250..300. 1301),

150 0 . 50011. 75(1 n , 82011.
1000 0 . 200011 .
110011.

11,0000

...

..

.. 1/- ea.

10 watt. and 14 watt.. All preferred
values from 130 to 30K 0, all at 113.
SPECIAL OFFER. 12 reolstom of
any type In OW, 10W or 151V rating,
12/. po.t. paid.
RADIO FREQUENCY THERMOCOUPLE METERS

12/8

12/8
16/4/8
2.5 amps Sin. Round, panel
12/26/..
mounting
E.H.T. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
5/- TI6HT.56,
flange
25/730V ran,. 6 rnA D.C., 4/-. 2.5 amps 2in. Square.
4/6 T36EHT30, 8100' r.m.e. 2 mA D.C., 3 amps 2114. Round, panel mtd. 65/5/WT.36h1IT40, 10801 rams. 2 mA 3 atop: 2in. Square, Range
10/- 5/-.
D.C., 6/8. T36EHT60, 16201 ran..., 4 amps 21n. Round, flange
7/mA D.C.. 6/-. T36EHT90, '2430V 10 amps 2116. Round, Sungo
12/- 2r.m.s..
15 amps 911.u. Round, Range.. 22/ei6
2 tuA D.C., 8/6.
15/7/- Please note that all our valves, with the exception o! obsolete types (which
41-

.

Conditional Free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
£5. 0.0

For
Single
£8. 0.0 Tubes
21" now ...
ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED
L5.10.0

Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers -Reducing to:
21"-147f6
14"/17"-97f6;
12"-8716;

1 amp 211u. Round, projecting

9016

are new and unused), are first quality. of current manulacture. i.e. not
surplus nor recovered from equipment.

YOUR CAREER in
TELEVISION?
1,,c money await the qualified
field 01 Electrum,. today -both In the
and throughout the world. We Mier the finest
home study training. tor all subjects in radio, televlsion,
etc., especially for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS. (Technicians' Certificates); the GI.ad. Brit. I.R.E. Exam.; the
RADIO AMATEURS' LICENCE, P.M.G. Certificates; the
It.T.E.R. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in

Big opportunities and

man in every

Computers; ServoTelevision; Transistors; Radar;
Practical Transistor
mechanisms; Mathematics and
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'

experience In teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
word or exam. Successes. We are the only privately
run British home study college specialising in electronic
subjects only. Fullest details wit) be gladly sent without
any obligation.

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 2
RADIO HOUSE, READING, Berks.
'Please send FREE BROCHURE to:

FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British

Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.

85//:

12/-

..
200 mA 276. Round,
7/6 25 watts, tolerance 4.10%. 07.688R,
mA 2in. Round, 0101.76 ..
68.0V, stud mounted, 330 mA, 7/8.

Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180 265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."

(Guaranteed 12 months)

01'73

ZENNER DIODES
13/8/6 7.25 watts, tolerance ± .3V. VR425
8/6 (4.251), VIt475 (4.75V). VR323
8/6.
6/. (3.2511. 01573 (5.71V,, ail att ft02.,
5/6 .2.22 watts. tolerance = J,1.
7/- (6.251), VR7B (7.91). 1R98 (9.0V),
7/..
VRION
8/8 all t 6/8.

25/.

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES

(0, ,C7,

8/6

STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSOOur Automatic
LUTELY UNNECESSARY .

...

17/6

0(44

VCR317C as used
7/8
Spot Seamier
8/-

FRONT

14" to 17" now

0128

13/-

STILL WELL IN

12" now ...

PONDENCE TO 44A WESTBOURNE GROVE. W.2.

MULLARJ FIRST QUALITY TRANSISTORS

616 VC11131121.

"SABRINA"

S.A.E. details.

LTD.

SERVICES

Head Office: 44a, WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON, W.2
0/(2
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BRITAIN'S CATHODE RAY
TUBE SPECIALISTS

LAWSON

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER

ACTIVATED SCREEN AND
100- -MICRO FINE. ALUMINISED

OUR PRODUCTS
LAW SON TUBES are the Products
of the Commonwealth's largest cathode

ray tube manufacturers.

All tubes

are designed to give very much
improved performance in all TVs
(especially older sets). Their new high
resolution electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, GEC, Cossor etc.
(suitable jor 625 or 405 lines) give crisp, needle sharp definition

75
LICHT
OUTPUT

and focus. Brilliant new silver activated screens ensure much
improved brightness and contrast. Exclusive "Micro Fine" con-

SO

trolled thickness aluminising gives 50% more light output. Silicon
vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes ensure very long life.

25
SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR RECUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED

BRILLIANCE CONTROL

C.O.D. or C.W.O.
12° .. £4.10.0

14' ..

£5. 5.0

15%17°

£5.15.0
£7.10.0

19°-21°

Carr.

and

Ins.

7/6.

Refundable

10/ - if old tube
returned.

19 MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE. AND FITTING
LNSTRUCTIONS WITH
EVERY TUBE.

Each tube is 100 % BRAND NEW (glass excepted), and
guaranteed an exact replacement for the original.

OUR SERVICE
THE LAWSON CRT organisation is specially designed to
give a world wide CRT service from the largest stocks of all
types of CRT's in Britain. We can supply the EXACT tube you
require by return, it matters not if you live at No. 10, the Outer
Hebrides or far away New Zealand, or if you want 1 tube or
1,000, our long experience, vast stocks and special CRT containers
ensure rapid and safe delivery anywhere.

LAWSON TUBES 2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN, WORCS. Malvern 2100

SAME DAY SERVICE
VALVES

1H5G
1N5GTT

1R5
185
1T4
1U5
3A5
3Q4

3V43S4

5U4G
5Y3GT
5Z4G
6A8G
6AL5
6AQ5
6AT6
6BA6
613E6

6BG6G
8BR6

6BJ6

6F16CD6G

8F13
6F14
6K7G6F15

6K7GT
6103G

6K8GT

6L60

6LDZ
6P286P25

6070

6Q7 GT

6570 T

GUARANTEED!
.. Set o4 4or for15/-

IRS. 1S5, 1T4. 3S4. 3V9. DAF91, DF91, DEAL DL92, DL94

SETS
1051A7GT

TESTED!

NEW!

6/6881-

/3
4/9
3/9
2/6
5/6/9
5/3
4/9

516

4/6
5/5/67
2/6/3/9
5/312/65/-

5/6
26/6
5/6
4//9
9

6/6
1/6
4/4/3
7/9

5/9
5/3
6/

9/6

4/9
7/9
9/6

&SWOT 5/6
6SN7GT 3/9

6040T

6V6G
6V6GT
6X4
6X5GT
7B7
7C5

706

7H7
7S7

7Y4

9/8
3/9
6/6
3/9
5/6
8/7/9
7
5/6
/9

9

15-

1002
12/3
10F9
10/12AT6
4/3
I2AT77 3/9
12AU7
4/9
12AX7
4/9
12K7GT 4/3
12K8GT 8/9
12Q7GT 4/3

12/6
DAC32 8/3
DAF91 3/9
DAF96
6/DCC90
6/9
DF33
8/DF9I
2/6
DF96
6/DH76
3/6
DH77
3/9
DK32
8/13591
4/9
DK92
6/9
0596
6/6
DL33
7/3
D1,35
6/9
DL92
4/9
DL94
5/6
DL96
61 EAR= 5/3
EAF42
8/CY1

195G6G 13/6
11/13/20P5
14/9
25L60T 5/9
25U4GT 10/6
30FL1
9/30L15
8/6
30PL1
9/30PLI3 9/6
30PL14 12/3
35A5
14/35L6GT 7/9
35Z4GT 4/11

EBC33
EBC41
EBC81

B36
CCH35

EC113.5

20E2

201.4

AZ31
CL33

46/6
/6

12/3
9/6

EBF80
EBF83
EBF89
EBL21
ECC40
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85

ECF80
ECF82
ECH42
ECH81

2/.

5/7/3
5/9

5/6
7/9
6/8/3
7/6
3/9
4/9
'7/8/3
6/3
6/3
6/3
6/8/3

ECL80
ECL82

EL86
ECF39

EF41
EF42
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF91
EF92
EL33
EL41

EL42
EL84
EM34

6/3
7/9/3/9
4/66/6

4/3
5/6/3

4-

2/9
2/6
7/6
7/3
7/9
4/9
7/11
6/9

EM81EM80

E

8/37/9

EMM8784

EY51
EY84
EY86

E0
EZ80
EZ441Z

EZ81
GZ32

rra
KT61

KT63
KTW61
MU14
MX40

518
PC
PC97

PCC84

6/-PCC85

88/9

7/5/
5/6
4/67/6

4/6
8/6
517/6
3/9
4./9
5/8/6
5/6
9/7/6
6/9

READERS RADIO
24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL
LONDON N.16

STA. 4587

f

PCC89

PCF86

8/5/9
6/9
8/8/-

PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85

7/3
8/6/6
8/6

PCF80
PCF82

PCF84

PCF806 14/-

PEN4DD

19/6
8/6
PEN36C 8/PEN383 9/6
PENA4

PENB4 17/6
PL36
PL81

PL82
PL83
PL84
PX4

PX25

PY32
py33
PY80
PY81
PY82
py83
PY88

7/6
5/6
5/6
5/9
9/7/9
9/9/5/3
5/9
4/9
5/9
7/9
15/7/9
9/6
5/9
8/12/8/6

23/6

U50

U78
U191
U281
U282
U291
U404
U801

UABC80
UAF42
UBC41
IBC81

UBF80
UBF89
UBL21
UC92

UCC84
UCC85

UCF80
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF41
UF42
UF89

UL41
UL44
1.11,46

4/6

3/9
9/3
8/8
11/9
81-

5/9

15/9
5/9
8/6/3
7/3
6/6/9
9/9
5/6
8/6
6/9
8/6
7/6
6/6
8/917/3
4/9
6/3
7/15/8/6

6/3
R17
UM
6/6
TDD4
UY21
7/9
UY41
TH21C
4/9
UY85
TH233
5/VP41
U22
4/9
VP1321 15/U21
W76
3/6
1125
U26
6 W77
2/6
5/6
17/- X63
U47
17/6
8/6 X109
Post 6d. per valve
extra.
Any Parcel Insured
Against Damage in
UL84

Transit 6d. extra.

Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3
extra.

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...
GET

A

CERTIFICATE!

After brief, intensely interesting study

-undertaken at home in your spare
time-YOU can secure a recognised

qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.Y. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College provides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio/T.Y. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,

together with particulars of our
remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for

your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED 1885-OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)

(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

LETTERS
TO THE

it EDITOR
TELEVISION DEAF -AID IMPROVEMENTS

SIR,-The article on a Television Deaf -aid in your
December '63 issue, was of interest to me

because, at the time, I happened to be making a
device on similar lines for a friend who had been
using his deaf -aid to listen to television sound.

There are two modifications to Mr. Royal's circuit
which I have found invaluable and would like to
pass on to other readers.
The article concerns, of course, those who find
themselves afflicted with what is known as " h.f.
deafness " which comes with advancing years. This
is to say, their auditory sensitivity begins to fall off

at about 2kc/s, and does so very rapidly above
3kc/s. Deaf -aids have a rising frequency character-

istic which is designed to counteract this impairment, since it is these higher audio frequencies
which make an essential contribution to the intelligi-

bility of speech. Correction on these lines is made
more difficult in all the television receivers I have
examined, by the filter circuit which is connected
across the primary of the speaker transformer.
Whether this circuit element (a capacitor and resistor in series) is included merely by custom, or with
the specific purpose of covering up the deficiencies
of the sound reproduction system of the modern
receiver, is an interesting speculation. In any case
I suggest that the first step in helping the hard -of hearing is to sever this shunt circuit.
The other point concerns " mixed audiences ". If,
as was the case in my experience, one listener has
a hearing deficiency, while the others have not, it
is useful to provide both parties with independent
volume controls.

This can be accomplished quite simply by connecting a 2500 variable resistor in series with the
speech coil of the loudspeaker. The volume control
on the receiver can then be left at maximum and
the two parties can adjust their individual controls
to suit.

Mr. Royal's opening paragraph puts the case

against the use of an unmodified deaf -aid in a nut-

shell and his " belt and braces " approach to the
safety aspect is to be commended. I think he will
agree however, that this latter suggestion of mine

does not present a very serious hazard, provided the

precaution he shows in Fig. 2 of his article

is

observed.-DR. G. W. SUTTON (Cranleigh, Surrey).
OBSERVATIONS OF A SERVICEMAN

SIR,-With reference to the article in your March

issue entitled " Starting a Radio and Television
Repair Business ", would you or Mr. Ford care to
furnish readers with a list of radio wholesalers who,

according to Mr. Ford's article, are prepared to
supply the kitchen table brigade with components,

331

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex -Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents.

so that I and many of your advertisers would know
where not to order supplies in future?

Also, does Mr. Ford really consider that the

public is prepared to pay

15s. an hour-as he

suggests it is-while the serviceman makes countless calls to distributors because he carries inadequate stocks? Finally I would like to ask how long

insurance stamps have been a " deductable
expense "?-DAVID BUSHELL (Leeds 6).
WEST GERMANY TEST CARDS AND TV SOUND

Sta,-With reference to the West German test
card illustrated on page 129 of the December

1963 issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION, it may be of
interest to the DX -enthusiasts amongst your

readers, to know that this is used by all West
German TV transmitters at different times, thus
including the stations named by Mr. Rafarel in the
caption. It is used most frequently by the transmitters radiating the programmes of the new
second network which has been in service for just
under a year, and which has its central adminstration and studios in Mainz where I live, so that it is,
so as to speak, my " local test card.
Another point of interest about this test card is
that it is not produced by televising a picture of it,
but is generated entirely electronically with transistorised oscillators in a compact unit whith.was
developed by Messrs. Fernseh GmbH, Darmstadt,
West Germany. The background of light squares

and the entire composite circular section are all
produced in this manner and, being independent

of scan geometry at the generator, are exceedingly
accurate as transmitted.
In the same issue of P.T., ICONOS, in the opening paragraph of Underneath the Dipole, raises the
problem

of

poor

loudspeaker

arrangements

employed in many modern TV receivers. I would
suggest that the improved arrangement outlined
therein (to incorporate a switch and extension
speaker sockets) is at most only half way to providing the necessary solution.

The following arrangement is one which I have
used for over a year on the Continent, ..where the
superb quality of the CCIR-standard sound transmissions accentuates this problem.
The internal speaker of the set should be inspected and replaced by a better quality one if
necessary, wired as previously. No switch is fitted,
just a pair of extension loudspeaker sockets in
parallel with the speech coil of the internal speaker.

Assuming a table model receiver is concerned, a
special table can be built for the receiver in the

-continued on next page
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-continued from the previous page

DX -TV

form of a large bass reflex cabinet, with a good
quality speaker in it, together with a high-fidelity

-continued from page 322

amplifier giving some 6 to 10W output. The input
circuit of this amplifier is fed from the extension
speaker terminals, thus drawing no audio power
away from the internal speaker. The large speaker
then radiates sound strictly forwards from just
below the receiver, whereas the built-in speaker

At times our chosen RTF sound and vision

transmitters may even suffer, but we can overcome
this by slightly altering the sound i.f. frequency, so
that a " new " setting of the sound tuner is
required. But even so, this system is very versatile,
as any sound channel can be married to any vision

of the set should, preferably, radiate from the
cabinet side.

channel, which helps when conditions are erratic
and some RTF stations are coming in better than

This arrangement gives results which have to be
heard to be believed, and has the important feature
of an increase of available audio power as well as

others.

speaker improvement.

625 -Line Conversion

Hence my observation that a poor loudspeaker
is only half the trouble in domestic sets; the power
output is all too often quite inadequate for really
good sound reproduction, even with the best
speakers. The fact that CCIR has been going for
many years on the Continent, yet most domestic
sets sold here suffer just as much from inadequate
speakers and audio power as ICONOS complains
of in British -made receivers, suggests that matters
will probably be not much better with u.h.f. transmissions in the U.K. (I have seen sets here with
nothing more than a miniature speaker without

Many readers have been asking for conversion
details for the use of the Bush TV 53-62 range of
sets for 625 -line negative reception. Consequently
an article is being prepared and will appear as soon
as possible.

NEWS

On u.h.f., RTF Lyons

baffle, slung in the sub -chassis wiring and radiating

-or trying to radiate-sound through the ventila-

tion holes between the underside of the set and the
tabletop!)-MARTIN L. MICHAELIS (Mainz, West
Germany).

is

understood

to be

already in operation. Channel details are not yet
available, but if you see a third RTF on u.h.f., it is
probably this one.
U.H.F. DX still continues to make the running
and several amateurs' logs now show well into the
" Teens " for numbers of stations logged.

Remember we are always delighted to hear of
your results on Bands I, III and u.h.f.

JUST OUT!
AN UP -TO -THE MINUTE GUIDE
TO IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HOME
SPECIAL SECTIONS ON:

Exterior Improvements, Interior Decoration,
Modernisation, Kitchens, Concreting and
Brickwork, Furniture and Woodworking,
Garden Furniture, Home Workshop.

2/6 from all Newsagents and Bookstalls
O
HW

youe tvorr.o,
TOfrosocies-rOfe power toots.I
werwstkop.....asset.
wa71-16 with c orw: rot.

BIG DEMAND! HURRY FOR YOURS!
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TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDER AND
RADIO COMPONENTS SUPPLIED

HAVE

EVER

YOU

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types available brand new, exact
replacements, fully guaranteed. A selection which can be supplied:
PHILIPS 1768 to 17TG100 etc., STELLA 8617 to 1007 etc.... 901EKCO 221 to 331 etc. (U2.5 types)
551FERRANTI T1001 to T1023 etc. (U25 types) ...
551-

EKCO/FERRANTI (U26 types)...
...
FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc., -. 6716
306, 31$
PHILCO 1000, 1010 etc. MARCONI VT157 etc.
PYE V4, V7, V14, VTI7, CTM17, etc.
HMV 1840 to 1854
... 6011870, 1890, etc. ...
.' .

ALSO L.O.T.s

Available fur
Alba
Pam
Bush
Pilot
Cossor R.O.D.
Deena Regents.
G.E.C. Sobel]
K.B.
Ultra

6116

... 5816
6716

.

1865 to 1869 ...

5816

.

Postage and Packing for above
.
L.O.T.s 316.

6716
Inside Murphy
C.O.D. 216 extra.

* Also available for all sets *

SCAN COILS. Frame output transformers, line and frame oscillator trans., width/

linearity coils, sound output trans., mains trans., control knobs, dual vol. controls, etc.
TUNER UNITS. Fireball, incremental and turret types -replacement service available.
10,

16, 38 Mc/s.

U.H.F. Tuners, I.F. Panels, etc. For new BBC 2 station.
C.R.T.s-Rebuilt with new guns by long established Nat. Co.
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I4in.
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I7in.
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, 2Iin.
.

Guaranteed 12 months.
76
London
E4 10 0
Callers
E4

...

EiS

.

10 0

Only

TAPE RECORDER CHANGER SPARES. Drive belts, heads, pulleys, motors, styli,
etc., for most British and some foreign makes.
STANDARD COMPONENTS. Resistors, Capacitors, Electrolytics, Drive Cord,
Pilot Lamps, Vol. Controls, Presets, Ion Traps, Rectifiers, etc.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection available including tuner units,
*

loudspeakers, transformers, valves, etc.
Your enquiries invited. prices by return: or prompt despatch C.O.D.

MANOR SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR

DRIVE,

LONDON, N.W.11
SPE 4032 (EVNG)
(CALLERS, 589e HIGH ROAD, N. FINCHLEY, N.I2. HIL 9118)

OLD TOWN HALL, KNOWLER HILL
LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.

RES/CAP.BRIDGE p.&9/616

Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866
New Boxed Tube Unit Type 7301. With two
EF52. three EMIL five 8J8, two CV4025, one
6V6GT. Also Tube Type VCRX283 with mu -

Checks all types of resistors, condensers
6 RANGES
Built in hour.
Direct reading.

141n. CRM 141-2. MW 36/24-44, AW 38/21:

also 121n. Mullard. 17/-. Carriage 7/6.
171n. tubes. CRM 171-172, MW 43/64-89.
30/-. Carriage 7/6.
ARMY SET TYPE le. Complete sets 32/-.
Less Transmitter valves 807. Less valves
for spares, but with 600 mic-amp. meter.
12/6. Used, but have no dry rot, all untested.
Carr. B.R.S. on any set 10/-.
P.M. Speakers, Guaranteed ex T.V. sets.
Bin. round, 6 x 41n. Rola and Plessey, Philips
5in. round, all at 3/- each. Post 2/-. 6 for
20/-. post paid. Ooodnians 7 x 410.. 5/-,
post 2/-. 81.n. round, 8/.. post 2/-.
Valves Removed from T.V. sets. Tested
on a Mullard Valve Tester and are 100",,'
as new.
Three months' unconditional
guarantee. POST FREE.
ECC82
1,1'51

EBF80
I.B91
EF91
ISN7
51,1

5114
6F15
6LD20
1002
10F1
10P13

2/-

3/216

4/8
9d.
9d.
2/8
1/5/5/51-

5/.
1/-

5/-

10P14
2001
20L1
20P3

20P4
20P1
U801
U281
11282

U329

KT36
PL81

PL82
PL83

4/.

5/81'

3/51-

EF80 1/8, or 10/- per doz. Grade II EF80
for test purposes 4/- per doz.
New Valves Ex Units. POST FREE.

657 1/6, doz. 12/-. 81C8 2/8. doz. 22/-. 6V6 2/6,
doz. 22/-. 807 U.S.A. 8/-. PP3/250 (PX41 5/-.
AC2PEN (PENA4) 2/8. 5U4 3/-. 6SM7 3/..
6V6GT 4/13. EF91 1/9. EL91 119. 6F6 21-.
,Z4 5/8. 5Y3 4/8. 13X5 4/6. EF50 1/-. 61- doz.
ARP12 1/11, 8 for 5/6, box of 50 19/-. KT66 8/-.
ARTP2 2/-. ART4 2/-. APP37 2/-. AR8 21-.
13'4 2/-. 954 new boxed 1/3.

13 Channel T.V. Sets. 14in. untested 30/-.

Carr. 10/-. 17in, sets untested, 50/-. Carr.
10/, Well packed, sent at owner's risk.

New Regunned Slim Line W Tubes.
Seconds) small pin head mark on glass.

Perfect picture otherwise. Fully guaranteed
39/-. Carriage and ins. B.R.S. 7/6.
TV Tubes. Completely Rebuilt and Refaced.
12 months guarantee. Sizes up to 171n.
Special trade price of 75/-. Carr. and ins.
17/b.

Street, Nottingham

B.B.C.2 (625 LINE)
TV AERIALS

I ersonal Ear Phone. 2/11. Post Free.

Trouble,, in

10

A simple cross -Index tells you where
you'll find cause of trouble, handy check
charts then help you accurately locate
the EXACT trouble spot! You will eliminate hours of aggravation, cut out waste
time, because this new ('oyne system will
help you get right down to the heart of
the trouble In minutes.
Over 700 trouble spots are covered in the
340 cross-index pages. Included are 60 time
saving check charts as well as 290 diagrams
and photos together with explanations of
circuits and designs.
YOU ('AN USE THIS ROOK RIGHT ON

THE JOB -NO NEED TO MEMORISE!
This Pin -Point Book was designed especially for on -the -lob trouble shooting. You
simply turn to the indexed section, locate
the circuit description and check -charts,
and in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.
NO
COMPLICATED THEORY

OR.

MATHEMATICS. Just practical circuit
description, service methods and trouble
faster t.v. repairs.
EVEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIME
BY USING "T.V. TROUBLES^
Here is a way to reduce "thinking time".

All the logical reasons for each problem
are stated In black and white -you use
your skill to take it from there!
Don't miss out any longer. Time wasted
now locating t.v. faults could be saved by
quick reference to this lightning fast t.v.
problem answer book. Send for your trial
copy now, then when you decide to keep It
(as we are sure YOU will), pay on17 6/- per
week until completed.
The price? Only 39/8 plus postage 1/8

FREE ELECTRONIC DATA HANDBOOK WITH EVERY ORDER
IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
This book must be able to earn you more
than its cost within two weeks or yout
money refunded!

EXTERNAL MAST

Free 88 page oscilloscope book will be
cluded if you send cash with order.

in-

MOUNTING ARRAYS

BBC

58,/:

PY81
PY82

6P23
P280

RADIO MAIL (Dept. VW)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh

3/8

4/-

pPyL 38

B36
N37
6U4
61'23
61T25

Stamp for details of this and other kits.

5/4/6
4/6
4/5/-

PLI3

3/-/

5/8/8
5/8/6
5/5/5/.
5/5/5/5/-

PCF80
PCC84

I

READY CALIBRATED

5 element, 38/-: 9 element, 45/-.
WALL MOUNTING with CRANKED
ARM. 5 element 51/8: 9 element. 80/ CHIMNEY ARRAYS with LASHINGS,
etc. 5 element, 83/8( 9 element, 72/,
LOFT ARRAYS. 3 element, 24/-.
7
element, 32/8. Also available for
Window Fixing, 2/8 extra. Co -ax. Plugs,
1/3. Low Loss Co -axial Cable. 1/8 yd.

5/-

'1'.V

minutes" we mean! Thousands of Practical
Television readers already own and use "T.V.
Troubles" every day. Designed for use by
amateur or expert, this amazingly practical
manual shows you how to find the trouble in
any T.V. circuit FAST!

shooting techniques to help you make

PADGETT S RADIO STORES

metal screen. Fitted with dimmer unit an
lamps Part 7302. A fine unit for only 45/,
Carr. B.R.S. 8/-. No details on this unit.
Reclaimed tubes. Six months' guarantee.

SEEN T.V. TROUBLES?
That N

ITV

F.M. AERIALS

ifB.B.C. (BAND U.

Tele-

scopic loft. 21/-. External
S/13 30/-.

LTA, (BAND 3).

3 Ele25/-. 5
Element,
Wall
35/-.
mounting, 3 Element. 35/-.

ment loft array.

5 Element. 45/-.
COMBINED B.B.CJI.T.V.
Loft 1+3, 41/3i 1+5, 48/9.
Wall mounting 1+3. 58/3:
5+5, 63/9. Chimney 1+3,
83/9: 1+5, 71/3.
F.M. (BAND 2). Loft S/D, 12/6. "H".
30/-. 3 Element. 52/6. External units
available. Coax. cable 8d. yd. COax.
plugs 1/3. Outlet Boxes 4/6. Diplexer
Crossover Boxes 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
P.P. 3/-. Send id. stamps for illustrated
lists.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
'I 1111.31" O\1.Y 3/- PER WEEK!

To SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. WX2.
West End, Southampton, Hants,
Please send
Troubles" for a iull enveu
ya' free trial. If not delighted I may return the
manual, poet paid without further obligation on
my part. Otherwise I will pay cash or 5/- weekly
until paid.

El Tick here

if

enclosing full price of 41/- (which

includes 1/6 postage). You get free Oscilloscope
Book. Same 7 -day money back guarantee. Overueae
customer. please scud full amount (including

Ireland).
Name

Addrees

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)
38, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey.
CRO. 2527

City

County
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TELEVISION TECHNICIANS
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

It .V11 ,;S:
4/- per line or part
hermit. average five words to line.
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Advertisement must be prepaid
and addressed 10 Advertisement
Television",
M a [lager, P met ieal
Tosser ll011Se. Southampton St.,

TELEVISION TUBF SHOP
We have the following

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes

London, W

in Stock now

SCAN CONS, ETC.

SETS & COMPONENTS

LABORATORY TESTED
ALBA: T301, T304, T394, T484, T494, etc.,

BUSH: TV11A, 11B, 12A, 12B, TV012A,
12B, TRO12A, 12B

TV026, TV32, TV33, TV034, TV034A,

T36, TV36, TWIN, TV36C, TV036C,
TV43

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD..

48/6

44/88/6

TV53, TV56, TV57, TV58, TV62, TV63,

TV66,
TV67, etc.,,94/TV80 with EY51
109/ -

COMB: 930 and T931, 933-4-5, 937, 938A,
and F, 939 and A and F
943T, 940.946, 949, 945B
954F, 947, 949
_
DECCA: 017 and C

..

DM1, 13112C, DM3, DM4/C
DMIS, DM14, DM17, 444, 555

_

DEFIANT: T131453, TR1753
DYNATRON:
T898,
EHCO:

TC8102, T8105, T8115,

TRC124, T0138, T8188, T8193
_
TRC139, TC140, T141, TV142
T161, TC162, T164, T165, etc.
TC/08, TV209, T231, T221, T231F,
T548, T283, T284, T293, etc. ..
FERGUSON: 103T, 105T, 113T, 135T, 145T
941T -953T inclusive
991T -997T inclusive
3061'. 3081'

FERRANTI: 14T8, 14T3F, 13TA
171i3 and F, 17P3 and F
17K4 and F, 178K4 and F
17T4 and F

MURPHY: V200, V202(.1

,210, V250

..

..

..

..
..

1100V, 1200V
..
1220U, 1236V, 1238V
114UP, 114UM, 115U
14370, 144617
, .

::

::

..
..

..
..

Most models in stock.
PILOT: Most models in stock.
PYE: CTM4, FV4C, FV4COL
..
V4, VT4, VI, VT7
..
..
LV30, FV1, INIC
..
..
,.
1817E, CTM17F, CW17 _
CW170, CW17CF, CW171`, etc.
Most models In stock.
RAYMOND: Most models in stock.
REGENTONE: All models available.
&C.D.: 6017T. 7017, 054, etc.
Most models in stock.
SOBELL: T817, T346
Most models in stock.
_
..
STELLA: 8T5721U ..

-

ST86171J, ST86211.1
_
ST891711 ..

ST6414U, ST6417U

-

..

..
..
..

74/ -

58/6
78/6
78/6

-..

88/8
48/6
48/8

and 88/8

..

68/6

66/6
64/ -

.., 108/8

..

::

..

..
..

-..
..

58/94/8
10454/1:

54/54/-

..

68/8
88/6
58/8

..

58/8

..

..

74/ -

ULTRA: 86 series, 185 series, with 1725, etc.,
complete .
78/8
Most modelsi n stock.
64/ VIDOR: CN4217-0N4231 Inclusive
C.W.O. Only
Post and Packing 3/6.
Also: Used O.P. Pus., Scan Coils, etc.
ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
(All enquiries S.A.E.)

-

W'(NDSOR TELEVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION
ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

£6. 7.6

CME 1402

L5. 7.6

CMEI702, 1703

L6.12.6

CME1705
CME2IOI
CRM93

C. 7.0
L8. 7.6
£4. 2.6

TUBESAERIALS VALVES

CRM 124

U.H.F. aerials. Bands I, II & III aerials.

CRM152, 153

£4.12.6
LS. 7.6
£5.17.6

FLYING SPOT SCANNER Test Card
Transparencies, 3/6 Including P.P.

Sets of 1-3Mc/s bars plus grey scale
to make camera test card 2/8. Complete test cards 3/6.
Cotham Brow, Bristol 6.

WOOD,

79

tranristorised boosters, I.T.V.
boosters, Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves. etc.
New and second-hand T.V. sets, Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appliances. Quotations without obligation.
Co -axial cable, fluorescent light fittings,
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.
U.H.F.

A. STRANGE

G.

BROADFIELD, NORTH WRAXHALL,
nr. ChIppenham. Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 238

Picture
VALUE:
tubes, brand new, Mazda 191n., CME
EXCEPTIONAL

Mullard 191n., AW47-90/91,
Mullard 191n., AW59/90,

1901,

n/101.; carriage (insured) paid. 12
months guarantee. Note: All brand
new. We also supply most other sizes
completely regunned at £411718.
guaranteed 12 months. 'POMMES, 156
Lewisham Way, New Cross, SE14. TID

3657.

CRMI41,2,3,4

£6.12.6
L7.17.6

£6. 7.6

CRM171,2,3
CRM211,212
MW6-2
MW22-16

L7.17.6
£6.17.6

MW3I-16, 74
MW36-24, 44

L4. 2.6
L4. 2.6
LS. 2.6

MW41-I
MW43-64, 69
MW43-80
MW53-20
MW53-80
790IA
I4KP4A, 14IK
17IK, 172K, 173K

L6.12.6
7.6

6901A

L6.12.6

720IA, 7203A

740IA

£5. 2.6
LS. 5.0
L6. 7.6

7405A

L6.12.6

7204A

L6. 7.6
L7.12.6

0.12.6
L6.12.6
LS. 2.6

L6. 7.6

R. & R. RADIO & T V SERVICE

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed 12 months.

44 MARKET STREET. BACUP, LA_NCS.
Telephone 465

CARRIAGE 7(6, via B.R.S. or

SPEAKERS. Ex T.V. in good working

12/6 via passenger train.

order, all sizes, 3 ohm, 6 x 4in., 7 x 4in., 13in.

TERMS L2 down (plus carriage)

Sound Output transformers, 3/8, P.P. 1/-.
Turret tuners, most makes available, 8!-,

balance LI per month.
Midland Stockists: -

round, 81n. round, 7/6 each. P.P. 2/3.

.. 64/ _ 104/.. 104/_ 104/-

L6.12.6
£7.10.0
L7.12.6

LS. 5.0

West

74/74/74/ -

L6. 7.6

CI7BM, FM, HM
CI7LM, PM, SM
C21 HM, SM, TM

Road.

126

£41101-;

..

L5. 2.6

.. LS. 7.6

CI4BM, FM

Hamilton
Norwood, SE27.
6166,

64/-

_

PETOSCOTT.PHTLCO: Most models in stock.

PAM: 908. 909, 939, 933' 958
PHILIPS: 1768U, 21680

74/-

47/6
17/6
47/8
47/8
47/8

..

11.M.V.: 1824 and 1 to 1831 Inclusive
..
1840, 1841, 1842-1848 ..
All models available.
..
INVICTA: T118, T119,1'120 _
An other models available.
N.B.: LFT50, LVT50, LETO% MV60
All models available.
MARCONI: All models available.
1NASTERADIO: Most models in stock.
MoMICHAEL: Most models In stock.

68/6

_

141'15, 178E5, 17E5

BT5348-BT5643R inclusive

8818

68/8
85/6
58/6
68/8

G.E.C.: BT1251, BT1252, BT1746, BT1748,
..
BT4643, BT5147, BT5246-48
see4743

61/6
58/6

largest stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output transformers,
Frame Output transformers, Deflector
Coils for most makes. Official sole
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service Terms. C.O.D.
Or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and night telephone: GIPsy Hill

AW36-20, 21
AW36-80
AW43-80, 88
AW43-89
AW47-90, 91
AW53-80
AW53-88 ,

post 2!-.

Fireball tuners, 12/8, post 2/-.

As available, query first. 13 channel tuners
complete with sound and vision strip,
on one chassis size, 611n. wide, 31in. high,
14in. front to rear, 38Mc/s I.F., less valves,
otherwise working, 30/-, post 3/-.
SALVAGE VALVES

All Tested before dispatch
EF80
ECM0
ECC82
ECC83
EF91
3095

1/6
3/3/3/2/6
7/6

PCF80
PCC84
PL81
PY81
30P4
20P4

4/4/5/3/6
7/6/8

20L1
10F1

6F14
6F15

10P13
10P14

5/2/6
5/.
5/5/6

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
I4in. CRMI41, 2 67/6. Others 57(6
I7in. CRM171, MW43-69, 43-64,
751-

Plus

Carriage.
Guaranteed
for 12 months.

5/ -

Many more types available, s.a.e.

Most types of transformers available at
bargain prices, state set model number
with enquiries.

Terms C.W.O.

Single valves 6d. post. 6 or more post free.
ALL GOODS SOLD SUBJECT TO SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON, S.W.II.
South of the Bridge.

until 4 p.m.

BAT 6859

Open Sats.

April,

Practical Television Classified Advertisements

1964

EKCO-- FERRANTI L.O.T.s

LXAMPLEN

B329

1111 cATALOCUE

1)1

VALVE MOLDERS
5/- doz.
American Octal

1767

1.77
11A1,91

loyal

DI/4

9d. each

1)1)41

DDL4
10,91

RESISTORS

131177

Card of iW /testators, 72 values

DX111
RANG

covering complete 10% range.
241- Per cnrd.

EB34
EB41

Full range or separate Resistors,
Condensers. etc.

EBC'33

EBc41
EUI:33
ECC34
ECCS1
EtlC112

GEC ORT'S (SALVAGED,

TUBES! Rescreened, realuminised!

SPECIAL OFFER
121n. (LEA'. 7102
Personal Callers Only101- ea.

90
110 L4.15.0, carriage 121.
Also
BRAND NEW LS.15.6! All famous makes.
36 MM., 16 Mice, 10 PANs INCRE- Years g'tee, NO lust regunned tubes sold!
MENTAL OR TURRET TUNERS NEW BOXED VALVES! 12 months'

EF91
11T330

KT6I

KTZ41
1,63
N:3118

10/6.

N 7311

We can often supply for the
actual set you want the tuner to
tit. But cannot guarantee what

N369
N079
P41
P61
P00/14

channels are titted.

WINO

TRANSFORMERS

P EN 45

CRT Boost Transformers,
2V. 4V, OV, lOy, I7V.
State which required
.. 12/6 ea.
Heavy Duty Output Trans-

PCL82
PCL83
PEN46
PL33

former& 6 ratios from 17
to 47

P1,81

P1.82

Standard

PL84

Output

1111

.

Standard 465 kea .. 12/6 per pair
Midget 400 kom

Z60
Z77

111/- per pair

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
250W
67/6 ea.

190
1719

100W

4TPB

27/6 ea

7f-

DK91, DF91, DAF91, DUO. Uses 90 V.

Return of post service.
P.

BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,

TRANSISTORISED FAULT
FINDER
Enables faults to be local e,1
quickly.
Consists of a t wo.

6C6

606
61,12
.1F17

transistor, multi-vibralm in a box.
Complete with battery.
32/6

0.15
11.17

6P15
6P28

CRYSTALS

803
006

GENUINE MULLARD. Boxed.
(IASI
6/5/-

(11.,

101,1

101`13

(.078

10P14

8/5/-

0.481
0A91

8/0l6

1153)17

20F2

TRANSISTORS

PI

20P7
20P5

0(110

231.6

Otlei

70C15
SOLI

0045
0070

0C44

48/40/25/11/10/6/6
6/6

OCT)

b -Cheaper Replacement Part
Ekco 1221, 231, 311, 284, TC208, 1310, 1331

0073
0076
0178

mist

OC82

111/-

TERMS:
C.W.O.
or C.O.D.
Orders under 01, P..0 P. 1;3.

01170 17/6

T327, TU209, T248, TC267 and F
11001-5, b-5216; ci-6216. 14T3-6, 381.
Murphy V240/250, 621; V270/280, 791.
Pye V4/7, U14.7 and Pam 906-53, 521.
H.M.V. 1840-9, 2805-5902, only 621.

Arlon Television
Maxted Road, S.E.IS

TV53,
etc..

b-69'6; o-79/6; TV24C,
b-79'6; o-89'6. Philips

1114.5,
1437-46,
89'6.
1768U
9216;
Masteradio 1917. TE7T, 1409-12 etc.. 75'-.
Alba T301, 304. 394. 484, 494. 49/6.
Cossor 930-8, 58/6; Ferg. 992-8. 62'6;
Baird P2014/7, 21147, 594.

In good condition £36. each. ELECTRONIC TRADING CO., Brigga te
House, 13/14 Albion Place, Leeds

Yorkshire.

NEW X 7152

1.

VALVE TESTERS VT5 new. £12.
Exchanges. R. C. MOLINEUX, Low field Heath, Crawley.

L.O.P.T.s. FOR ANY MAKE and Model
USED trans. often available,
supplied.
ask for quote. SCAN COILS.
Ekco T22I, T231, etc. Pye VT4-7, both 50f-.

TELEVISIONS: Large quantity of
rade-in televisions available for sale.
Mostly working. Sizes up to 19in.

Used

Tnnbr.dge Wells. Kent.. Phone 30523.

I 4in. ex -Rental 13 Ch. sets: Pye
Ferg.'Sobell, 10'- each. MIN Lots of 20.
Lots of 6 for ES. (Callers only.)
110 Con. Kit, 125f-' 625 LOP 901-.

Callers Welcome. Open all day Saturdays
Terms, C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post & Pack 4' -

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LIMITED

Open till 11 p.m. most days.

3d. stamp for list or 9d. for full catalogue
Dept. PTA

I Itriallelon ROLII. Cheater. Ches.

Miscellaneous Wirewound miniature.
100 ohms. 80 Ohms & 500 ohms. (5001
9d. each or proposition considered for
Job lots. Surplus Mullard high speed
valve testers -complete with cards.

From £2 each. Call, write or phone
SULTAN RADIO, 29, Church Road.

METAL RECTIFIERS

Please state clearly whether Maker's correct

0071

NV

E.S.C.

TV SPARES

part (a) or cheaper replacement part (5)
required. Ekco-Ferranti plastic housing
8/- available. IS'- each.
8i- Free Insurance and Quantity discounts
8I-

30PLIS
42

and 11 V. batteries. A SNIP AT 39/8
ACT FAST -THEY
(P. Sr P. 1/6i.
WON'T LAST LONG.

Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts. 20,000 Variable resistors for sale.
ohms carbon type 16,500'.
Telephone orders sent same day. 500,000
Standard size and spindle. 8 ohms
Line Output Transformers.
wirewound miniature (13,0001, Standard spindle. Diameter of Pot 81n.
a -Maker's Correct Parts;

0/-

30PL I
72

the coat of the 4 valves included-

25

TV80

6.1016

6FIX6

,Peto-Scott Model B.P.41) for less than

New Barnet, Herts. BAR 1934 (Any time)

Bush

SALE

ilaW7

1,000 TELEVISIONS, all ine.kes, from
£3 working. 10'- not. Callers only
till 6, including Sets. 39 Whitehorse Lone. Stepney, London.
9

FREE lists-valves/tubes/transformers.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS

1.13

Postage
guaranteed.
Satisfaction
packing 2/6. TOMLINS, 156 Lewisham Way, New Cross, SE14.

.t t OMPILLTE PORTABLE RADIO

Trans -

1,251

1'729
C F4)
V Pt
W77

instructions. presentation box (extra
tapes, :OOft. 4,6), ideal gift, £5!19'6.

1

10/- es.
10/- ea.
3.6.1 CT 12/6 ea.
Transistor Output: 6.6-1 CT 10/.0a.
9.3-1 CT 10/. ea.
Microphone Transformers.
ratio 65 : 1
35/- ea.

SPiil

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Portable Tape Recorders, value E5(19,6.
complete with crystal microphone.
tape, batteries,
earphone. spools,

.

Transistor Driver: 1.1 CT

SEA.

EF86, EF 183-4, PCC84, DK9 I, DK96
... 9f PL81, U.25, PCF80, U.I91, PCL82

/orate., Moltiquatch

P T31
PVC1
PZ30
SP41
SP42

rani

BY100, EY5I, EY:6, ECL80, PY800

96/ ea.
Miniature Output Trans_ 3/9 ea.

PLS.?.

SCANNER,

Photomultipiier6 with base 35/-, post
free. Govt. Surplus, but guaranteed

70

LESS VALVES. EXRECEIVERS guarantee.

N 329

43

" NEATNEITS " can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.. 120 Hamilton Road.

West Norwood, SE27. GIPsy Hill 6166.

F.1,50

SPOT

perfect. RULEMAN. 86 TaMworth
U25 Type
St.. Manchester 15.
PERSPEX HOUSINGS to suit above
161- each. Post Free.
FOR SALE
Quantity Prices: 6 at E4; 12 at E7 5s.
BOYLAN ELECTRONICS
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
Church St., VVarrenpoint, N. Ireland Send
BOXMAKERS. 75a Godwin Street.
Bradford 1.

'VARIABLY CONDENSERS
3-50pt concentric trumners 8/- dos.

EL US
EFELO

(eon tinited

FLYING

TESTER
1t36

SETS & COMPONENTS

SETS & COMPONENTS

SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON
A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE

335

Post Order. to
8

RECTIFIERS -CONTACT COOLED
141LA1282 (P31011 type 250 v., 260 mA 18/6:

1211A1283 (PC71) type 250 v., 300 mA 17/6:
:150 inA 19/6; E01. 18/-; 1,C116, 7/6.
RECTIFIERS -FIN TYPES

Equiv. for EMS 260 v. 250 mA, 18/6: 11216
260 v., 700 mA, 17/6: f4A11/49 400 ruA, 18/6:

14.486 16/6; 14.407 19/-. 14.4100 22/6; 14A041.,

20/-: LW7 1716; I.W1520/-; EK6 20/-.
MULTIMETERS from 89/6.
Stamped envelope fm full latest selection mint
bargain noes..
Cl

CRAY PARADE, MAIN ROAD
175

CAMBERWELL ROAD,

P.

.1.. oror

El

Feet

Durham

Road,

Bradford 8,

Free.

Yorkshire

S.E.S.

After business hours, Phone: RODney 7917
(Au top hone)

&

DURHAM SUPPLIES

Tel.: Orpington 30566.

Callers to:
112

P.

1.0.1)

ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT

fron(inUad ,1n n'"rt page)

(continued)

TROUBLES
FIND
TV
SET
MINUTES from that great book

TAKE YOUR PICK
ANY PACK FOR: -

2/6

NEW - ASSORTED - COMPONENTS (Peel Values)
35 Springs
30
Carbon Resistors
12 Knobs Rad/TV
C Trimmers, Stamp type
15 Tag Strips
15 Ceramic Condensers
10 Valve Holders
230 Sleeves & Grommets
16 Socket panels
350 sq. in. Insulating Brd
15 Coil Formers
24 Clamps & Brackets
S Equipment Handles
3 Radio Coils
6 R.F. Chokes
8 Wafer 01w Biscuits
3 Potentiometers
:3 Add-on D/P Switches
16 Valve Top Caps
3
Dropper Resistors
60ft. Sleeving
340 sq.in. Rerine Cloth
7 Metalpack cond
12 Paper Tube Comic
Self Tap_ Screws
Condensers
Mica

Crain Mounting Kit
4 HD Carbon Brushes
1

10
6

(Rejects)
Diodes
B7/9 Valve Cans

6

Sub -min

45ft Prestic Compound
3 2a 2 -pin sw Sockets

Trimmers

24 Loudspeaker Gauzes

12 Anti -vibration Mounts
500 sq.in. Alma. Foil
GO Nuts/ Bolts/ Washers

Electrolytic

3

Condo

Block Paper Conde
T.V. Toner Chassis

3
1
1

3 L/S OP Ow Skts

75 Felt Washers
10 FuseHolders
40 Mounted Tags

12 Equipment Feet

10 Plugs
6 T.V. Coils
45 Cable Cleats

15 Psh/Btn Knobs
2 Wafer Switches
1 Slider Switch
6 Motorcar Bulbs
72 Terminal Covers
3 Printed Circuits

Wave

1 Twin Ion Trap

Plastering

Control Units, 5/, Dimmers, 7/6. 7 TV Pots, 7/8.
Strobe Generators, 80/-. 15a Main Switches, 7/8.
Se 0 -pin Vibrators, 7/9. Se 40ah Accumulators, 25/,
Wide -Band Amplifiers, 30/-. Radio Cabinets, 19/,
EF50 Valves, 1/3. Regret all V/ Voltmeters SOLD

Large range of Radar Equipment to callers only.
Maw add small amount P. a P. Cat. 1/-. List S.A.E.
FREE -Foreign Stamps if requested with orders,
(See advts in W/W, 1'/W, etc. for other lines.)

ALBATROSS

ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. P14. 78-80 HIGH STREET, GOSBEETON
SPALDING, LINCS. (Tel. Gos 458)

WANTED
WANTED:

Service

Sheets.

No

quantity too large, highest prices
paid. SULTAN RADIO, 29 Church
Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
NEW VALVES WANTED . . . EY51,
EY86, PL,81, POC84, PCF80, PCL82.
PCL83, PY81, R19, 30P19, U25 etc.
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS, 175 Durham Road, Brad-

sham, Reading, Berks.

Manville Terrace, Bradford 7.

purchased.
SHEETS
HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road.
St. Leonards, Sussex.
SERVICE

MISCELLANEOUS

SERVICE SHEETS
S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS for all TV

Radio, including Transistors, Tape
Recorders, Units, Amplifiers, Record
Players and Autochangers, etc., also

various domestic appliances. List 1/-.
S.A.E. Mail orders only. SUN ELECTRICAL SERVICES, 38 St. Georges
Road. Hastings.
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV
4/- each. List 2/-. All orders dispatched on day received. Also
Manuals for sale and hire. S.A.E.

please. SULTAN RADIO. 29 Church
Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

MAKE YOUR OWN SCANNING

COILS
Details only 616 post free of scanning and
for
closed circuit television
coils
focus
cameras. Simple jig winding. Formers use
easily obtained materials. Send 6(6 to:
HARRIS
66 Wainscots Rd., Weston -super -Mare
Post orders ONLY

1925 -1963. Prices from If-.

Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 1(6.
Special

covering

offer of 125 Radio/TV Sheets
many popular models, 21/-.

All types of modern and obsolete valves.

Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists/enquiries.
HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

EDUCATIONAL
DRACTIINCORPORATED
THE
TIONERS in Radio & Electronics

Ltd.,

(I.P.R.E.)

Membership

Con-

ditions booklet 1/-. Sample copy of
I.P.R.E. official Journal 2/- post free.
Dept. C Secretary. 32 Kidmore Road,
Caver,harn. Reading, Berks.

SERVICE SHEETS (30,000) 8)- each

SITUATIONS VACANT

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio TV, 5,000
models. List 1/-, S.A.E. inquiries:

RADIO & TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home study School.
Coaching for Brit., I.R.E.; City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence; R.T.E.B.;
P.M.G. Cert., etc.. FREE BROCHURE

with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George St.,
St. Helens, Lancashire.

TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shep-

herd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel:
SHE 8441. Nr Goldhawk Rd. Station.

SERVICE SHEETS
41- each, plus postage.

We have the largest supply of Service Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recor-

from British National Radio Scholl,
Ru,,ell Street, Reading.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
IF YOU ARE a self employed TV
Service Engineer wishing to increase
your profits by at least 25% and
receive free technical information.

send s.a.e. for details to BOX No. 36.

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested

24 -HOUR SERVICE
185,

3S4,

3V4, DAF91, DF91,

155.
ders, etc. in the country, and can DK91,
DL92, DL,94. SET of 4, 141-.
DAF96, DF96, DIC96, DL96. SET of 4, RV-.
supply by return of post.
6/4/- DL35
6/- PCF82
0A2
To obtain the Service Sheet you 1D5
4/3 PC1,82 8/3
4/9 DL92
5/. PCL83
7/9
require, please complete the at- IRS
3/9 DL94

From:

3S4

Name: Address.

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS

44 Old Bond St., London, W.I
Please supply Service Sheets for the
following:

Make
Model

Radio/TV

Make
Make

Model No.:__

Radio/TV

I also require list of Service Sheets
at 1/6.

I also require list of Manuals at 1/ (please delete items not applicable)

I enclose remittance of .......... _ .....

MAIL ORDERS ONLY

1T4.

3/3
2/3
4/3
3V4
5!4/3
5Y3GT
6/9
5Z4G
61(70
1/3
3/6K8G
4/3
6Q70
6/6
6U7G
3/6
6VGG
6X5GT
5!12K7GT 3/3
12K8GT 8/8
12Q7GT 3/3
12SN7GT 5/6
25L00
418
35L6GT 6/6
35Z4GT 4/6
6/6
85A2
8/6
CL33
DAC32 7/9
DAF91 3/3
DAF96 5/6
7/6
DF33
2/3
DF91
5/6
DF96
3/6
DH77
7/6
DK32
3/9
DK91
6/9
DE92
6/DK96
6/9
DL33
1S5
1T4

tached coupon:

Model No.:.______ Radio/TV
CCTV

SERVICE SHEETS

For all makes of Radio and Television Sheets.

ford 8. Yorks.

A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and Transistors. R.H.S., Beverley House,

(continued)

IN

The
Principle, of TV Receiver Servicing.
1016 all book houses and radio wholesalers. If not in stock from Dept. C
Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road, Caver-

27 Cond Clips

10 SES Laraphldrs
Rectifier
24 eq.in. Felt Tape
Trowel
New & Used En Govt. Equipment, etc.
Pulse Generator No. 2, 118, Modulator No. 28, 811.
Test Set Mic/Receiver No. 4, 127. 4 Valve Modulators, 11/6. AC/DC Power Unite, 11/, No. 19
5

1

SERVICE SHEETS

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

FOR SALE

72
12

April, 1964

Practical Television Classified Advertisements

336

DL96
EB91
EBC41
EBF80
EBL21
ECC40
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85
ECFI30

ECF82
ECH42
ECH81
ECL80
EF41
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF91
EL41
EL84

EY51
EY86
EZ40
EZ80
EZ81
MU14
PCC84
PCC89

PCF80

5/6
2/6/3
5/3
7/9
6/9
3/3
4/6
4/6
5/8
6/5/9
5/9
7/3
5/3
5/9
6/8
3/9
4/9
5/9
4/3
2/8
7/4/6
5/6
5/5/3/9
3(9
4/3
5/6
7/6
5/3

PCL84
PL36
PL81.

PL82
PL83
1,1,84

PY31
FY32

py33
py30
PY81
PY82

6/6
7/9
8/6
5/5/3
618/6
8/6
4//9

5

pm

4/9
5/8

U26

7/

UABC80

UAF42

UB 41

UBF80

UCC85
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF41

UF99
UL41
CL134

DUE
UY21
UY41
1.1Y85

8/9-

5/6/5/6
616/8
8/3
7/6
8/ 8/3
5/9
6/8
5/9
11/7/6
gig
4/9
6)9

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured Against Damage in Transit eid. extra
Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON,

LONDON N.I6

April, 1964

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW !

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but

HERE

IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

breakage.

free anywhere
on the journey.

I2in.

L4. I 0.0

kin.

L4.15.0

Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know-how. We were amongst the very

I5in.
I7in.

E5. 0.0
E5. 0.0
E7. 0.0

Each tube is delivered
in the U.K. and insured

first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

2Iin.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY.
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery
Cash

-Discount for Trade-

TO AMBITIOUS ENCINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative 156 -page guide to

the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Divisionthe B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and

shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford

to miss reading this famous book.

If you are
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today-FREE.
earning less than £25 a week, send for your

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng.,
Electrical Eng..
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng..
Production Eng..
Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship,
Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER

PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT
Basic Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.V., Electronics, Etc.,

A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City A Guilds
Radio Amateurs Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radio A Television Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation

YOUR NAME!
A.M I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.Prod.E.

INCLUDING
TOOLS!
The specialist ElecDivision of

tronics

B.I.E.T
NOW offers you a

real laboratory train trig as home with
practical equipment.
Ask for details

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW

A.I.O.B.

Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

B.Sc.

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

City 6 Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc.. etc.

I
I

NAME
ADDRESS

U

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. SE/20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

(SE201.

U

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

April, 1964

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

iv

REBUILT AND RESCREENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass
FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.15.
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
477/483 OLDHAM ROAD
MANCHESTER, 10.
Tel: Collyhurst 4412

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel: Rodney 7550/7559
ALL TYPES

KEEN PRICES

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Cuttriss Ltd.

Chester Radio

Westminster House
Frederick Street
Birmingham
Telephone: Central 3221'2/3

Chester
Tel: Chester 24727

11 City Road

Lawsons Ltd.

Taylors
162 Eastney Road

36 Cornhill
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000

J. H. Sunderland
11 Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484
Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772
Radiovision (New Forest) Ltd.

The Croft
Burley, Hants.
Tel: Burley 2128
M. & G. Trade Services
23 Boscombe Grove Road
Bournemouth, Hants.
Tel: Bournemouth 37184

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE
Fylde Television Services

460 Talbot Road
Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159
R. Watson
Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

Millards Southern Rental*.
3 High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408

J. Wildbore Ltd.

Lucketts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813

T. Barratt & Co. Ltd.
Mill Street
Sutton Coldfield
Tel: Sutton Coldfield 11923

Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd.
I2a College Square North

G. M. Carlow Ltd.
3 Hurst Green Road
Bentley Heath, Solihull
Tel: Knowle 2742

Belfast 1

Tel: Belfast 33340

R.E.D. Ltd.
Waltham Street
Crewe

Tel: Crewe 4364

6/12 Peter Street
Oldham

Tel: Mai 4475

Cotton T.V. Service Ltd.
63;65 Oundle Road
Peterborough
Tel: Peterborough 2169

'4

